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The fourth Short Course in Coal Utilization held at the 
University of Illinois was offered by the College of Engi-
neering through the Department of Mining and Metallur-
gical Engineering. 
The purpose of the Short Course was to present an edu-
cational program of technical and practical information 
pertaining to coal and its efficient utilization for the benefit 
of those engaged in mining, preparing, marketing and using 
coal, as well as for those manufacturing and distributing 
machinery for the preparation and utilization of coal. 
The registered attendance at the Short Course was 323, 
eighteen states being represented. 
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I. DOMESTIC HEATING PLANTS 
P. E. MOHN* 
The importance of domestic heating in Illinois is self evident to 
members of an industry which lives by supplying fuel for domestic 
heating plants. 
To clarify matters it seems fitting to define the purpose of do-
mestic heating. Heating is used to attain conditions in the home which 
are described as "comfortable." Of course, comfort has different mean-
ings for different persons, so that heating for comfort is subject to 
widely varied interpretations. 
It is not necessary to heat the human body to attain comfort, be-
cause the body has its own heating plant. When the body is exposed 
to the winter elements it is not necessary to carry a portable heater to 
keep it warm. It is only necessary to insulate the body with sufficient 
clothing to conserve the· heat. supplied by 'the human heating plant .. 
The same' process could be followed indoors, but it is more desirable 
to be unhampered by burdensome clothing. Instead, the atmosphere 
in the home is heated to such a degree that comfort is sustained· by a 
nominal amount of clothing. The purpose of the domest~c heating 
plant, then, is to maintain a comfortable atmospheric temperature in 
the home. · · 
·Discussion will be limited here to central heating plants in single-
family dwellings, although some of the statements will apply to apart-
ments and other multi-family dwellings also. 
All central heating plants under discussion consist of two distinct 
parts: (1) a heat-supply system and (2) a heat-distributing system. 
The heat-supply system consists· of a furnace equipped with suit-
able fuel-burning apparatus, heat transfer surfaces which form closed 
passages for the gaseous products of combustion, a passage leading to 
the flue or chimney, a damper to regulate "draft,'' and a flue for the 
discharge of the waste products of combustion. The heat-supply sys-
tem is a closed system,. preventing the combustion gases from enter-
ing any part of the home, or any part of the heat-distributing system. 
Leaks in the heat-supply system cannot be tolerated, and may often 
be dangerous. The size and shape of the furnace, the fuel burning 
*Assistant Professor of l\fechanical Engineering, University of Illinois. 
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equipment, and the kind of fuel used, the draft,-all of these have a 
direct bearing on the amount of heat liberated by the fuel. The ar-
rangement and the cleanliness of the heating surfaces determine the 
proportion of liberated heat which is_ transferred to the heat-distrib-
uting system. 
The heat-supply system is common to all domestic heating plants, 
and is the most familiar part of the plant .to tl~e fuel merchant. All of 
you are aware of the construction, limitations, and purposes of this 
part of the heating plant, so that no further discussion will be at-
tempted here. The remainder of the paper will be devoted to the heat-: 
distributing systems, their workings, ·and their importance. 
Heat-distributing systems exist in a large variety of forms, but may 
be classified in two general groups: warm-air systems and radiator 
systems. Each of these groups includes a large range of design types. 
The field of warm-air systems includes the fireplace, the stove, or 
circulator, piped and pipeless gravity-flow warm-air systems, and the 
forced-circulation warm-air system. 
Radiator systems, as the name suggests, include all systems using 
radiators or the equivalent. Among these are one-pipe and two-pipe 
steam systems, gravity-flow and forced-circulation hot-water systems. 
The hot-water systems may be of the one- or two-main types. 
The relative number of each of these types in use in Illinois was de-
termined in 1934 by a Real Property Inventory conducted by the U.S. 
Department of Commerce. For single-family, urban houses, the sev-
eral types, as tabulated by the survey, had the following percentage 
(in round numbers) distribution: 
TABLtl 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF HEATING PLANT TYPES IN !LLINOIS 
URBAN SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSES 
per cent 
'Varm Air .................. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 
Steam................................................. 2 
Hot 'Vater. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Stoves and other methods-and no heat .................... 25 
In part, this distribution may be accounted for by the relative first 
cost of the several types of heating systems. Table 2 presents average 
values for the relative first cost of home heating systems. The values 
are given in percentages, using the one-pipe steam system as an arbi-
trary base of 100. 
·-
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TABLE 2 
R~;LATrn; FmsT CosT m; DOMESTIC ;Ifa.\TINO PL.INTS 
per cent 
A B Stoves and heaters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 20 Pipeless warm air. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 35 
Piped, gravity-flow warm air. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 65 One-pipe steam. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 ' 100 Two-pipe steam ......................................... 125 125 Gravity-flow hot water ...................•.. : ............ 125 125 Forced-circulation hot water. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125 125 
Piped, forced circulation '~arm air with winter air conditioning 150 150 Piped, forced circulation warm air with year round air 
conditioning. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250 320 One-pipe steam with winter air conditioning................ 165 One-pipe steam with year round air conditioning. . . . . . . . . . . . 278 
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These cost data were secured from two sources. Column A \vas 
compiled from lists included in a report, "Heating, Ventilating and Air 
Conditioning," by A. C. Willard, Philip Drinker, W. H. Driscoll and 
Perry West, presented rit the President's Conference on Home Own-
ership in 1932, and containeP, in the printed record of that conference, 
Vol. 5, "House Design, Construction, and Equipment." The values 
listed in Column B were 'supplied to the author by the American Radi-
ator Company as being more representative of 1937 practice. These 
latter values are based on the equivalent of 300 sq. ft. of radiation as 
representative of the house heating requirements. The author will wel-
come comments and suggested revisions of the values in this table from 
manufacturers and installers. 
It should be recognized that the first cost of the heat-distributing 
system cannot be separated from that of the heat-supply system. The 
kind of fuel-burning equipment and the controls used will affect the 
relative first cost, as well as the annual operating cost. 
No satisfactory general comparisons can be made concerning oper-
ating costs. The.cost of fuel is not the only operating cost. This fact 
cannot be emphasized too strongly. Interest on the investment, depre-
ciation, and labor costs are charges which must be considered in ar-
riving at the actual annual operating cost. The dollar value of such 
intangibles as convenience and temperature control should be evalu-
ated and balanced against operating and first costs. 
There follows a summary of the layout and characteristics of each 
of the more commonly used heat-distributing systems. In compress-, 
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ing these discussions to the scope of this paper, only such items as may 
be checked by visual examination have been considered important. 
Warm-Air Systems 
Fireplaces.-The fireplace is not, strictly, a domestic heating plant 
as previously defined, but it is so universally used that some mention 
of its characteristics seems advisable. Serious house heating by means 
of fireplaces is rarely practised today in cold climates because the fire-
place is notoriously ineffi~ient in its use of the heat liberated by the 
fuel. In addition; heating is "spotty,'' is not easily controlled, and is 
confined chiefly to portions of the room which are near the .fireplace. 
However, the fireplace is suitable for room heating in .mildly cool 
weather, and furnishes a cheerful adjunct to other modes of central 
heating. In this latter use, ventilation is an important by-product of 
.its use. 
Stoves, Heaters, and Circulators .~toves in their several forms are 
more desirable than fireplaces for home heating, and are extensively 
used. Their chief advantage is their low first cost. Of the group the 
circulator or circulating heater is most effective in heating, but is usu-
ally more expensive that stoves or heaters of similar construction. 
Heating is "uneven" (there are hot-spots in the vicinity of the stove). 
The heated air is not uniformly distributed through the house because 
there is no positive means of distribution. The stove cannot usually 
be located near a convenient fuel storage, occupies usable and valuable 
floor space in the living quarters, and rarely fits into the scheme of in-
terior decoration or furniture arrangement. 
Pipeless, Gravity-flow TV arm-Air System.-:In this type of system 
the furnace is usually removed from the living quarters. A single 
warm-air register supplies heated air to the house. Cool air to be 
heated is circulated to the furnace casing from the living quarters 
through a return or recirculating register. In many installations both 
warm- and cold-air registers are combined in a single floor unit. 
The pipeless system provides more positive air circulation over the 
heated furnace walls than is the case with most stoves. In addition, 
the unit is located away from the living quarters and closer to fuel 
storage space. However, this system does not produce uniform heat-
ing of the entire house. Over- and under-heated areas are the rule 
rather than the exception. Leaks in the air-flow system will reduce the 
_flow and increase the tendency to overheat. 
Piped, Gravity-flow Warm-Air System.-In the piped system, 
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Use or ot"T.Sef boor 
Fm. 1. GRAVITY WARM-AIR PIPED FuRNACE 
Fig. 1, one or more return registers and ducts circulate cold air from 
the floor level of the house to the bottom of the furnace casing. The 
wanned air is distributed to each room in the house by leaders or ducts 
leading from the top of the furnace casing to warm-air registers in 
the individual rooms. 
The distribution of heated air is relatively uniform throughout the 
house. By regulating the rate of fuel burning, air temperatures may 
be kept uniform despite outside weather conditions. This is a proper 
function of all heating systems, but the piped warm-air system lends 
itself to such regulation with particular ease, especially in mild weather. 
Satisfactory operation is easily obtained if the system is properly de-
signed and carefully installed. Since air circulation depends on a rela-
tively small pressure, large duct and register sizes are necessary. The 
distribution of air to the rooms is often affected by winds. The gravity-
f!ow system requires a centrally located furnace, and leader pipes are 
limited to not more than 15 feet in length. The system is not adapted 
to buildings more than three stories in height. 
As this type of system is so widely used, and as satisfactory opera-
tion depends on correct installation and design, some of the more ob-
vious installation details will be pointed out. It is hoped that this list 
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will aid fuel merchants in assisting their clients toward. better heating 
results. 
The casting ring should be level, rest on a ~o~-inflammable surface, 
and be grouted to the floor with neat cement to form a dust- and air-
tight joint. 
The joints requiring furnace cement should be well filled and ab-
solutely gas· tight. Because of frequent changes in temperature the 
cement does crack and cause leaks in time, and should be· renewed 
periodically. 
The casing, usually of galvanized sheets, should have air-tight 
joints, and should be lined from its top down to the level of the grate. 
Tests· have demonstrated the effectiveness of this lining in reducing 
heat losses from the casing. 
If the top of the casing is less than 12 inches from a combustible 
floor or joist, a protecting metal shield should be placed 2 inches below 
the combustible material. The top of the casing should never be less 
than 6 inches from combustible material. 
The bonn~t must be high enough so that leaders may be attached 
without ovaling. 
The water pan or humidifying device should be used. While most 
water. pans are. inadequate for the most severe conditions, a water 
pan locatior. in the dome is most effective. Similarly, a pan with a large 
water evaporating surface is better than one having small water 
surface. 
The furnace shown in Fig. 1 is a cast-iron furnace representative 
of one type of warm-air furnace. Steel furnaces of welded or riveted 
. construction are also used. Steel furnaces are free from the joint. 
leakage found in cast-iron furnaces, but may be injured due to cor-
rosion or warping caused by overheating. First cost is often the .con-
trolling factor in the choice of a furnace between the cast-iron and 
steel types. 
The leader pipes should be of bright tin, with air- and dust-tight 
joints. Tests made at the University of Illinois have demonstrated 
that the bright tin surface is a better insulator when bare than after 
being covered by an asbestos paper cover unless at least eight thick-
nesses of the paper are used. 
All warm-air pipes or leaders should have an upward pitch of not 
less than one inch per running foot, away from the furnace casing. 
If a warm-air pipe passes within one inch of wood, the wood should 
be covered with asbestos paper. 
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Warm-air pipes should be insulated if'they pass through unheated 
spaces. 
All joints, such. as those between registers and stacks, should be 
·sealed. 
A cross damper, supported at each end, should be placed in each 
leader pipe. 
Recirculating cold-air returns must have a total area, at all points, 
equal to or greater than the sum of all leader areas. 
All boots and shoes should be of "stream-line" construction. 
If spaces between joists are used as cold-air ducts, all wood sur-faces should be lined with sheet metal, and the bottom should exten<i 
not less than 2 inches below the joists. Connections to such ducts 
should be made with transition fittings. 
The face area of grilles should be at least equal to the duct area. 
If vertical cold-air registers arc used, any part above 14 inches from the floor is not considered as being effective. 
The smoke pipe must be short, and have a check damper. 
The sizes of grates, leaders, and stacks may be checked by the ap-
,, plication of simple arithmetical methods if directions from the Stand-
ard Codes for Installers are followed. 
Forced-Circulation lV arm-Air System.-In this system, illustrated in Fig. 2, wnrm air is distributed to the rooms by a closed system of ducts with registers in each room. A fan is included in the systeni 
to create positive air circulation. 
The forced-circulation system permits the use of smaller ducts and 
registers, sharper bends and turns; grading or pitching the ducts is 
not necessary, so that more head room can be allowed in the base-· 
mcnt. · The length of the ducts is limited only by the size of the fan 
motor and the cost of power to operate the fan. Care is necessary in 
the installation to select the proper register sizes to prevent unpleas-
antly high air velocities. In this system the registers need not be placed in the floor or baseboard, and, if necessary, they _may be placed in outside walls, although that practice is not advocated. 
Radiator Systems 
No matter whether steam (or vapor) or hot water is used as the heat-distributing medium, radiator heating plants deliver heat to each 
room by the Circulation of air (usually by gravity flow) past the hot 
surfaces of the radiators. There is also some heat radiated from the' hot 
surfaces to objects in. the room. Proper heat distribution among '.the 
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FIG. 2. FORCED CIRCULATION WARM- AIR SYSTEM 
several rooms of the house is achieved by use of appropriate sizes of 
radiators, and by supplying the radiators through pipes of suitable size. 
Exposed radiators are usually made of cast iron, although other 
metals may be used. Concealed, recessed, or enclosed units, called con-
vectors are now frequently used, and the heating element in these units 
may be had in ferrous or non-ferrous material. 
Some principles which apply equally to all radiator systems are 
mentioned in the following: 
Radiators are most effective when located along exposed walls and 
more especially so when located under windows. 
Long, low, thin radiators are more effective in heating the occupied 
zone of the room, than short, tall, thick ones. 
Oil paints are preferable for radiators. Metallic paint reduces the 
heating effect of the radiators by as much as 10 per cent. A coat of oil 
paint applied over the metallic paint will restore the heating effective- · 
ness of the radiator. 
Home-made enclosures, window seats, and shelves resting on top of 
the radiator usually reduce the heating capacity of the radiator. How-
ever, some properly-designed enclosures will actually increase the 
heating effect. The better type of enclosure is solid only on the side 
next to the wall and may have a deflector over the top but the front 
and ends of the radiator are given a maximum exposure. 
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Radiator surfaces should be kept clean for maximum heating effect. 
Boilers and piping in the basement should be neatly covered with 
insulation unless they are designed to heat the basement. 
The installation of radiators of adequate size and. the use of pipes 
of ample proportions for supplying the radiators from a boiler of 
sufficient capacity-these are necessary elements in a satisfactory 
radiator heating system. 
One-pipe Steam System.-The one-pipe steam system is the simp-
lest and least expensive in first cost of the radiator systems. The steam 
pressure is greater than atmospheric. The system has a tendency to 
"pound" when pipe sizes are too small. It heats and cools rapidly, 
and is not as readily regulated for temperature control as other radia-
tor systems. 
Some of the essential installation details are listed below; many of 
them are illustrated in Fig. 3. 
The boiler should be of adequate size. 
The steam main should be ample in size, and should be of constant 
diameter from the boiler to the point, below the boiler water level, 
where it is reduced in size as it joins the return pipe. 
Branches to risers should be taken out from the top of the main. 
Branches should be provided with means for expansion. 
Each radiator on first and second floors should be served by its 
own branch riser. 
The main should be graded one inch in 10 feet downward in the 
direction of flow (away from the boiler). 
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Each branch riser should be well graded .. 
Each radiator should be provided with an angle valve and an air 
valve; adjustable air valves are available. 
There should be an air valve at the extreme end of each main, at 
the point where the main drops to the return. 
The return should enter the boiler through an "underwriters' loop." 
Drains for boiler and returns should be provided. 
Radiators or convectors (concealed radiators) should be adequate 
in size to serve the spaces to be heated. 
Return pipes should be graded continuously toward the boiler, at 
least 1 inch in 20 feet. 
In buildings of more than two stories, each riser should be dripped 
to the return separately. , 
Steam valves supplying radiators must be fully open or closed. 
All radiators must be located above boiler water level. 
A variant of the one-pipe up-feed system shown is the one-pipe 
down-feed system. The main is taken directly to the top of the build-
ing, feeding steam into the risers which run downward toward the 
b~sement. In this system each riser is dripped to the return . 
. Two-pipe Ste.am System.-The two-pipe steam (or vapor) systems, 
while more expensive than the one-pipe systems are less subject to 
noise, provide greater ea~e in temperature regulation, heat up quickly 
but cool more gradually and are generally more satisfactory. In addi-
tfon, the heat supplied to each radiator is subject to more exact control 
~either manual or automatic. . 
. Some two-pipe gravity systems are still in use. In this system each 
radiator is drained by a. return pipe, each return dropping to the wet 
return line. In case a high, or dry, return is used, connections to it 
should be made through a vvatcr seal two to three feet deep to prevent 
reverse flow of steam through the returns. . · 
Figure 3b shows an example of a two-pipe steam system. The vapor 
f?YStem illustrated is characterized by a trap at the return connection 
tO each radiator, a graduated steam inlet valve on each radiator, and 
a ·high or dry return. These features are characteristic .of most two-
pipe steam systems. . 
''· Vapor, _vacuum, sub-atmospheric, and atmospheric systems are 
yariants of two-pipe systems. The steam pressures used arc indicated 
by the name of the system. Each system has its special merits and 
advocates. The vapor system operates at very low pressures, ounces 
instead of. pounds per square inch. In the vacuum system, a vacuum 
is maintained in the return line with a positive pressure in the steam 
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line; enabling radiator's to be located below boiler water level. The 
sub-atmospheric system operates with a vacuum ·in both· supply and 
return, enabling steam temperatures to be varied. over a wide r~nge 
with varying weather conditions. In the atmospheric system the re-
turns are open to atmospheric pressure. This latter system is especially 
adapted to the use of by-product steam for heating. Orifice systems 
use orifices at each radiator to proportion the amount· of steam each 
radiator receives. Radiator orifices may be used with any of the steam 
systems named. Each of these systems has its special uses and advan- . 
tages. In any steam system, proper pipe and radiator sizing, slope of 
. the pipes in the proper direction, and a continuous downward flow of 
the returns toward the boiler are essential to proper operation. 
Gravity-flow Ii ot-lV ater System.-Hot water as a heat distributing 
medium has been satisfactorily used for years in radiator systems. 
When there is no mechanical circulating device in the s'ystem, it is 
called a gravity-flow system. Due to low velocities. of the water and 
lower temperatures (than for steam) of the heating medium, larger 
radiators and larger pipes are necessary. The large mass of water in 
the system is conducive to sluggish· heating and cooling. The latter 
effect tends to produce a constancy in room temperature control. 
Gravity-flow hot-water systems of two-pipe construction are used 
with either short-circuited or reversed returns. These systems may be 
either of the up-feed or of the down-feed type. A one-main system 
may also be used. 
An expansion tank is essential to a hot-water heating system. The 
purpose of the expansion tank is to take care of the variations in water 
volume with the changes in temperature. An open expansion tank, 
placed above the highest radiator, or a closed (compressed air) ex-
pansion tank, usually located in the basement, inay be used with any 
of the gravity systems. In some rare instances the city water system is 
used as an expansion tank, with a resultant wasting of heated water. 
Each of the hot-water systems illustrated is equipped with an open 
expansion tank. The open expansion tank should have an overflow 
discharging into a basement drain so that the overflow may be ob-
served. The tank and its vent must be protected from freezing. 
Figure 4a illustrates a two-pipe up-feed reversed-return hot-water 
heating system, with an open expansion tank. In this type of system 
the path of the water from the boiler through a radiator and back 
to the boiler is of approximately the same length, regardless of the 
radiator served. Any individual particle of water passes through only 
one radiator in making the circulation. Each radiator is supplied with 
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hot water at approximately the same temperature, Water is supplied 
to each radiator at the top and leaves at the bottom of the. opposite 
end. The shut-off valve is placed at the outlet end. Each radiator is 
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equipped with an air valve for venting, to insure that the radiator is 
full of water at all times. The air valves are of the manually operated 
type. 
Figure 4b shows an overhead distribution system, feeding hot 
water downward to the radiators. The effect of the radiator connec-
tions is to accomplish the same water path as that found in the re-
versed-return system. The radiator connections are the same, except 
that the air valves are omitted, since all venting naturally takes place 
from the open expansion tank. If a closed tank is used, the highest 
points in the system must be vented. The overhead distribution is 
used because there is a greater motive head causing water circulation. 
This fact makes the use of smaller mains possible, resulting in some 
advantage in first cost, and in a more positive operation. 
The two-pipe up-feed short-circuited-return (sometimes called di-
rect-return) hot-water heating system is illustrated in Figure 4c. In 
this system, the length of the path of the water supplying each radia-
tor is different. The radiator connections are similar to those used in 
types previously shown. The use of a second-floor radiator used to 
"pull" or provide more positive flow in a first-floor radiator is illus-
trated here. Because of the wide variation in the lengths of the paths 
of water supplying the radiators, great care must be used in balancing 
the resistance in the several circuits so that each radiator will be 
supplied with its just share of hot water. This balancing of resistance 
must be done largely by the selection of the proper pipe sizes. The 
limits imposed on pipe size selection by the commercial pipe sizes avail-
able often necessitate the use of orifice inserts to balance the flow 
properly. The orifices have the advantage in that they may be 
changed easily to overcome any initial unbalance in the system. 
Iri the two-pipe hot-water heating systems just discussed, water 
flows through only one radiator during its circulation through the 
system. In the one-main (often called one-pipe) system, water may 
flow successively through a number of radiators, being supplied at 
lower temperatures to those radiators furthest removed from the boiler. 
These latter radiators must be proportionally larger in size. A one-main 
hot-water heating system is shown in Figure 4d. Essential air vents on 
the radiators are shown. The connections to the individual radiators 
are the usual two-pipe connections, both inlet and outlet connections 
be_ing made to the single main. The first cost of this system is lower 
.than that of the two-pipe systems, but more care must be exercised 
in the selection of radiator sizes for adequate and uniform heating. 
The selection of proper pipe and radiator sizes, the grading of the 
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pipes for quick venting, the ·covering of mains and returns with insulat-
ing material, and the equalization of the distribution of flow arc im-
porta~t points to be checked in gravity hot water heating systems. 
Forced-Circulation Hot-TV ater System.-A closed water circuit plus 
mechanical circulation of the water in the system arc the features 
of the forced-circulation hot-water system. 
The forced hot-water system may be patterned along the lines of 
any of the systems outlined for gravity flow with the one-main system 
finding increasing favor. The forced system has the advantages of 
positive flow, more frequent water circulation, and shorter heating-up 
time, and it lends itself to automatic temperature control. The addition 
of a circulating pump to a gravity system is frequently used as a 
means for correcting unsatisfactory gravity installations. This in-
variably .aids the system, but is not a cure-all. 
Winter Air Conditioning.-ln addition to heating, winter air condi"' 
tioning includes circulating and cleaning the air, and humidification. 
Both of these features can be added to any of the central heating 
plants. Some degree of humidification is included in most gravity-flow 
warm-air systems, but ·the addition of positive circulation and clean-
ing usually requires the addition of a fan. Most forced-circulation 
warm-air plants include the winter air conditioning features, or they 
may be added easily. Unit humidifiers may be attached to individual 
radiators in all radiator systems. Circulation and cleaning with radia-
tors is accomplished . by adding to the radiator system an auxiliary 
system which performs these operations. The resultant system is a 
combined system sometimes referred to as a "split" system. The com-
bined system usually has provision for the addition of tempered air 
from the outside. This latter feature is sometimes included in forced-
warm-air systems also (shown in Fig. 2). 
Conclusion.-To the members of the coal industry who deal with 
home heating there is nothing new in domestic heating plants, except 
perhaps, a point of view. Your concern is chiefly with the heat-supply 
system and in that system you can find enough variation for a life-
time of study. To the home owner, the heating plant is a unit. If he 
has trouble with an individual register or radiator, he may first lay that 
trouble at your door or blame it on the fuel.· It is unjust, of course, 
but if you will recognize that the. heat-distributing sytsem is a thi!1g 
apart from the heat-supply system, you will find the answer to your 
troubles and those of your customer. Study the heat-distributing sys-
tem, and learn to call in your friend, the installer of heating systems, 
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when the distributing .system needs attention. If the installer is not 
your friend, then you need a friend. 
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II. HANDLING THE COMMON HEATING COMPLAINT 
CLIFFORD M. LEWIS* 
Complaints, like competition and poor credits, are and apparently 
always have been present in the coal business. Where competitive fuels 
are available, a complaint on fuel is often the pertinent reason why a 
customer has gone to oil or gas. In Kansas City, a town in the hotbed 
of gas and oil competition, enough tonnage was lost to competitive 
fuels to prompt the producing, wholesale and retail coal people in 
1927 to organize and form the Kansas City Coal Service Institute. 
Since its organization ten years ago I have answered about one thous-
and complaints a year for our subscribers, and it is from this experi-
ence I speak. 
One who makes a livelihood, so to speak, or at least who makes 
a business of answering complaints, meets many situations. To know 
coal is necessary, but it hardly seems enough. Unfortunately,· too 
many buyers think they kno.w coal, when in reality they know no more 
about coal than they do about medicine or chemistry. This situation 
provides an excellent chance for an endless argument. It requires tact 
to avoid it. The same thing can be said of equipment and firing prac-
tice, so no ·matter how well-informed a man may be on coal, equip-
ment and firing, it hardly appears enough when meeting the general 
run of complaining customers day after day, year after year, in "Hand-
ling the Common Heating Complaint." 
Turn for a moment to the customer's temperament. A basic under-
standing of temperament is a valuable asset in handling complaints. 
A complaining customer may be almost hostile when you call to answer 
his complaint, so all· your knowledge of fuel, equipment, and firing 
practice is valueless unless you understand and respect his tempera-
ment, and then set about to chan·ge it. Temperament is not easy to 
define. It is a part of our personality, that part which produces our 
outward expressions. 
Let's say there are two kinds: pleasant and unpleasant. 
Consequently, when you reach a customer who has complained to . 
you, over the phorie, that he was unable to warm his house or his 
family this morning, you certainly don't expect to find a pleasant tem-
perament, but instead you must expect an unpleasant one. On reach-
ing this customer, then, your knowledge of fuel, equipment, and firing 
*Kansas City Coal Service Institute, Kansas City, Mo. 
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- must be withheld. An understanding of the fundamentals of psychol'-
ogy at this time becomes very valuable. · . 
What is psychology? Certainly it is no longer a myth. There is, of 
course, the old conception of it being a sort of .hypnotism, or mes-
merism, but this is, unfortunately, untrue and impossible. If it were 
true, there is many a fast talking customer I would have to put to 
sleep with it. Today psychology is taught in every· good school, col-
lege and university in the country. To quote one authority, psychology 
is an understanding of "what makes us do what we do." To understand 
this is to understand the unpleasant temperament when meeting the 
complaining custom'er and to discard for the moment all knowledge of 
fuel, equipment, and firing practice. 
What makes us turn on the light when we go home at night? The 
answer is, the dark. What makes us put on overcoats? The cold. What 
makes us raise an umbrella? The rain. Most every move in our lives 
is a respollse to some stimulating desire. Our every day routine is a 
series of stimuli and responses. Given the correct stimulus we are apt 
to give a certain response. 
We must not forget when facing a complaining customer, to get a 
favorable response from him to satisfy ourselves and our companies, 
and it is our job to find the proper stimulus. When we do that, we 
have applied some psychology. For the first few minutes at least, 
an understanding of psychology is far more valuable than a knowl-
.• edge of coal and its burning, when contacting a complaining customer. 
Try it as others do, for psychology is used extensively today in politics, 
crime detection, education, advertising, relief administration, and many 
other fields. A thorough knowledge of it will give you a far better 
understanding of all human behavior. It will permit you to know why 
your customer shows an unpleasant temperamen~ when he complains 
he cannot keep his home and family warm with your coal. 
We must· go further to practice psychology. If we understand that 
our every day life is a series of stimuli and responses, then to apply 
this to our own advantage, we must understand how to obtain a favor-
able response by setting up the proper stimulus. We must know that 
as we show one response to one stimulus we show another response to 
another stimulus. In other words, we adjust ourselves to some particu-
lar environment. \Ve may. wear overcoats in cold weather but not in 
warm weather. It goes without saying we all adjust ourselves to the 
environment. If the human behavior did not do that, then no cus-
tomer would allow your coal to remain in his bin after he once com-
plained that he couldn't warm his home and family. But, in answer 
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to this complaint, if you arc able to burn his coal to his satisfaction, 
if you are able to w.arm his house· and his family to the point where 
he will keep the coal, then you have set up the necessary and more 
favorable stimulus and he has given you a more favorable response. 
So we simply say he has shown a normal adjustment to the environ-
ment in which he finds himself. 
How an understanding of psychology helps answer complaints now 
begins to clarify itself. Suppose a retail dealer has some .customer who 
has always bought his $10 coal, and then buys a load of $5 coal. Using 
the same equipment and· firing practice, he now gets different results. 
He may get· excessive smoke which puts him in. a different environ-
ment. He cannot be satisfied with the smoke, so we say he cannot ad-
just himself to this ne"' environment. When the complaint is answered, 
and the coal is burned to the customer's satisfaction, he will show a 
more favorable response, the result·of a more favorable stimulus. This 
is not always easy for one answering a complaint, however, for now 
and then some customer will not show a normal behavior. 
In my work in connection with the Kansas City Coal Service In-
stitute from May 1, 1936, to May 1, 1937, I personally answered 1185 
out-and-out complaints on coal or coke. After answering these com-
plaints; written reports are made and the causes of complaints are 
classified in one of four ways: inferior coal, faulty equipment, faulty 
firing, and unwarranted. During this period these complaints ·were 
divided as follows: inferior coal, 5 per cent; faulty equipment; 26 per 
cent; faulty firing, 20 per cent; unwarranted cause for complaint, 24 
per cent. 
Complaints appear to be increasing, not ·so much the warranted 
complaints, or those on inferior coal, but the unwarranted complaints. 
Where the complaint is just or the coal is bad, there is but one thing 
to do-satisfy the customer at any cost. But the unjust, or as. we call 
it, the unwarranted complaint, is the one that·puts you to your wit's 
end at times. Possibly coal men are responsible for much of their own 
trouble, but other merchants, too, promote many free services, to the 
end that the fussy customer is getting harder and harder to satisfy. 
In our city one electric refrigerator is guaranteed three years, drug 
stores make all night deliveries, used cars arc guaranteed over long 
periods, coal yards are open nights and Sundays, and consequently we 
are not only called on from the Institute to meet competitive fuel prob-
lems and counsel common fuel burning problems, but we remove coal, 
ash and clinker, start fires, scale flues, clean driveways, crank the car, 
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mind the baby and go to the store. A natural question is-where will 
this service end? 
'Vhen coal is found inferior it is easy to discharge my duty when 
answering a complaint. When the complaint is unwarranted it becomes 
harder, but the customer himself soon falls into one of three classes in 
my mind, first, second, or third class, and is treated accordingly. The 
first class customer gets nearly anything he asks for, the second class 
customer gets a square deal, and the third class customer gets mechani-
cal help only. 
A retail yard's customers are divided into three groups, first, sec-
ond, and third class. The first class customer is the customer who, 
time after time, comes back to the same yard, for more fuel, which is 
apt to be the best fuel, or in the upper price bracket, and never ques-
tions price or a competitor's price, but simply wants "coal like the last 
time." This may be a: domestic customer burning seven tons a year 
out home, or he may buy one hundred tons a year for three build-
ings, and wants quality fuel, and does no shopping for that fuel. He 
will probably be a charge customer, and pays his bills promptly. This 
is really a first class customer, he has complete confidence in his dealer, 
and will get anything he asks for if I answer his complaints,. until he 
becomes a n·uisance. Removal and replacement of the coal is the usual 
procedure, no cash adjustment permitted under any circumstance. 
Cash adjustments may make future trouble. 
: The second class customer differs from the first class, largely be-
cause 'he is more apt to look around for his coal supply and get ac-
quainted with coal prices.· He, too, may be a domestic user or a steam 
user, is in a position to pay cash or obtain credit, and while he may 
easily buy the best coals he is more apt to buy coals from the middle 
price bracket. This customer drives a sharp bargain, knows something 
about coals, ·so· only gets a square deal, but always gets a square deal. 
This square deal is my own idea of a square deal, and is set up in 
my mind by a generous standard and nothing else. 
The third class customer is the fellow who buys trouble by buying 
only from the lower price bracket. Usually C.O.D. are his terms, a de-
cided shopper, yours today, gone tomorrow. We often meet this type 
in answering common heating complaints, help him mechanically if 
we can by pointing out faulty equipment, faulty firing, or the fallacy 
of buying the cheapest fuels. 
The first class customer gets anything he wants, the second class 
gets a square deal, and the third class gets principally mechanical 
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help. Give thought and not too much time to the unwarranted com-
plaint, set your standards, and worry little about coal, the burning 
equipment, and firing practice. Of course, if you live in a city like 
ours, you still have gas and oil hanging over your heads, and this will 
influence you toward generosity. 
I have interviewed store superintendents in Kansas City and find 
they too have many complaints on all classes of merchandise. In their 
associations they discuss it as the "return goods evil." In one high 
class store nearly 20 per cent of their packages or sales are returned 
for one reason or another. Classifying the causes for returned goods, 
the principar reason is given as "the customer changed her mind." In 
Salt Lake City, a five-year record showed 38 per cent of the returned 
goods were returned because "the customer changed her mind." Thank 
goodness we in the coal business never hear that. In Dallas, Texas, 
in a survey covering five years ending in 1935, the merchants' associa-
tion showed a return of 10 per cent against gross sales, and during 
this same period extensive educational advertising was done and the 
merchants felt rather happy. 
Thank your lucky stars we have no such percentage as that in the 
coal business. The Merchants' Association of Kansas City have 
printed several envelope stuffers containing humorous logic, depicting 
the returned goods evil. One shows a young father returning a new 
born baby to the nurse, saying, "Take it back, I wanted a boy." Pos-
sibly we can take a good lead from our Merchants' Association in this 
way at least. Goods may be exchanged if brought back to the ex-
change desk under certain conditions. In our Kansas City retail stores 
m conspicuous places hangs this sign: 
"Our Business Methods" 
"Reliable and trustworthy merchandise at low prices. Money 
cheerfully refunded on merchandise bought of us (with certain ex-
ceptions) if returned at once with duplicate sales check; PROVIDING 
THE GOODS ARE IN A SALABLE CONDITION." 
Three days is the time limit to return merchandise to any store, so 
consider what a far cry that is to some of your coal complaints. 
Several years ago I had coal removed from fifteen different bins. 
for a test, and thirty days later found only one customer had ordered 
from the original dealer. I am satisfied from this and other tests that 
the turnover of customers is high in the retail coal business, and 
further satisfied that it is wise to deliver only good coal in the first 
place. 
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Monday is not especially a busy day for our office, though you 
might think these troubles would pile up over Sunday. In fact, the 
reverse is true. Monday is a quiet day for us. More than that, the 
days just prior to Thanksgiving, Christmas, and other holidays are 
especially quiet. Is it possible that coal burns better on these occa-
sions? This is absurd, but it does show that the stimuli of the occa-
sions bring from the customer a response within himself or herself, 
accelerating his or her spirit and no time or inclination is to be found 
to complain about your coal, even though it is bad. This may be the 
reason a prominent Springfield, Missouri, coal man told me once that 
he never answers a complaint the day he receives it. Time alone still 
heals many things. 
Many customers will call you by phone and complain when they 
just would not meet you face to face and register the same complaint. 
Turn to the psychological understanding of darkness and distance. 
Writers of anonymous 'letters exist because of it, wild-eyed Romeos 
propose because of it, and many coal complaints are receivJ;Jd bec;iause 
of the knowledge that distance and darkness on the other end of the 
phone helps the cause of the complaining customer. By that same un-
derstanding it might b.e wise to give more consideration to the customer 
who complains to you when meeting you face .to face. 
Take the customer who shows abnormal behavior-he is apt to tell 
his story to his· own purpose, even though it is upside down, to get 
his point. He sets up his own perspective, ignores the facts, installs a 
false and imaginary situation always leaving out his own weaknesses. 
Such a complaining customer is a real tartar. He is uneducated, pos-
sibly a farmer boy who came to town and got smart, still calls a fire 
a "far," shows considerable vitality and some resourcefulness, and is 
scheming and quick to take advantage. These traits are always found 
in the confidence man. To you and me he is a plain liar, and when 
meeting one you must take a firm stand and be guided only by your 
experience and judgment. 
The path is not a rosy one, answering common complaints. First 
of all, common complaints are apt to come from common people and 
that includes all of us. It is a cro~s section of all humanity. Con-
trariwise, answering complaints on power plant work brings you in 
contact with engineers and trained men. This is not so ·with the rank 
and file of common complaints. Neither. do I like the word common 
for the common customer burns the high priced fuels or prepared sizes 
and will quickly go to competitive fuels regardless of the price of 
that fuel. 
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Again I must caution you, a knowledge of coal, burning apparatus, 
and firing practice is not. enough. You must have an understanding 
of the customer himself, his likes and dislikes, as well as his response to 
a given· stimulus. You must, or you should, ·have an understanding of 
at least the fundamentals of psychology. 
Consider for a moment the human emotion of anger, and you will 
realize that upon first meeting· the complaining customer "silence is 
golden." For example, the man who was not able to warm his house 
or family one morning calls you and complains of your coal. On 
answering his· complaint, which we must call common, we find a cus-
tomer who is not inclined to be very receptive. His positiveness is 
the trait most outstanding, and his anger would be easy to arouse. All 
of us know in a general way this would defeat our purpose, but do we 
really know what anger promotes? 
Let's turn again to the psychologist's analysis and let me quote al-
most verbatim from a recognized authority, "It has been proved by 
X-ray that anger is immediately followed by a stopping of the whole 
digestive tract to a point where the blood is driven from these organs 
to the heart, brain and muscles. The heart beats faster, blood pressure 
rises, breathing becomes more rapid, and a general condition' shows a 
preparation for some intense muscular activity---:in this case a plain 
fight. So don't make a customer angry, he may fight. Further, in ex-
treme cases, sweat may break ollt on the skin to throw off excessive 
heat, the adrenal glands go into action exciting the liver, causing it to 
pour out its store of sugar into the system and sugar is recognized as 
the one fuel best for rapid combustion and consumption into the blood 
stream, which in turn preserves the muscles from fatigue, permits the 
blood to clot quickly in case of wounds, and generally pr'epares the 
body for self-preservation." 
A void anger in answering common complaints. A void conversation 
which might lead to anger. Avoid wise-cracks. Silence is golden. 
The coal industry, one of the largest industries in the country, 
has the true and proven information available that it needs; it is only 
necessary that we learn a part of this available information. Those 
handling complaints may well l~arn the cause of the complaint, the 
human emotions, the human behavior, the stimulus and response, all 
clearly definea and clearly a part Of the fundamentals of psychology. 
III. THE HEATING EQUIPMENT PROBLEM 
(An Outline of Program of Anthracite Industries, Inc.) 
A. F. H. SCOTT*' 
Anthracite Industries, Inc. is focusing the whole power of every-
one directly or indirectly connected with anthracite upon one ob-
.jective-selling more Pennsylvania Anthracite coal. The ·program 
started July 1, 1936, representing approximately 80 per cent of the 
total tonnage of the anthracite industry, has moved steadily forward 
up until this time, and is rapidly gaining more momentum. 
Anthracite is practically a pure carbori, and will not smoke under 
any condition of use. Anthracite can be burned in an open fireplace 
or in any type of equipment. Over a period of years, this great asset 
has been its largest liability. Its inherent characteristics, cleanliness, 
long-burning qualities, economy, and its healthful heat, have been 
taken for granted, but no concentrated effort was made in the direc-
tion of the development or sponsoring of new and more efficient equip-
ment. Competition entered the field and sold comfort and convenience 
instead of talking about fuel,-every coal ~eater should have been 
equipped with a thermostat years ago-and sold on that basis. 
As a result of this competitive activity anthracite became in the 
mind~ of some of the public an old-fashioned fuel; this condition is 
rapidly being corrected. 
Our progra1n is divided into several parts, all of them featuring 
equipment, because the home owner of today is interested in benefits 
and res~lts, and not just in the fuel consumed. 
The Domestic Heating Equipment Problem 
There are a number of factors to be considered in the selection of 
an efficient heating system, for instance: 
(1) There must be. adequate capacity-in the ·past, too many un-
dersized boilers and furnaces have been installed. Modern anthracite 
heating equipment can give many years of service, if it is of sturdy 
construction, correctly sized, and properly installed. 
(2) The heat must· be clean and healthful and should be eco~ 
no mica!. 
(3) These ideal conditions must be t1:anslated into practical design 
and performance, and then commercialized m order that the public 
*Anthracite Industries Inc., New York City, N. Y. 
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may enjoy the benefits and comfort the heating system is designed 
to give. 
Anthracite assures all these advantages, for it is the modern fuel of 
outstanding performance and economy, with nothing to leak or explode 
-nor any gas-laden smoke or soot. 
How many of you gentlemen have read the brilliant article in 
Forbes for January 1; 1937, entitled "The Fuels Fight for Leadership," 
which states "and as they battle each participant, coal, oil, gas, and 
electricity, is developing new and better methods of generation and 
utilization with the result that the combatants are benefiting not 
·only themselves but-all business and industry as well"? 
I further quote :-"Miners Become Manufacturers-To help re-
tailers, the processing and preparing of coal has gone so far that many 
miners are actually manufacturers, with their mines becoming merely 
their sources of raw materials. Packaged coal is common, and since 
many kinds of coal can lose heavily by open-air evaporation, dated 
coal in air-tight bags may be expected any minute." · 
Even though this idea is as modern as tomorrow, in spite of an ever-
increasing demand for greater comfort and conyenience, the develop-
ment of domestic heating equipment has not progressed to any marked 
degree during the past half century. 
An important cause for this lack of progress is undoubtedly the 
futile desire of most manufacturers to build boilers and accessories that 
will be universally adaptable to all fuels and to several types of heat-
ing systems, instead of capitalizing on the inherent advantages of one 
particular fuel like anthracite, and giving consideration to proper regu-
lation and convenience factors. 
The first step in the correct design of heating equipment is a thor-
ough understanding of the properties of the fuel which is to be burned. 
At present our entire written knowledge of the combustion of coal is 
based upon bituminous coal research. Early investigators and text-
books concluded and assumed that the same laws applied with equal 
force to the combustion of ;inthracite. • 
Our research laboratory at Primos,. Pennsylvania, is directed by 
expert heating engineers who not only develop improved equipment, 
but work with all manufacturers on their equipment programs, and 
test and approve new models. 
Thus, practical work at the Anthracite Industries' Laboratory has 
further indicated that, in the case of anthracite, combustion is prac-
tically complete at a point coincident with the surface of the fuel · 
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Fm. 1. EXTERIOR VIEw OF ANTHRA-HEAT UNIT 
bed. This fact pointed the way to a possible elimination of any com-
bustion space over the fire. The potential saving in boiler bulk and 
weight as a result of the elimination of all combustion space was at 
once apparent. 
A further desirable design factor was found to be the corr~ct ad-
mission of the right amount of air for combustion, and any air leakage 
from the outside would be, by reason of construction, forced to pass 
through the fuel bed and thus be available as a part of the primary 
air supply. 
With these fundamental points in mind, an experimental heater 
was constructed and, from the very first, firing, combustion results, 
simplicity of design, and fuel bed stability have substantiated the 
laboratory conclusions. This heater, known as ~he Anthra-Heat unit, 
has just been placed on the market by several leading boiler manu-
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Fm. 2. Caoss-SECTIONAL VIEw OF ANTHilA-HEA'l' UNIT 
facturers. Its appearance and construction are indicated in :Figs. 1 
and 2. 
Another practical product of development is a radically new and 
different radiation fire pot service water heater. This service water 
heater was designed to provide a moderate-priced heater which would 
make possible very loiig intervals between attentions, which could be 
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banked for several days without danger of the fire dying out, and 
which could be used with a fully insulated storage tank, without over-
heating the water in either case. The water jacket was kept small 
so that a non-ferrous (rustless) jacket could be provided at minimum 
cost where customers were willing to pay the extra cost over that of 
the conventional cast-iron water jacket. · 
Using chestnut or pea anthracite, the heater will produce 200 gallons 
of 100 deg. F. rise water in 24 hours, or 100 gallons of 100 deg. F. rise 
water per day for a 48 hour period, without the operator adding coal, 
shaking the grates, adjusting the drafts, or giving attention of any 
kind. At the end of this period there is an ample supply of hot coals 
left in the heater to ignite a fresh coal charge. With a small hot-water 
demand, or when the fire is banked over a weekend, fires have re-
peatedly been maintained for three or four days, although, in order 
to be conservative, no claims have been made for an. interval greater 
than 48 hours between attentions. Where a family is away from home 
over the weekend, the fire can be attended to Friday afternoon, and 
can be banked satisfactorily to the following Monday morning. 
A standard half-bushel galvanized metal basket is used in the 
ash pit, and holds the ashes from one week's operation. Rocking dump-
ing grates are provided. ·. 
So far as we know, this is the only coal-fired service water heater 
which can be connected to a small, fully insulated storage tank with-
out the probability of objectionable or dangerous overheating of the 
water, and without the fire dying out during prolonged banking 
periods. This is made possible by the radiation-type fire pot {patent 
application pending), which permits a unique flexibility of heat 
output. 
Most of the heaters of this type which have been installed or tested 
have been provided with an automatic control in the hot-water outlet 
which operates a primary-air damper at the back of tqe ash pit, linked 
with a cold-air check damper at the .back of the coal hopper. This 
type of control is considered to be the most satisfactory, everything 
considered, but other controls could be used. 
Manufacturers of heating equipment who had turned from the de-
velopment of better coal burning equipment to that of competitive 
fuel equipment have been contacted, and :we are very much encouraged 
by their reception and cooperation. Many of these manufacturers had 
originally built up their business on coal-burning equipment. We 
decided that we would work with all manufacturers. In no way would 
we attempt to set up our 'own selling organization in competition 
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Fla. 3. CRoss-sECTIONAL VIEw OF TYPICAL MooERN 
ANTHRACITE-BURNING BOILER 
(Courtesy American Radiator Company) 
with present manufacturers. This policy was adopted to encourage 
the support of all manufacturers with their enormous distribution 
organization. 
It was very apparent, since coal has so many uses, that we should 
consider all equipment; boilers, furnaces, stokers, anthracite water 
heaters, fireplaces, cooking stoves, room or space heaters, and par-
ticularly air conditioning as it is applied to all types of equipment. 
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Work must also be done with the building industry so that modern 
basements with anthracite equipment would be featured. The public 
had been sold on the fallacy that the extra room or playroom was 
only possible with competitive fuels. Now this si~uation is rapidly 
changing, and our retailers are selling their customers leisure time and 
recreation with modern anthracite equipment. 
Meanwhile, manufacturers have volunteered to redesign their boil-
ers for the more efficient burning of anthracite. Several of them have 
just announced new boilers for anthracite. Those boilers, of which a 
representative type is illustrated in Fig. 3 are as attractive in appear-
ance as any boiler on the market today burning competitive fuels. 
They have streamlined enamel jackets, gauges built into the jacket, 
much larger fuel capacity, flue-ways redesigned so that the efficiency 
of burning the fuel is considerably increased, new regulators with 
sensitive control, and most important, a deeper base with an ash con-
tainer (see Fig. 4) inserted in the base so that the shoveling of ashes 
is eliminated. 
Many other manufacturers are working on new models. As they 
are developed and approved at the Anthracite Industries' Laboratory, 
they will be sponsored by the entire Anthracite Industries' organi-
zation through advertising, shows, and various exhibits, and our 30 
representatives in the field, working with equipment manufacturers 
and 8500 coal dealers, plus some 500 producing companies' salesmen. 
Several of the largest air · conditioning manufacturers were con-
tacted. Previously they had advertised equipment for competitive fuels 
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Fm. 5. TYPICAL ANTHRACITE-BURNING WINTER Arn CONDITIONER 
(Courtesy Fitzgibbons Boiler Corporation) 
only. Their engineers are working closely with our engineering staff 
and within a short time they will announce new coal-burning air con-
ditioning equipment (see Fig. 5). 
Several large nationally-known manufacturers who have never 
built anthracite equipment have been working with our engineers, and 
will soon enter the field with their resources and distributing power 
back of the whole coal proposition. 
Again, a manufacturer of magazine-feed boilers for steam or hot 
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FIG. 6. TYPICAL MODERN STOKER AND BOILER INSTALLATION WITH 
AUTOMATIC BIN FEED AND AsH REMOVER 
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water heating has just developed a new magazine-feed warm-air 
heater to be sold with or without air conditioning. 
The design of space or room heaters has been improved by several 
manufacturers, but the public has not had an opportunity to see the 
new models. A large loss of tonnage in this one item has gone to 
competitive fuels which in no way compare with coal's steady, even, 
healthful heat delivery or economy. These heaters are featured in all 
of our shows and we are helping manufacturers to secure better dis-
tribution in all sections. 
Fireplaces have been redesigned so that they are considerably more 
efficient than the average grate. Working with manufacturers of fire-
places, we expect to create a new market for anthracite, again because 
of its steady even heat and economy of operation. 
The manufacturers of stokers, or automatic anthracite burners, who 
have been sponsoring automatic anthracite heat needed tha support of 
a general anthracite movement. Many companies have already im-
proved their products and increased their number of salesmen in order 
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to secure better distribution. They have also reduced prices, and sales 
have increased materially. All companies are now featuring the auto-
'matic bin feed models that take the coal from the bin and :;iutomati-
cally remove the ashes (see Fig. 6). The home owner can now enjoy 
completely automatic heat at a much lower operating cost with the 
even steady heat that can be "turned down" but not out, rather than 
"on and of(" heat, as obtained from competitive fuels with the re-
sultant "cold 70." Reports are received daily of an increasing number 
of oil and gas installations being replaced with automatic anthracite burners. 
A number of the larger middle-western stoker c~mpanies who formerly manufactured and sold soft coal stokers only have now de-: 
veloped anthracite models and this will increase the distribution and 
demand for stoker equipment. 
The regaining of tonnage ill the cooking field is progressing. In this 
particular case, the equipment has been on the market, but the manu-facturers were not in a position to make headway without the ·support 
and guidance of a central organization sponsoring the sale of anthra-
cite. The greatest progress is being made in hotels, restaurants, dining 
cars, clubs, etc., where the cost for cooking with other fuels is ex-
tremely high. These modern stoves are sold to these groups of owners 
in almost every case on the guarantee that their total cost will be paid in savings in one year's time. Besides, the flavor of the food cooked is superior, due to the soaking type of anthracite heat (see Fig. 7). 
Anthracite water heaters have been redesigned with regulators to 
replace what was formerly called the "bucket-a-day" stove. Now the 
temperature of the water is always controlled· and attention is required 
only once a day. Larger models will operate for two or three days 
without any manual attention. There has never been any question 
about the economy of heating water with anthracite, but much tonnage 
has been lost because of the lack of convenience and regulation. An 
active drive· for anthracite water heaters is now in operation through 
coal ·dealers and plumbing and heating contractors in ·every state in 
the east and middle west, with remarkable sales success to date. This 
is a tremendous market, not only from the standpoint of the replace-
ment of jobs burning other competitive fuels, but also from that of the 
thousands of homes that do not even have a domestic .hot water heat-
ing system. A recent national survey disclosed over 30 per cent of 
such homes. Think of this "untapped" market existing largely on ac- ' 
count of the ignorance of the cost of installation and operation, and 
the extreme simplicity of a suitable regulated hot water supply system. 
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Remarkable progress has been made on the sale of thermostats. It 
is not generally known that thermostats were first invented for use 
on coal h.eaters. For several years many of the producing coal com-· 
panies have done an excellent job in selling thermostats. However, 
aided by the program of Anthracite Industries, Inc. with our field 
men, our shows and advertising, sales have increased considerably, and 
it is one item that is featured in all of our work. The a~dition of a 
thermostat to any coal heating plant not only makes it more efficient 
and convenient, but gives a finer, more even degree of automatic heat 
than can be obtained with other fuels. 
We felt early last fall that it was very important to exhibit modern 
equipment to -the public at large shows in various cities. Shows have 
been conducted in such places as Springfield, Mass., Asbury Park, N.J., 
Philadelphia, Pa., Washington, D.C., Newark, N.J., Jamaica, N.Y., 
and Reading, Pa. Large Federal Housing shows have been held in 
Philadelphia, Buffalo, and Baltimore. 
We have contracted for space in the International Heating Show 
to be held in New York in 1938, and in the 1939 New York World's 
Fair, with a large anthracite exhibit. 
These shows have definitely improved the morale of the coal 
dealers. We are educating them about modern anthracite equipment 
so they can discuss it intelligently with their customers. This places 
them in position not only to off er suggestions to improve present an-
thracite equipment, but also to regain lost tonnage and to actively 
help in the sale of anthracite equipment for new houses. 
One outstanding development in shows is our permanent display 
in the Architects' Building, 101 Park Avenue, New York City. There 
we have every approved type of anthracite equipment on display, with 
our own man on duty at all hours. It is the center of activity for 
New York architects, and is visited by architects and builders from 
all over the United States. 
Other permanent showrooms are in Philadelphia and Boston, where 
all types of modern anthracite equipment are on display. In other 
cities we are assisting coal dealers and equipment manufacturers in 
setting up display rooms. 
Anthracite Industries, Inc. contracts for the space, and makes•all 
the arrangements, and the equipment manufacturers pay a proportion-
ate cost of the exhibition space. At every show they have had sufficient 
sales to justify the total expense, and in addition to the actual sale 
of equipment, it has helped many manufacturers to secure new de'alers 
and better distribution. 
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· It was felt from the beginning that newspapers were the best 
medium for reaching the public with our message. They afford the 
best opportunity for coal dealers, equipment manufacturers and equip-
ment dealers to run tie-in advertising alongside of the Anthracite 
Industries, Inc. program. In November and December we ran 524 000 
lines in 62 of the largest cities in the eastern part of the United States. 
We had a total tie-in support of 294 000 lines. We started our second 
major advertising program on February 2nd in 67 cities with large 
dominating space actively featuring anthracite equipment and Penn-
sylvania anthracite coal, the keynote being automatic anthracite heat, 
particularly the installation of thermostats on existing equipment. The 
copy indicates that the home owner can obtain any degree of auto-
matic heat he desires with anthracite equipment. 
In addition to the newspaper advertising, new and attractive book-
lets have been prepared, presenting the possibilities of modern anthra-
cite equipment and heating to the home owner. 
We have placed thirty men in the eastern states, one in Chicago 
and one in Toronto, who know all phases of heating. They work 
closely with the coal dealer in the field and get him to line up with a 
heating contractor on the installation of equipment--for they both 
sell the same customer the same thing-heating comfort. Our field men 
become acquainted with the representatives of all manufacturers, and, 
having an operating type of mind, when they receive reports from coal dealers that a certain home or building owner is considering the in-
stallation of equipment to burn other fuels, they immediately work 
with approved manufacturers' salesmen and present the advantages 
of anthracite equipment to the architect, engineer, builder and home 
owner. Very definite results are being obtained, and we have hundreds 
of reports of not only holding present customers on anthracite, but 
of regaining tonnage which had been lost. 
The Federal Housing Administration at Washington is sponsoring 
a large building program in the low-cost housing field. They expect 
at least 460 000 new homes to be built under the program, and we 
have available new modern anthracite equipment to sell builders, so 
that these home owners in the lower income bracket can have tBermo-
statically controlled anthracite heaters and automat~c heat with the 
economy of anthracite, insuring a low over-.all operating cost year in 
and year out. Incidentally, a Technical Bulletin, No. 6, is published 
bearing on this important subject of small home heating equipment. 
Anthracite Industries, Inc. must give the coal merchant the neces-
sary tools to do a better selling job. Generally, the coal merchant is a 
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highly respected citizen in his co~munity and one of the objectives 
of Anthracite Industries, Inc. is to make him the headquarters for 
heating information and advice to his customers, and to have him 
work closely with the heating trade on the installation of proper 
equipment. 
Anthracite Industries, Inc. is coordinating the work of everyone 
directly and indirectly connected with our industry, and, through 'the 
constant repetition of the story of automatic anthracite heat and 
modem equipment, we hope to place solid fuel foremost in the minds 
of the public as the ideal fuel for heating their homes. We hope, 
further, to place the industry in its proper position in the American 
industrial world. The results of our efforts so far have indicated that 
this is possible, and with the assistance of everyone in the industry we 
know it can be done. 
IV. SOME SENSIBLE STOKER SALES ARGUMENTS 
J. E. MARTIN* 
During the past few months you have heard the stoker industry 
referred to as America's fastest growing industry. While this may or 
may not be literally true, you will agree with me that few, if .any, products of such recent origin as the small home stoker can show the 
same percentage of sales increase as we have had in recent years,.even throughout the depression. 
Analyze the story that is being told today by the stoker industry to the American public. It is conservative to estimate that during this coming year more thall" a billion messages will be delivered to the public by stoker manufacturers, stoker associations, and others interested in promoting the use of coal as automatic fuel. 
As this business has grown, and as we have learned more about the features of small stokers which appeal to the public, there have been great changes in our selling argument. In most cases these changes have been an improvement. Today, competition is a decided factor in the type of sales argument which we are using in our battle to win 
our share of the automatic heat market, as well as to convert those 
who have heretofore considered automatic heat beyond their reach financially. 
By competition, I do not necessarily mean competition between 
stoker manufacturers. In a market which has to date reached a satu- ' 
ration point of only 3 or 4 per cent as compared with some 43 per cent in the refrigeration industry, our greatest competitor is lack of public 
acceptance. 
This is illustrated by a story I heard recently which rather vividly describes the type of competition which, I believe, faces the stoker industry today. In a recent bulletin on competition, the writer used as 
an example the bride who entered into the holy state of matrimony 
with great trepidation concerning the years which she expected to 
spend with her husband .. One of her greatest worries at the moment 
was whether or not she would be sufficiently attractive to him through-
out the years to keep that affection which she felt sure she had then.· Visions of the.proverbial blonde or brunette, as the case might be, con-
cerned her most. After she had been married for a while, she soon dis-
. covered that h~r competition was not to come from the blonde or the 
*Manager, Stoker Division, Link-Belt Company, Chicago. 
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brunette, but rather from the golf game, the poker crowd, and the 
locker room gang. 
We in the stoker industry today are faced with the same type of 
competition. We find that the income of the average American is in-
creasing; however, the dollar which he has to spend can go for a great 
many things. In the final analysis, our real competition is not with 
other stoker manufacturers, but with the radio, the refrigerator, the 
automobile, or, perhaps, a new paint job for the house, interior deco-
ration, or a new kitchen, new plumbing, or any one of ten or. fifteen 
items in which the average American home owner is interested today~ 
The consumer has only so many dollars to spend for improvements, 
luxuries, or necessities, and our real comp~tition is in getting him to 
spend part of his dollars for an automatic coal stoker. 
In order to sell automatic coalbur~ers, it is necessary to get away 
from the "nut and bolt" sales story which we have all been sci prone tO. 
use in the past. We must sell stokers in the light of what they will 
do for the home owner and not what theY, are made of, except where 
the mechanical construction or design affects the utility of the product; 
L In recent yciars the appliance industry has become interested in 
automatic coal ·burners. They recognize this as a possibility for one of 
their next big markets, such as the refrigerator market. The stoker 
iridustry has learned, and can learn a great deal from the appliance 
distributor, dealer, and salesman about merchandising. They have 
learned from long 'experience just what it takes to get that part of 
the available consumer dollar. 
It is very difficult to pick out the most important selling feature ofa 
stoker going into a home; however, our experience both before the sale 
and after the sale leads us to believe that the most important factor in 
the determination of any buyer is comfort. This is based on the fact 
that a great many people who have purchased our stokers told us that 
they were more than satisfied with their investment; however, they 
had not, according· to their records, been able to reduce the cost of 
their heat. 
According to their statements, the uniform temperatures in their 
homes gave them sufficient satisfaction to more than offset any cost 
differential in operating a stoker. I do not mean to infer by this that 
there is not a saving through stoker operation in most localities. There 
· are some communities, however, where high grade stoker fuel actually 
costs more ·than hand fired fuel. 
The next most important selling argument for a coal stoker is 
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the convenience. Some of you still have to get up on cold mornings, go down to your basements, shake the grates, and start up the fire so 
that the rest of the family can arise in. comfort. While .it has been 
a number of years since I have had to do this, I can still recall it as having been a rather unpleasant job. 
You can well imagine that a customer who has been accustomed to this routine plus the necessary trips to the basement by his wife during 
the day to keep the fire going and his trips during the evening, is more than pleased at having to go to the basement only once a day when 
owning a stoker. 
An important argument we have is economy. Our company has de-
veloped a slogan in connection with the sale of our stokers which, I believe, describes this perfectly and does so in a few words: "The finest automatic heat that money can buy at the lowest cost of any heat." In no other form of automatic heat can this statement be made. With oil or gas, it is assumed that the heat will be more expensive; however, the compensating advantages of uniform, controlled tempera-
tures, plus the conveniences, are expected to overcome the difference in fuel cost. 
In many communities it is the accepted practice in the sale of oil 
or gas burners to compare the cost of operation with hand fired coal 
which, in most cases, is the most expensive type of fuel used. Natu-
rally, the home owner who has been using an expensive bituminous 
coal or anthracite might be expected to look with favor upon other forms of fuel if the cost is equal or only slightly above his present 
method. It is up to us as an industry to convince the buyer through 
advertising and good salesmanship that the cost of automatic heat 
should be compared not with hand firing, but with stoker firing. Coal automatically fired in a stoker is clean, if the stoker is prop-, 
erly designed and properly adjusted, because a coal stoker burns a 
soft coal smokelessly and fuses the ash to a clinker. '\<Ve have learned from actual experience,· however, that cleanliness, particularly base-
ment cleanliness, with' an automatic coal stoker is relative. The aver-
age housewife would not expect her livingroom to remain spotlessly 
clean if she only ran the vacuum cleaner or mopped up once in six 
months, but we have found some stoker owners who actually expect 
their basements to remain spotless with little or no attention just be-
cause they have illstalled an automatic coal burner. 
Frankly, a stoker will not sweep the basement. I have seen stokers installed in basements used for playrooms, recreation rooms, etc. 
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Given reasonable care, the basement can be as clean in using automatic 
heat with coal as it can be with either oil or gas. 
· To many of you these arguments are a repetition of a story that 
you have heard many times. They are simple arguments, but after all 
most of the .important things that appeal to us are simple. If you 
will check over any successful appliance going into the home today, the 
refrigerator, the stove, air conditioning, the radio, all of them embody 
the simple appeals of convenience, comfort, and pleasure which are so 
desirable. to all of us. 
In any discussion of sales arguments we, of course, have a con-
sideration of price. Price, ins.afar as it applies to the amount of the 
consumer dollar which we hope to get for the product that we have 
to sell, based on its utility or its value to the. consumer is important. 
When price simply becomes the object of .attracting attention to your 
·product at the expense of your wholesalers and retailers, then price 
is one of the most dangerous things that can come to our young· and 
growing industry. We have an old saying around our department that 
a stoker is not sold until it is paid for. In our particular case that 
means something because we carry our own stoker paper and some-
times it's thirty-six months before the stoker is paid for. 
With only a small percentage of the potential buyers owning stok-
ers today, it is ·of paramount importance that those who do own 
them be satisfied with them. Satisfaction in ownership of a stoker 
goes far beyond the mechanical equipment itself. Satisfaction involves 
installation and service, satisfactory facilities for replacement of parts 
when they are worn or broken, etc. In order to maintain a manufac-
turing and distributing organization that will make those things pos-
sible, it is necessary that all of the parties make a profit from their 
operations. Otherwise it will not continue for very long. 
In our Chicago retail division, we sell a stoker for an average size 
home today for just a few dollars under $300. We have what we be-
lieve to be an efficient manufacturing plant. We have not the largest 
volume of stoker sales in Chicago, but a satisfactory volume which 
results in a fairly low sales expense overhead. We have the necessary 
facilities for determining what this product costs us and we know, at 
the figure we are selling our stoker today, we are not making more 
than a nominal profit. When we see stokers widely advertised in trade 
publications selling retail at almost half our figure, we wonder whether 
we are crazy or someone else. It is also noticeable that these lower-
priced stokers are not running· away with the market as might be ex-
pected with such a wide spr.ead in price. 
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I sometimes take issue with some of the advertising which I see in 
our trade publications. I realize, however, that these advertisers pay for their space and certainly do not speak for the public. In a recent 
editorial in one of our more prominent stoker magazines, I noticed a discussion of price in connection with automatic coal burners. If some. 
of the stoker manufacturers advertising in this magazine will read this 
editorial and. take it to heart, I think our industry will be a better industry for their having listened to words of wisdom .. 
This coming year is a critical year to the stoker industry. We 
are growing from a small industry to a large industry and it will 
soon be evident whether or not we have within our industry that type of salesmanship that is so necessary to a large industry. It is my belief that we have and I think that all of you, as you watch, will agree that. the stoker business is truly America's fastest growing industry. 
V. STOKER INSTALLATION AND SERVICING 
J. MCCLINTOCK*. 
Small stoker installation and service problems are considerably 
more simple today than they were a few years ago. Developments in 
coal burning equipment, improvements in the preparatim;1 and delivery 
of coal and a more thorough knowledge of stoker installation and 
service account for the change. We get but one service call today where 
we used to get twenty in the same period of time .a few years ago. 
Most of this change was brought about by improvement in stoker 
design. 
During the development stages there was considerable confusion 
among stoker dealers, coal producers, and retail coal companie,!', as 
well as stoker users. Coal men and others that have had close con-
tact with this industry can recall the common troubles with small-
sized stokers during the d~velopment period. The most common of 
these difficulties were: 
Motors burning out 
Screw conveyors twisting off 
Pieces breaking out of the flights 
Transmissions breaking down and failing to feed coal 
Smoke coming back through the hoppers 
Coal burning end burned up or failing to distribute coal properly 
A considerable part of this difficulty was laid either to the coal man 
or to the way the equipment was operated. Part of this was true, just 
as it is today, but the majority of these troubles were due to improper 
stoker design that only years of experience, a lot of research and hard 
work on development corrected. This period also helped create con-
siderable mystery about stokers and made a lot of people not connected 
with the industry think that stokers were something complicated. 
Most of this was caused by the stoker industry developing some 
excelient alibi artists that in most cases could give a good reason for 
any trouble a stoker user might have had. In a few instances where 
he could not give a good reason for the trouble the idea was to bring 
in some engineering terms such as B.t.u.'s, C02 or other terms that 
would make it seem very complicated. 
On a lot of stoker jobs one stoker "engineer" would say the boiler 
was short on combustion space, another would say the stoker was set 
too low, or there was too much combustion space; one would say it was 
*Manager, Free-Man Stoker Division, Illinois Iron and Bolt Company, Chicago. 
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too small for the job, another would say it was too large; one would 
say the coal was too small and another would say the fusing point of 
the ash was too low; all of this was confusing to coal companies and 
the stoker dealers, as well as to the users of the stoking equipment. 
The weakness in stoker design or undeveloped equipment was not to 
blame for all of the troubles, as the kind and size of coal delivered 
to the job in many cases was practically impossible. 
Some of the trouble was caused by the stoker salesmen. In many 
instances they would tell the prospective buyer the stokers would 
burn any kind of coal and were designed to burn the -cheapest size 
and kind of coal available, when they should have said stokers were 
designed to burn the smaller sizes of coal generally costing consider-
ably less per ton. 
Of course stokers could not live up to such statements as these. 
Fair preparation of stoker coal as well as a fair quality was essential. 
Certainly, it was more essential during this early period than at 
present, as the stokers are more highly developed. Improvements have 
been made which enable them to burn a much wider variety of fuel 
than was possible during the early stages of the industry. 
Lack of knowledge of stokers, combined with these misleading 
statements made by many dealers and stoker salesmen, gave the coal 
men the impression stokers would burn any kind of coal; therefore· 
many retail coal dealers thought when they got an order ·for stoker 
coal that it was a good chance to clean up their yard sweepings, fine 
coal, dirt, etc., which they had been unable to dispose of. 
I recall making a trip of about 500 miles to straighten out soine 
difficulty in Northwestern Iowa, and found ~pon arrival that the stoker 
dealer had informed a buyer that he could use the cheapest kind. of 
coal in his stokers. The buyer got in touch with his local coal dealer 
and the local coal dealer in turn got in touch with the producer's repre-: 
· sentative. He informed the retailer they had some cheap coal con-
sisting of fines which was left from some screened coal he would sell 
to him in carload lots for 25c per ton f.o.b. mine. The stoker users 
had put in between 30 and 40 tons each o.f this supposed stoker coal 
that ran at least 85 per cent dust, about 10 per cent dirt, sand, etc., 
and about 5 per cent coarse, which of course was impossible to burn 
in any small size stoking equipment made. This resulted in a lot of 
trouble for the coal men, as well as a lot of trouble for the owners, 
and naturally there were some very dissatisfied owners. 
During this era the coal man was just as apt to go to the other 
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extreme. I put in a lot of time during this period in straightening 
out difficulties on jobs where they were trying to burn coal as large as 
6~in. egg in stokers. Time and experience, of course, changes a lot of 
things. It has certainly made a big improvement in the stoker equip-
ment of today compared to the equipment of a few years ago. The 
larger, older and more experienced stoker manufacturers are today 
producing a complete range of sizes that are free from the common 
weaknesses of a few years ago. Stokers as they are manufactured. at 
the present time arc handling a much wider variety of fuel, success-
fully. The owner can feel sure the equipment will give many years 
of satisfactory performance with very little service. · 
As is common in fast.growing businesses, we have many new manu-
facturers that would like a share of the profits; many of whom think 
a stoker is simply a quantity of iron and steel assembled to fire a boiler 
or furnace. Their chief qualifications as stoker designers is that they 
have had some experience making gray iron castings. During. the de-
pression their business wasn't so good, so they decided to manufacture 
some coal burning -equipment. If they would only make a thorough 
study of the industry and take advantage of past experience of some 
of the older manufacturers they would find some of their ideas entirely 
wrong. Older men in the industry have learned that it takes years 
of experience with hundreds of installations actually in the hands of 
the user, installed in different designs of boilers, burning a wide variety 
of fuels, to really determine whether the stoking equipment is satis-
factory. Regardless of the experience of the designer, in order to 
produce an entirely satisfactory line of stoking equipment it is neces-
sary to go through this development stage, which generally costs 
considerable money. 
Since the more experienced manufacturers in the industry have been 
successful in developing perfected lines of automatic coal burning 
equipment in sizes from the small home type up, and have had suf-
ficient experience in installation and service to establish rules and 
regulations, tried and proven through years of experience in installing 
stokers in various types of furnaces and boilers, most of the mys-
tery connected with stokers has disappeared, and the industry has 
progressed to the point where there is little engineering ability re-
quired to sell, install, and service the present design of stoking equip-
ment. This is particularly true of installations requiring stokers rang-
ing from those of less than 100 pounds capacity to those that will 
handle a building up to approximately six apartments: These smaller 
sizes at present are practically all equipped with built-in wind boxes 
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simplifying installation. Manufacturers are putting out simple charts 
showing exactly how to remove the grates and set the stoker in position 
in the boiler, as well as charts showing the necessary clearance between 
the hearth or dead plates and the crown sheet of the boiler. 
The great improvement in equipment over those built a few years 
ago, resulting in the simplification of installation and service problems, 
no doubt has been the principal factor in the enormous increase shown 
in the stoker industry during the past few years. The selling job that 
has been Cl.one by thousands of satisfied users of stokers has been a big 
factor toward increased sales and increasing public acceptance of 
stokers. 
The sale, installation, and service of the small size stokers has been 
simplified today to a point where instead of being a complicated engi-
neering line as they appeared to be forinerly, they are rapidly getting 
into the classification of other domestic appliances. This, of course, 
has enabled the industry to establish a great number of dealers that 
otherwise could not have been established, and has enabled these 
dealers to obtain salesmen that have had no stoker or engineering 
experience but could be trained in a few days' time to go out and 
successfully sell automatic coal burning equipment. 
Until a few years ago, in looking for stoker dealers the majority. 
of the more experienced stoker manufacturers were trying to establish 
dealers that had some stoker or engineering experience. Many of these 
were sh_ort on sales ability. In looking for a stoker dealer today the 
majority of companies are more interested in establishing a dealer with 
merchandising ability than one with engineering ability. 
The sales, installation, and service of the larger sizes of stokers, 
from 100 lbs. per hour and over, in old installations, where they are in-
stalled in a wide variety of boilers, with a wide variation of shapes 
and designs, many with exceptionally narrow furnaces and probably 
short on combustion space, of course presents a great many more engi-
neering problems, and, no doubt, will always be more closely connected 
to the engineering lines than these smaller sizes. However, the sales, 
installation, and service of these larger sizes have been simplified con-
siderably during the past several years, as the larger manufacturers 
of this equipment are furnishing the necessary engineering information 
in a simplified form that is more easily understood by the average 
person than was the complicated technical information formerly 
furnished. 
In fact, it is simplified to the point today that any man having any 
experience in the line who is willing to put in some time studying, and 
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avail hi1nself of the engineering assistance furnished by the field repre-
sentatives and engineering departments of the various manufacturers, 
can handle even these larger sizes. 
The stoker- industry, of course, still has some service calls. Don't 
get the impression that there is never any service necessary, or that 
stokers will perform miracles as some high-pressure salesmen once in 
a while lead the prospective buyer to believe. The mechanical difficul-
ties, however, have been eliminated by the experienced manufacturers. 
The majority of service calls today generally fall under one of the 
following classifications: 
Adjustment of the stoker. · 
Adjustment of controls. 
Showing operator how to remove clinkers and take care of stoker. 
Unnecessary service calls caused by owner taking parts of stoker 
apart and doing a number of other foolish things they have been in-
structed not to do. 
Exaggerated statements made by th.e salesman in the sale of the 
equipment. 
Improper coal for the job. 
Service calls falling under heading "Adjustment of stoker," have 
been decreased considerably in small size stokers in the past few years, 
principally due to the decrease in the number of speeds. It was form-
erly customary to manufacture a stoker with a lot of speed changes 
mi it. The sales argument was that the stoker could be adjusted to 
feed exactly the amount of coal the boiler or furnace required, depend-
ing on the outside temperature. At the present time the majority of 
stokers have few feed changes, and are set as a rule to feed a suffi-
cient amount of coal to produce the desired amount of heat in all kinds 
of weather; and the amount of coal fed and burned is governed by the 
length of time the stoker runs or remains idle, which is, of course, con-
trolled by the automatic control equipment. This eliminates the neces-
sity of trying to make an operating engineer out of the home owner. 
This was a big factor in reducing service costs, as in the past the 
owners would adjust their stokers so that they were either feeding 
several times the amount of coal required, or practically none, either of 
these conditions resulting in very unsatisfactory operation. 
Service calls falling under "Adjustment of controls," have also de-
creased considerably, due to the progress made by the control manu-
facturers from the standpoint of design as well as from that of improved 
methods of manufacturing; Until a few years ago the common method 
of· holding fire in a boiler was the use of a stack switch installed. in 
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the :breeching directly· back of the smoke outlet. This caused a lot 
of service calls, due to the wide variation between the stack temper-
ature on one boiler and another, due to difference in size and design, 
as well as to the difficulty encountered through the accumulation of 
soot on the heating clement of the control acting as an insulator. 
The change from stack switches to clocks which automatically hold 
fires by operating on 30-minute or one-hour cycles, adjusted to 
operate as many minutes each half hour or hour as are required to 
maintain fire in the boiler at all times, resulted in a large decrease in 
the number of service calls. This, combined with the more nearly per-
fect line of controls available at the present time, has decreased serv-
ice calls from this standpoint to a minimum. 
The service calls falling under "Showing operator how to remove 
clinkers and take care of stoker," arc always going to be an impor-
tant factor in the stoker business. W c can't expect a man who knows 
nothing about stokers to successfully handle this equipment without 
proper instruction, any more than an automobile dealer, selling an 
automobile to a man who never drove one could expect him to get 
in and drive that automobile out of the dealer's place of business with-
out instruction. The proper follow-up on instruction to the user is one 
of the main factors· in elimination of service calls on stokers. There 
are some buyers who absorb this information very quickly, and at the 
end of the first or second call by the instructor or service man are able 
to continue successful operation of their equipment. Others are slower 
in absorbing this information, and have to be followed up by the in-
structor. 
· 
A small percentage of buyers always require considerable service 
from this standpoint, due to the fact that they have some foolish ideas 
that are hard to correct. This is particularly true in some cases where 
the buyer has a lot of time to play with the equipment. 
Foolish calls, sometimes, arc difficult to eliminate. Some of these 
are caused by people having imaginary ideas-deciding something is 
. wrong or something is going to go wrong; while others are caused by 
some one having a limited knowledge of mechanics trying to take the 
equipment apart. A great many of these calls come from the class of 
buyer who is retired or has a lot of time to play around with the equip-
ment. In many instances these buyers will do foolish things. I recall 
a service call not long ago where the. customer called for service for 
adjustment of controls. One of our service men made a service call 
and found the clock would not run. The owner said the electric time 
clock was no good and would not function. The reason he· ha~ de:.. 
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cided the clock was no good was that it did .not tick, so he had taken 
it apart to try and fix it so that it would tick. 
Service calls due to salesmen making exaggerated remarks, are too 
common. The number of these calls, of course, is determined by the 
kind of salesman, kind of sales management. Most of these are caused 
by one of two things: · 
(1) The salesman doesn't have sufficient knowledge of the stoker 
business to satisfactorily explain what a stoker will do a~d what it 
will not do. 
(2) The other, of course, is the over-enthusiasm of some of the 
high-pressure salesmen connected with the industry. 
Sometimes our service department has calls from buyers who ex-
pect the equipment to p'erform miracles. Some even complain because 
a stoker won't wash the dishes, as some enthusiastic salesman prob-
ably led them to believe. These calls should, of course, be eliminated. 
There has been a big decrease in this type of service call during the 
past few years, due to better training of retail salesmen as well as to 
a higher type more intelligent sales organization, capable of more 
clearly explaining to a buyer the functions of a stoker. 
The service calls which are d.ue to bad coal, have certainly shown 
a large decrease during the past few years, due tO the better knowl-
edge coal producers, as well as coal retailers, have of the stoker coal 
business. There is much better stoker coal on the market at the present 
time. Retailers have learned a lot about the size and kind of coal for 
various sized stoker installations. 
The improvement in stoker coal has been a big help toward en-
abling stoker manufacturers to obtain a larger volume of sales during 
the past three· years through the better performance of their equip-
ment. I have had a fairly close contact with the service of several 
thousand stokers over a period of years. 
At the present time there are more service calls due to delivery of 
improper fuel than to all other reasons combined. This is the greatest 
weakness we have in the industry at the present time even with the , 
enormous progress that has been made during the past few years by 
operators and retailers in the delivery of better stoker coal. 
A thorough analysis of our service department will show that at 
least 50 per cent of the men's time is spent in what we might call the 
serv~cing of coal, a good part of which could be eliminated by a better 
understanding of the stoker coal business by operators and their repre-
sentatives, as well as by the retail coal yard owners and their rep-
resentatives. 
The period is pa11t where the coal industry can get by by having 
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representatives that·say "we have the best coal mined." If the repre-
sentatives, both of the producers and retailers, would make a thor-
ough study of ·the stoker coal business a large part of the service calls 
could be eliminated.. 
· 
Close cooperation between the stoker manufacturer and the coal in-
dustry is the only thing that is going to enable automatic coal burn-
ing equipment to combat the competition of gas and oil and reach the 
point in the industry that all of us hope to reach. One definite forward 
step that could be made at the present time by more coal operators 
would be to .put representatives on the street contacting retailers, who 
at least would know the difference between underfeed domestic stokers 
and forced draft chain grate equipment. I have been in a good many 
retail coal yards when operator's. representatives were trying to sell 
stoker coal. The majority of the smaller dealers even at the present 
time are short on knowledge of the problems connected with stoker 
coal in the smaller size stokers. In many instances when they start to 
discuss these problems with the operator's representatives they state 
that they have the best coal mined-that they had run a test on some 
power plant and it ran higher in efficiency than anything they ever 
burned (when that power plant was equipped with either chain grate 
stokers or pulverized coal burning equipment and the customer in 
question was trying to get information on coal for small-sized under-
feed stokers). 
Various sized boilers and various sized stokers present different' 
problems insofar as selection of fuel is concerned. In the larger sizes 
a wider variety of fuel can be burned. Efficiency, of course, is some-:. 
thing that should be considered, and is all right to talk about generally 
in a large-sized stoker, as the cost of fuel may be considerable. A dif-
ference of 5 to 10 per cent in efficiency may mean something in dollars 
and cents. On the smaller-sized stokers the question of efficiency is 
not a factor to be discussed in th~ sale of stoker coal. Of course, we 
design stokers to burn coal efficiently, and they do this, providing there 
is a reasonable grade of coal delivered. . , 
The main thing an owner of a household stoker is interested in, and 
the thing that determines whether an owner is satisfied or not, is 
whether the retailer can deliver fuel that will cause his stoking equip~ 
ment to work satisfactorily, and will enable the owner to get by with 
a minimum amount of attention. We are all inclined to be lazy' 
whether we want to admit it or not; therefore all owners.are naturally 
interested in something that will enable them to operate their stoking' 
equipment with the least work. 
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The two most important factors to be considered in the delivery of 
domestic coal are the preparation of the coal and the amount of ash 
content. One other important factor to be considered in the delivery 
of stoker coal to small sizes of stokers is that this coal runs fairly uni-
form. You will ,find that if the equipment is designed to burn a sat-
isfactory grade of stoker coal and it is possible to continue with the 
same grade of fuel, you will receive very few complaints. 
Stokers require adjusting when there is a wide change made in the 
variety of fuel delivered, and it is impossible to change from free burn-
ing to semi-coking coal, or from a clean nut coal to a coal running 
50 per cent fines without making some adjustment of the stoking 
equipment. 
With the larger sizes of stokers, )Vhere there is an experienced jan-
itor or engineer devoting time and study to the operation of the equip-
ment, you may be able to make quite a change in the delivery of fuel 
without getting in any difficulty, but in the .smaller jobs where the 
owner expects the equipment to sit there in his basement and give 
him service day in and day out with practically no attention, you 
are bound to get complaints where you are constantly changing the 
type of fuel that is delivered. 
We learned a good many years ago that stokers would not cure 
all the difficulties connected with some dilapidated heating plants; 
that they will not burn all kinds of coal successfully. However, they 
will burn the majority of more prominent coals mined successfully 
and efficiently. 
If the coal industry, starting with the operator, would closely fol~ 
low the preparation of a stoker coal that operates most efficiently in 
various sized machines, and get in a position to deliver this fuel to 
the retailer, and would have representatives that are capable of .teach-
ing these retailers the type of job in which this fuel will operate satis-
factorily, and the type of job in which it will not operate satisfactorily, 
within a short period of time retail' yards, regardless of size, through 
the cooperation of the operator's representative and the stoker .manu-
facturer's representative, would reach a point where, in practically all 
cases, they would be able to deliver a fuel that was 100 per cent 
satisfactory to the buyer. 
, There is no question but that through such a cooperative plan we 
w~mld make rapid progress. toward educating the public to the con-
venience an.cl economy of the cheapest and best automatic heat in the 
world, which is stoker-fired coal. 
... ~ . ' • . . l ' 
VI. AIR CONDITIONING FOR THE HOME OR STORE AND 
ITS RELATION TO THE COAL INDUSTRY 
w. B. HUGHES* 
Contrary to the generally prevailing opinion, air conditioning is 
not a new or mysterious art. Early this year, "Air Conditioning" cele-
~rated its twenty-fourth anniversary. · 
During the past few years there has,· however, been disseminated 
much information that has been confusing and conflicting, and this 
in many cases has created .an erroneous or doubtful idea in the minds 
of the public as to the practicability of air conditioning and the many. 
advantages and benefits to be derived from its use. 
Fortunately, most of this misinformation has now been· clarified 
and there is a rapidly increasing, general public acceptance and ap-
preciation of the many benefits· to be derived through the proper in-
stallation of satisfactory equipment in homes, stores, and apartments. 
This discussion is not intended to be and should not be interpreted 
· as a discussion of the highly technical phases of air conditioning, some 
of which are still controversial or unproven, and at the present time 
are occupying the attention of the engineer, the physician, and the 
chemist. 
It is, on the other hand, intended to be a non-technical discussion 
and explanation of the fundamental principles of air conditioning and 
the various applications of proven equipment that has been developed 
and which can be used successfully in bringing increased comfort· and 
health to our homes, stores, and apartments, thereby improving our 
modern standard of living. 
At the outset it is important to realize and understand that air con-
ditioning is now and will continue to be of real value to the coal and 
stoker industry. So far as air conditioning apparatus that is appli-
cable to the stoker-fired job is concerned, it practically parallels that 
available to the oil and gas systems, It can be said without fear of 
contradiction that whatever air conditioning is available with oil and 
gas, is also available with stoker-fired units. 
If the personal and physiological benefits of air conditioning arc 
known to the coal producer, to the coal and stoker dealer, and through 
them made known to the home, store, and apartment owner in such 
a way as to invoke a desire on the part of the owners. for these benefits, 
*l\fanager, Automatic Coal Burning Division, American Radiator Company, New Yo~k City, 
N. Y. 
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and if the producer and the dealers not only know of, but sell, and can 
demonstrate such devices, it would seem that the path to increasing 
sales of stokers and coal would become considerably less difficult upon 
pointing out that air conditioning results depend largely on automatic 
coal heating. 
The public has become so infatuated with the idea of summer cool-
ing that in the majority of cases when air conditioning is mentioned 
it is construed to mean cooling. Cooling, however, is only one of the 
phases of air conditioning, and therefore it seems advisable at the out-
set to definitely get a clear picture of wh.at air conditioning act~ally is. 
The American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers defines 
air conditioning as follows: 
"The term air conditioning in its broadest sense implies control of 
any or all of the physical or chemical qualities of the air. More par-
ticularly it includes the simultaneous control of temperature, humidity, 
movement and purity of the air." · 
·This definition, you will immediately appreciate, embraces all the 
£actors in the year-round conditioning of air, and makes no distinction 
between summer and winter air conditioning. Let us reduce this defi-
nition to simple language, and for practical purposes say that "Air 
Conditioning is simply the creating and maintaining of atmospheric 
conditions in buildings that arc conducive to the comfort and health of 
the occupants." 
Thus it is obvious that these conditions should be maintained 
throughout winter months as well as summer months. In fact main-
taining proper atmospheric conditions in buildings throughout the 
winter months is of far greater importance than simply cooling the 
air for the brief period of time necessary during the summer months. 
For example, in Northern Illinois heating is required more than 240 
days a year, as compared with cooling, which is required for only a 
part of 100 days a year. 
As so aptly expressed by President Willard, our sole purpose and our 
ultimate objective fo the development of both winter and summer air 
conditioning is to make human beings comfortable. The modern theory 
of comfort is based on regarding the human body as a heat generator 
acting iU: such a manner that all bodily processes and functions result 
in the production of heat. This production of heat ranges from 400 
B.t.u. per hour for the average person at rest in normal atmosphere to 
three or four times this amount, depending on the amount of labor or 
exercise performed. 
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As this heat is produced, it must be dissipated so that a normal 
body temperature will prevail. This temperature is approximately 
98.6 degrees F., and, as long as this normal body temperature prevails, 
there is usually a feeling of comfort. Nature's way of dissipating this 
bodily heat produced is through the factors of radia.tion, convection, 
and evaporation. These three factors are subject to more or less in-
dependent control by varying the air temperature, air motion, and rela-
tive humidity, and by introducing warm or cold surfaces.' 
Thus, in air conditioning it is obvious that our objective is simply 
the creating and maintaining of atmospheric conditions that will en-
able the human body to function as nearly as possible as nature 
intended. 
In winter air conditioning our objective is to create and maintain 
atmospheric conditions that will prevent the body from losing its heat 
too rapidly, and, conversely, in summer air conditioning, to create and 
maintain atmospheric conditions that will enable the body to lose its 
heat rapidly enough. 
While we know that if the normal body temperature of 98.6 degrees 
F. is maintained a feeling of comfort is enjoyed, it is well to know and 
appreciate that, under air conditioning conditions, human comfort in 
its relation to health is something that is not yet generally understood. 
Pioneer work is now being done in laboratories, clinics, and hospitals 
that may in the final analysis cause us to change or modify our con-
ception of human comfort as related to health. 
Due to physiological reasons, it may be proved that it is unwise to 
go to the extremes we are now going to, and that a revision of our 
now-considered human comfort standards will be necessary. If this 
proves to be the case, doubtless a reduction in the cost of air condi-
tioning will result, especially in the cost of summer air conditioning. 
In the meantime, however, it is important that we know and under-
stand the fundamental prillciples of air conditionillg, ·and that we 
know how to make intelligent use of the air conditioning equipment 
that has already proven to be of real merit and benefit. 
In order to get a more intelligent understanding of the real func-
tions. of air conditioning, suppose we outline the different phases of 
air conditioning. For all practical purposes there are eight, namely: (1) Ventilation 
(2) Air cleansing 
(3) Air circulation 
(4) Noise elimination 
(5) Heating 
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(6) Humidification 
(7) Cooling 
(8) Dehumidification , 
As a supplementary phase or feature, we can consistently add the 
year-round heating of domestic water supply, as this feature is usually 
included in the home or apartment house system. 
The first four phases, together with the supplementary feature, are 
for year-round use, the fifth and sixth for winter air conditioning, the 
seventh and eighth for summer air conditioning only. 
All these phases may be incorporated in one complete plant to 
furnish all the functions of year-round air conditioning, or apparatus 
may be used singly or in groups to furnish one or more of the func-
tions of either winter or summer air conditioning. 
The air conditioning industry has almost reached the point where 
types of systems have become stabilized, and these we can discuss. 
The eight phases, or· functions, just outlined can be accomplished by 
means of any one of three distinctly different systems: 
(1) The split sy~tem 
(2) The indirect system 
(3) The direct-fired system 
The first, or split system, is not generally understood, most fre-
quently being considered as a system in which part of the heating is 
- done with air and part with radiators. The technical definition of a 
split system as given by the American Society of Heating and Ven-
tilating Engineers is as follows: "A system in which the heating and 
ventilation arc accomplished by means of radiators or convcctors, sup-
plemented by mechanical circulation of air (heated or unheated) from 
a central point." This type of system is frequently called a radiator 
conditioning system, an auxiliary system, or some similar name. 
Solely for our purpose here, in order that we may get a clear under-
standing of the operation of the split system, let us call the system 
in which part of the heating is done by air and part by radiators 
or convcctors a divided system and discuss it from that angle. Thus, 
we now have four distinct types of systems: 
(1) The split system 
(2) The divided system 
(3) The indirect system 
(4) The direct-fired system 
First, we will discuss them from the standpoint of winter air 
conditioning. 
In the true split system. all heating is done by radiators or convec-
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tors placed in the different rooms. Air cleansing, ventilation, air cir-
culation and humidification are accomplished by a separate unit op-
erating independently, or in. conjunction with the heating system. 
With the divided system part of the building is heated with radi-
ators or con vectors, and part" with warm air distributed through ducts 
and registers. 
In the indirect type of system steam or hot water is usually the 
medium by which heat is transferred from the boiler to the heat-
ing units located adjacent to the boiler. The air passes over the heat-
ing units and is conveyed to the spaces to be heated or conditioned 
through a system of' ducts. 
The direct-fired system utilizes the heating principle of the warm 
air furnace. The air passes directly over the hot castings of the 
furnace, and by forced circulation is conveyed through a system of 
ducts t-0 the spaces to be heated or conditioned. 
The features of temperature, humidity, air cleansing, air motion 
and distribution may be incorporated in all these systems. 
If summer cooling is required, cooling and dehumidification equip-
ment may be installed and used in conjunction with any of these four 
types of systems. Remember, cooling and dehumidification are sepa-
rate phases of air conditioning, necessitating the use of special equip-
ment if satisfactory results are to be expected. It costs money to cool 
air-far more than the majority of people realize. Summer cooling 
and dehumidification should be divided into three classifications: 
·Commercial, Industrial and Residential. From a commercial and in-
dustrial standpoint, summer cooling is not a luxury; it has already 
become a necessity. Many of the large commercial and industrial 
plants· pay for themselves in a few months' time. 
In residential summer cooling we have an entirely different picture. 
I don't think we should be too optimistic about the demand there will 
be for cooling in the home immediately. It will come just as central 
heating has come. Gradually it is going to become a requirement for 
the home, but, like central heating, it will take time and will first be 
applied to the more expensive homes costing above $12 000 and where 
incomes are above $6000. 
While generally desirable, summer cooling costs in the average 
existing residence are usually out of proportion to the benefits received. 
Our air conditioning sales volume for the next several years must come 
from the existing home market. Existing residential construction is not 
readily adaptable to satisfactory or economical summer cooling; at 
best, we are in competition with the sun-with the sun having the ad-
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vantage. Doubtless, the growing interest in summer cooling will result 
in a change in our residential building construction. The home of the 
future will be built with double windows or some kind of double 
window pane, insulated walls, floors, roofs, etc., but until such time 
as we have this type of construction, summer cooling costs must neces-
sarily remain high. 
There are, however, several ways in which existing homes can be 
·made more comfortable during summer months. 
There are six generally acceptable methods by which cooling may 
be accomplished. They are as follows: 
(1) With the proper application of the attic fan 
(2) With cold well water 
(3) With ice 
( 4) Evaporative cooling 
(5) The refrigeration or compression system 
(6) The absorption system 
The operating principles of these last five methods are effectively 
described and illustrated in Circular No. 26, Engineering Experiment 
Station, University of Illinois. We will talk about the first, the.proper 
application of attic fans, later on. 
Now suppose we consider air conditioning from a sound merchan-
dising standpoint. In doing this there are three factors that we should 
carefully consider: 
(a) What do people want? 
(b) What do they need most? 
(c) What can they afford to purchase? 
It is axiomatic that regardless of what people want and need, buy-
ing power must exist before purchases can be made. In many cases 
in the beginning the complete all-year air conditioning system cannot 
be purchased, therefore it becomes our responsibility as honest sincere 
merchandisers, first to definitely determine what phase or phases of 
air conditioning are needed most, and what purchasing power exists. 
Having done this, certainly it is infinitely better to do a good job of 
selling and installing equipment that will satisfactorily furnish one 
or more. phases of air conditioning than it is to make exaggerated 
claims for so-called complete systems that are not designed for and 
cannot furnish all the phases of air conditioning. 
In winter air conditioning, eighty per cent of the job is heating, 
therefore a satisfactory heating installation comes first in importance. 
With the types of equipment now available the different phases of both 
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winter and summer air conditioning can· be added as purchasing 
power permits. 
Having now considered a few. of the fundamental principles, the 
different phases, types of systems, and the factors to consider from a 
merchandising standpoint, from this point on let us discuss, describe, 
and illustrate some of their applications. 
The real objective of air conditioning engineers is to make human 
beings comfortable. Air conditioning for human comfort is based on 
the assumption that the human body is a heat machine. Nature in-
tended the human body to be comfortable when at its normal body 
temperature of approximately 98.6° F. This normal temperature is a 
·resultant of two factors; heat production and heat loss. To be com-
fortable there must be a proper heat balance. 
Although the human organism is capable of adapting itself to varia-
tions, its ability to maintain heat equilibrium under varying atmos-
pheric conditions is limited. Therefore, it is necessary to mechanically 
provide a way to assist nature in maintaining its proper heat balance. 
The human body heats itself by the heat units contained in the 
food. An equal amount of heat must be lost by the body to have a 
healthy heat balance. The body heat is lost by. radiation, convection, 
and evaporation-all so automatically regulated that body tempera-
ture is constant 98.6° F. The main rules of a proper heat balance are: 
In winter-Human beings must be protected against too great heat 
losses. 
In summer-Human beings must be enabled to lose enough heat. 
A proper healthy heat balance involves eight points of air con-
ditioning. 
In dealing with heat transfer the two most important factors are 
radiation and convection. The transfer of heat by radiation is the most 
effective method of heat transfer known. The direct rays -of radiant 
heat travel in straight lines at about the same speed as light. No air 
currents arc needed to carry them to objects that are to absorb 
the heat. 
Herc we have illustrated a typical condition that explains the trans-
fer of heat by radiation and convection. 
Here the temperature of the surrounding air is 0° F. The sun is 
shining on this side of the hill but it does not materially affect the 
air temperature. You will notice that the boy and girl exposed to 
the sun's rays are comfortable yet the air temperature is zero. The 
reason for the feeling of comfort is due to the fact that the amount of 
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FIO. 1. ENCLOSED RADIATOR 
heat transferred to the bodies by radiation from the sun offsets that 
lost by the bodies to the air by convection. Cold air is constantly 
moving into this area. Consequently it does not become warm. If, 
however, we could bring into this area a supply of warm, filtered, 
humidified air, we would have an ideal condition. In other words, we 
would have the comfortable warmth of an ideal Spring day. 
On the other side of the hill there is no sun; the air is cold. The 
boy and girl over here would be cold and uncomfortable. Their bodies 
would rapidly lose heat by both radiation and convection. To 
produce a feeling of comfort in this area, warm air would have to be 
brought into it, thus transferring heat to the bodies by convection, 
the convected heat transferred being sufficient to offset that lost by 
radiation from the bodies to the colder adjacent objects. 
Now suppose we enclose an area on each side of the hill with a 
structure 30x40x20 feet. In the enclosure on the sunny side we theo-
retically place a small piece of the sun. We know that in a short time 
the enclosure will be comfortably heated. 
To heat the enclosure on the other side we will have to admit and 
circulate a supply of heated air and do all the heating by convection 
because we do not have the advantage of any radiant heat. 
Going one step further, suppose we combine the two enclosures into 
one. We would then be heating it by both radiation and convection, 
thereby taking full advantage of nature's way of heating which, after 
all, is what we are trying to do in all our heating applications. 
We now take the enclosure, divide it into rooms and call it a home. 
In the next few illustrations we will see how closely we have followed 
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FIG. 2. RADIANT CONVECTOR 
nature's method of heating-and how far we have progressed since 
the advent of the old style radiator job. 
Here we have the typical radiator, which, as we know, is sized to 
ineet the requirements of each room. Heat is transferred by radiation, 
and as the air passes over the hot surfaces of the radiator, there is 
also a transfer of heat by convection. We also get a circulation of air, 
as each square foot of radiation circulates three to five cubic feet of 
air per minute, depending on the height of the radiator. 
Next came the use of the enclosed radiator, Fig. 1. The radiator 
became more attractive. It could be recessed, and from a decorative 
standpoint had many advantages over the free standing radiator. 
Here we somewhat curtail the radiant heat effect by covering the 
front of the radiator. The convection factor, however, is increased 
as we get a stack effect from the enclosure. 
Figure 2 shows the latest development and a new departure in 
radiator heating-the ew Radiant Convector. In this design a con-
vector is used. Solid radiating panels are built into the front of the 
convector and the enclosure, leaving the front of the radiator exposed 
for comfortable radiant heat in the lower part of the room. The air 
passes under and through the convector and is discharged through the 
enclosure opening above the radiating panels. Thus, we get the full 
effect of both radiation and convection . 
That there is a real need for proper humidification in radiator-
heated buildings has been known for a long time. This has now be-
come practic 1 through the development of a new type of automatic 
humidifier. This new humidifier has a twelve gallon evaporating ca-
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pacity per twenty-four hours. It can be used with any boiler, and is 
connected to either the regular piping system or to boiler tappings. 
Air is drawn into the humidifier either from an outside air main or 
from the· cellar by means 9f a centrifugal blower. It enters a mixing 
chamber where moisture is added by means of a spray nozzle. It then 
passes over a hot evaporator plate having a finned surface where it is 
tempered and passes out through the air mains to a discharge grille. 
A humidistat governs the moisture content of the air by controlling 
a solenoid valve, which in turn controls the supply of hot yvater from 
the domestic supply to the spray nozzle. A strainer is furnished in the 
water supply line to protect the spray nozzle. 
Frequently the question arises: How can you distribute moisture 
through an entire home with only one or two pipes and one or two 
small registers? This is a logical question, an.d one you will be called 
upon many times to answer, yet the answer is simple when the fun-
damental principles of humidification are once understood. 
When we speak of supplying moisture. to the air, this moisture is 
generally considered as being in the form of water, which is not the 
case. The moisture is in the form of vapor, and vapor is a gas, and. as 
a gas it will permeate every part of the house. We are all familiar with 
the common, ordinary sponge, and we know that if we take an ordi-
nary dry sponge and place any small part of its surface in water, it 
will immediately start absorbing moisture and will continue to absorb 
moisture until the entire sponge has become thoroughly saturated. 
The dry air in the home is literally a large sponge continually 
reaching out, so to speak, in an effort to absorb moisture until it be-
comes saturated. It absorbs moisture from any object in the home that 
contains ID:Oisture, even extracting it from the varnish or other finish 
on the furniture. It is therefore obvious that if moisture in the form 
of vapor is released at any point in the house, this vapor will immedi-
ately start traveling throughout the house; and the air in the· home, 
as outlined, will immediately start absorbing the moisture in the way 
illustrated by the sponge. 
The application of the remaining phases of air conditioning can 
best be explained in the illustrations of the different types of systems 
which we will now show and discuss. 
First, the split system. The use of this type of plant is increasing 
rapidly as it is readily adaptable to all types of homes from the modest 
cottage to the luxurious mansion. With this type of plant, too, exist-
ing installations in homes· can easily be modernized by adding the dif-
ferent phases of air conditioning as they are desired. 
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Now, let us see how nearly this type of plant functions along the 
lines that we have previously discussed. 
All heating is done with radiators. Jo matter how hard the wind 
blows there is bound to be everywhere in every room positive, con-
stant warmth, for the source of heat is in the radiator right there in 
the room. Due to its location the radiator is also directing direct rays 
of heat into the lower part of the room along the floor line and where 
we sit and move about. Radiators can be sized and adjusted to pro-
vide any desired temperature in any particular room. Grandma's room 
can be 80 deg. F. while the living room is 70 deg. F. and other rooms 
each maintain individual temperatures, yet all radiators work together, 
thus avoiding the possibility of overheating one room while another 
room remains unheated. 
It only remains for us to supply the needs of ventilation, circula-
tion, air cleaning, and humidity. First, the recirculated air is mixed 
with the fresh air drawn from outside and passed through the filters. 
Upon leaving the filters, the air passes through the spray chamber 
or humidifier, where it picks up the required amount of moisture. It 
then passes through a tempering coil where it is warmed to the desired 
temperature. Finally, it passes into the plenum chamber where the 
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fan is located, and through forced circulation is distributed through-
out the house. If summer cooling is desired, cooling equipment may 
be added. 
With this type of plant both the factors of radiation and convection 
are utilized to the fullest extent. We have the radiant heat from the 
radiators and with the forced circulation we have a constant move-
ment of air throughout the house passing over the radiators, which 
increases the convection factor. This type of plant has a wide range 
of flexibility. Since no heating is done with the conditioning system, 
its operation is entirely independent. Each and every function may 
be performed separately, or the system operated as a whole. Any de-
gree of ventilation, or any desired percentage of relative humidity may 
be obtained and, if desired, each independent of the other. 
You will notice that this system is automatically coal fired. Boilers 
expressly designed to meet the needs and characteristics of automatic 
coal firing have been dsveloped. These boilers are equipped with Biltin 
indirect Taco water heater , and, with the automatic firing of the coal 
burner, furnish an abundant supply of hot water winter and summer 
at the lowest cost. 
Figure 5 shows a newly designed automatic coal burning boiler for 
the small and average home. 
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These boilers have incorporated in them design features necessary 
to meet the requirements and characteristics of automatic coal firing. 
They are equipped with Biltin Taco heaters to provide for the year-
round heating of domestic service water. 
The fact that we should clearly get fixed in our minds is that no 
matter what type of heating or air conditioning we are concerned with, 
we must consider the factor of radiant heat. Radiant heat waves, as 
we have pointed out, effectively warm objects with which they come in 
contact without heating the air through which they pass. This is best 
illustrated by the type of heating which has been used in England for 
many years. Figure 6 shows a typical English installation, in which 
large, low temperature radiating panels are installed in the walls all 
around the room. Occupants are perfectly comfortable although air 
temperatures are frequently around 55 deg. F. As we have previously 
pointed out, the radiant heat transfer to the bodies of the occupants 
offsets that lost by the bodies through convection to the air in the 
rooms. This type of radiation, however, is now being replaced by the 
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conventional radiator the same as generally used throughout the United 
States. 
If we are heating a building by convection alone, of course we have 
no radiant heat, but we do have to deal with the radiant heat loss from 
the body. For example, the temperature of the air in a room may be 
75 or 80 degrees , yet occupants are not comfortable, and in many in-
stances there is a sensation of coolness. This, of course, is due to the 
fact that the furniture, walls and other objects in the room have not 
been warmed, and the body through radiation is losing heat to them. 
This will be discussed in a little more detail under "Direct Fired 
ystems." 
In all heating and air conditioning from a health standpoint, the 
major problem is that of maintaining uniform temperature. Remember, 
people do not take cold where temperatures are uniform. The tempera-
ture may be 30 deg. below zero but, if it is uniform, unless we are un-
duly exposed, we do not take cold. It is the uneven, fluctuating tem-
peratures, especially in heated and conditioned homes, that cause the 
ordinary, common cold. One research organization estimates that 
the common cold costs the United States more than $500,000,000 each 
year. If we are to furnish proper uniform temperatures in our homes, 
the amount of heat released through the system must be regulated as 
outside temperatures vary. It is not my intention to discuss controls, 
but I would simply like to point out one new revolutionary develop-
ment. 
Figure 7 shows the application of this new development in the form 
of a thermostat for controlling warm water heating systems, either 
gravity or forced circulation, with or without Flo-Control valve. No-
• 
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tice that there is a capillary tube leading from the room element. This 
tube terminates in a bulb which ·is clamped to the piping. 
By this means it is possible to control not only by room temperature 
but also by the temperature of the heating medium. When we con-
trol both by the temperature of the space being heated and by the tem-
perature of the heating or cooling medium we can hold the space tem-
perature within exceedingly narrow limits. In fact, when this thermo-
stat is applied to a Flo-Control warm water system and a temperature 
record is taken, the recording chart shows a straight line. Whatever 
variations there are in temperature are so small as not to be appar-
ent on the recording chart. 
This principle can be carried into many phases of heating and cool-
ing. It can be applied to steam and vapor systems as well as to warm 
water systems. It can be applied to indirect air heating systems, where 
the air to be heated is passed over steam or hot water coils. 
A divided system is exactly the same as the split system with the 
exception that part of the heating is done with air and part with radia-
tion. This system, too, has all the phases of air conditioning embraced 
in the split system. 
The indirect system is different from either the split or the divided 
system in that all the heating is done with air. This type of system 
consists of a steam or hot water boiler and the heat transfer unit or 
coil. The air which heats or conditions the house is passed over the 
heat transfer unit, where it is heated, and then distributed to the house 
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through a system of ducts. Provision for different phases of air 
conditioning is also made, and, like the other systems, cooling or 
dehumidifying equipment may be added. 
This type of system has several advantages. It is possible to pro-
vide a continuous flow of conditioned air, as the heat supplied to the 
heating unit can: be tempered or modulated without the necessity of 
entirely shutting off the supply of heat from the boiler, and without 
the necessity of shutting off the air supply in order to keep it from 
·overheating the home. Continuous operation of the fan in the air con-
ditioning unit also tends to eliminate the danger of air stratification 
within the room, one of the frequent causes of "Cold 70." Further, 
the use of a steam or hot water boiler to supply heat to the unit makes 
it possible to provide summer and winter domestic hot water as part 
of the conditioning system. 
In describing the direct-fired, or warm air, air conditioning system, 
first of all let us understand that a direct-fired air heating and venti-
lating system and a complete direct-fired air conditioning system are 
two different systems. A gravity warrn-air furnace equipped with some 
sort. of nondescript fan for forced circulation of air is not a summer 
cooling conditioning system, and leading furnace manufacturers do not 
represent it as such. All eight phases of air conditioning can be in-
corporated in the direct-fired system, but if summer cooling is desired, 
just as is the case with any otl).er type of system, cooling and dehumid-
ification equipment must be used . 
. Sometimes purchasers are led to believe that by speeding up fans or 
by recirculating basement air satisfactory summer cooling may be ac-
complished. Recent tests made by reliable organizations have shown 
that in well insulated houses equipped with awnings or blinds, when 
the speed of the fan is increased from 40 per cent to 50 per cent higher 
than the speed used during the heating season, there is only a reduction 
of approximately 1 degree in the effective temperature. This, of course, 
is not enough to. produce any appreciable .cooling effect. 
When basement air is recirculated, after a short while the base-
ment air approaches room temperature. Then, as outside temperature 
rises, both room and basement air temperatures rise. There is also an-
other disadvantage. On the more humid days the cool basement walls 
and pipes act as condensers and sweat very badly. 
The warm air conditioning system has so many desirable features 
that it would appear poor policy to make impractical claims for sum-
mer cooling, which in the final analysis can only detract from what 
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otherwise would be a very creditable installation, satisfactorily per-form ing the functions for which it was intended. 
An outside air return for use during summer months is usually de-
sirab le. The outside evening air is usually several degrees cooler than 
that inside of a building after the sun goes down. Therefore, the bring-ing in of this outside air does aid in ventilation . 
Figure 8 shows a direct-fired system embracing five phases of air 
conditioning: heating, ventilation, air circulation, air cleansing and humidification . These are all winter phases, and are a ll very desirable for winter use. 
Figure 9 shows an entirely new design-a direct-fired system for 
stoker firing. Here a provision is made for the easy installation of the 
stoker in front, rear , or on either side. There is a built-in clinker pan into which clinkers may be dropped and later removed when they have 
cooled. The unit, you will notice, is completely enclosed. It also em-braces five phases of air conditioning. 
Figure 10 shows a stoker installed on the side. Side installations 
are usually preferable when there is suffieient basement room to make 
them. 
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FIG. 9. SUNBEAM AIR-CONDITIONER DESIG~ED FOR S TOKER 
FIG. 10. SIDE INSTALLATION OF BIN-FEED STOKER 
Figure 11 shows the stoker installed in the front. 
Figure 14 shows the installation of a coal flow or bin feed type of 
stoker. 
Where cooling and dehumidification are desired, a refrigerating 
unit and cooling coil can be installed, or if cold water is available, it 
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can be circulated through the coils. Refrigerating equipment may be installed when the system is installed or it may be added later. 
Figure 12 is a typical compressor unit. 
Figure 13 shows the cooling coils located in the rear of the lower 
compartment, which is connected at the main return air duct. By clos-ing the damper the air is diverted through this special fitting and coil in the summer as indicated by the arrows. 
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For winter operation the damper is opened, in this event the air 
does not circulate through this special fitting and cooling coils. 
Direct-fired systems require the use of ducts for air delivery and 
distribution. The satisfactory operation of these systems depends al-
most entirely on the proper design of the duct system. The design of 
the duct work is an engineering problem and there are many factors 
which must be given careful consideration, such as volume and velocity 
of air, static pre sure, and resistance through ducts. 
Careful attention must be given the return air ducts. Return air 
ducts should be brought back from as many rooms as possible-
kitchens and bath rooms excepted-and care should be taken to with-
draw from each room or series of inter-communicating rooms air equiv-
alent to the amount deliYered to the room or series of inter-communi-
cating rooms. 
Proper register temperatures and velocities are important. Higher 
velocities can be used through registers located in walls above the 
breathing line than through floor registers .. 
Excessively hot currents of air moving through a home are objec-
tionable. They not only cause objectionable drafts, but frequently 
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quickly raise the air temperature to a point where it stops' the opera-
-ti on of the burner before furniture, walls, etc., have· been warmed. Re-
member, we are doing our heating . with convection, ther~fore there 
should be a slow, steady circulation of ·mellow warmth through the home, warmiilg not only the air but the furnishings of the home as 
well. Sometimes the idea prevails that the objects in the home become heated and then transfer. heat to the body by radiation. This is an 
erroneous idea. Radiant transfer of heat is only from a warmer object to a cooler one, therefore, since the body is always warmer than the furnishings of the home, it is constantly losing heat by radiation to them. This loss must be offset by the heat transferred to it by con-vection. ' . 
The duct system and registers can be designed and sized to carry 
warm conditioned air in the winter when the heating plant is oper-
ating, and also to distribute cool conditioned air in summer when the 
cooling plant is operating by sizing ducts and registers to handle the greater amµunt of air required; which will probably be the summer 
cooling requirement, and dampering down the capacity of the ducts for 
the smaller air ·handling -rcquir~ment, \vhich will probably be for heating. 
- · 
In winte_r conditioning systems one of the most frequent complaints is caused by ba"th rooms that do not heat properly when the door is 
closed tightly~ 
-
Contrary to general- belief, the satisfactory year-round condition-ing system is not a cheap installation, and where satisfactory results 
are to be expected, equipment needed to give these results must be used. The sy~tem must be· properly engineered and designed. The cost will be in direct proportion to the results accomplished. 
Figure 14 shows a large central summer air conditioning plant, the 
type that is used in large buildings such as department stores, large 
apartments, theaters, etc. Installations of this type arc strictly an 
engineering problem, and must b_e considered from that standpoint. While the type of equipment generally used is much the same, each 
and every job has different requirements, which, for satisfactory 
solution, require the services of experienced air conditioning engineers. In all these large installations an elaborate system of ducts is required, 
the design of which again is strictly ai;i engineering problem, and 
usually beyond the ability of the average dealer in air conditioning 
equipment. 
Due, however, to construction limitations in many stores and 
apartments, there is a growing tendency towards the use of portable
0 
• 
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equipment. All the larger air conditioning manufacturers have recog-
nized this fact, and are now producing portable equipment that can 
be sold and installed by an average air conditioning dealer or con-
tractor who has a reasonable knowledge of the fundamental air condi-
tioning principles. It is in this type of equipment that we believe most 
of us here are interested, and for the next few moments we will try to 
illustrate and explain some of the applications of this type of equip-
ment. 
The use of the attic fan is increasing rapidly. It should be defi-
nitely understood that it is not a complete summer air conditioning 
system. The amount of cooling that can be done with it depends en-
tirely on the outside temperature of the air, and to a large extent on 
the construction of the building in which it is installed. 
The number of air changes required to give any appreciable amount 
of cooling has long been a debatable question-as a matter of fact, the 
number of air changes is not the determining factor. It is the volume 
of air and the velocities at which the air is handled in a period of time 
that really determines the cooling effect. Experience has proven that 
we must have at least a complete air change every one or two minutes, 
• 
• 
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depending on the section of the country in which the equipment is in-· 
stalled, if satisfactory results are to be expected. 
Another important factor sometimes overlooked is that in figuring the number of air changes required the cubic content of the first or 
second floor is taken instead of the cubic content of the entire· build-
. · ing. The cubic content of the entire building must be figured, and a fan installed large enough to handle this volume of air every one or two 
minutes. if satisfactory results are to be expected. ]j'or example, in Chicago during the month of July _the average maximum temperature is 83 deg. F.; the average minimum temperature is 68.3 deg. F., a dif-ference of 14.7 deg. F. between the maximum and minimum. Assume 
. a building to have 20 000 cubic feet and the air is to be changed 
every two minutes. This would require a fan capable of handling 10 000 cubic feet of air per minute, or a fan approximately 42 inches in diameter; 
. · 
Nearly everyone has experienced the wilting effect of a forced trip 
to the attic on a summer day. The sun beats down on the roof and ac-
tually pours heat'into the house just as you would pour hot water into 
a hot water bottle. . 
In a particular case the outside temperature is 95 deg. F.; the attic temperature has reached 130 deg. or more. This heat is absorbed by. 
the house and transferred throughthe ceilings to the floors below, mak-ing the living and sleeping quarters unlivable. Frequently tempera-tures reach 100 deg. inside the home. 
At night the house gives off this accumulated heat/very slowly, just like the hot water bottle, and usually it is 4 o'clock in the morning be-fore the house is cool enough to be comfortable. The house is many de-grees warmer, for example, in this case 20 deg., than the cooler out-
side night air. 
Therefore, if this cooler outside night air is drawn into and circu-lated through the house, it is obvious that the house may be cooled down to within a few degrees of the outside .temperature. During the daytime if windows and doors are kept closed, shades or blinds drawn 
and the attic fan kept running to prevent heat from accumulating in 
the attic, the house may be kept very comfortable. Needless to say, the 
use of awnings and insulation also would help materially. 
In installing fans provision, of course, must be made for a free 
circulation of air into the attic space. One illustration shows a grille 
.installed in. the hall ceiling. 
Considerable research work is being conducted at the present time in houses that have no attic space available. Fans are being installed 
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in the basement, the air being drawn thrdugh the house into the base-
ment and then discharged outside. The installations made so far have 
proven satisfactory, and indications are that this type of installation 
may pro,·e very desirable where attic space is not available. 
Figure 15 shows a little unit embracing four phases of air condi-
tioning- ventilation, air cleansing, air circulation and noise elimina-
tion-which has proven very popular. The air is brought in from out-
side, passed through a filter and silencer, and by forced circulation 
distributed into the room. The louvres are adjustable so that the air 
can be directed in any direction, or part of it may be directed upwards 
through the top of the unit and part through the front. 
This unit has many uses; in apartments facing noisy streets, in 
sleeping rooms at night, in offices, and libraries. There are many bene-
fits to be derived from its use. It brings in and circulates the cool night 
air without the necessity of wide open windows. It filters out pollen 
and gives relief to hay fever sufferers. It keeps out mosquitoes and 
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other annoying insects which somehow work their way through ordi-
nary screens, and it eliminates out ide noi es. 
A selective type of air conditioner can be used to build up a com-
plete air conditioning installation phase by phase, and benefit by 
benefit. With this unit you may start with four phases of air condi-
tioning-ventilation, air cleansing, air circulation and noise elimina-
tion--or the four benefits of air conditioning you need the year round. 
If, when winter comes, you want to add humidification, this can easily 
be done. If heating is required with the unit this can be accomplished 
by replacing the room radiator with a heating coil located within the 
conditioner (Fig. 16). 
Now, starting with four of the eight phases of air conditioning, 
we have built up to six. All that remain are cooling and dehumidifica-
tion. Provision is made for a cooling coil which is connected to a re-
frigerating unit, which can be placed in an enclosure furnished to match 
the air conditioning cabinet located in the room or in some closet or 
store room away from the conditioner. One refrigerating unit can 
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serve several conditioners. You now have a complete air conditioning 
installation. 
Such a unit can be installed in a wide range of applications. It is 
used in stores, restaurants, apartment houses, and many other types 
of structures (Fig. 17). Three of these units last summer were in-
stalled in a tavern. They were so connected that the number of units 
operating depended upon the number of people in the tavern. At times 
only one unit would operate. As the number of people increased, the 
other units would cut in until the full capacity of the three units was 
reached. An exhaust fan was used for ventilation to discharge foul air 
to the outside. Many such installations have been made which have 
proven very satisfactory and very economical. This type of installa-
tion is practical in apartments as each apartment can be handled as a 
separate unit. 
The suspended type of air conditioning unit has many advantages. 
It can be suspended from the ceiling or placed in almost any space 
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available in different types of buildings. Like the selective system, you 
may start with four phases of air conditioning and add the others as 
required until all eight are in operation. 
Conditions encountered in the Associated Press Building in New 
York are extraordinary, and admirably illustrate what may be ac-
complished with this type of installation. The press room is located 
on the sixth floor of an office building and is 215 ft. long by 100 ft. 
wide. At the busiest periods 250 people work in this office and, of 
course, there are typewriters, teletypes, photographic transmitting ma-
chines, and other equipment. Most of the occupants smoke nearly all 
the time they are working. 
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• . In consequence, the atmosphere of the room often be,came stuffy, , 
but it was impractical to ventilate it by opening windows because much 
of the neV.'S matter received is typed on light tissue paper and since 
these "flimsies," as they are called, are piled up on desks everywhere, 
a.strong draft created havoc in the world's news. Measurements show ' 
that the relative ·humidity of the air in winter often fell below 25 per . 
cent, and that many parts of the room tended to become overheated 
while others were too cold. 
In this installation (Fig. 18) provisions were made to start off with 
the four year-round phases of air conditioning-namely, ventilation, 
air cleaning, air circulation, and noise elimination. However, condi-
tioners were selected to which humidification, cooling, and dehumid- . 
ification could be added later on with()ut altering or sacrificing any of 
the original investment in equipment or installation. 
During the ~ourse of this installation it was decided to add pro-
vision for humidification so that the installation as it now stands fur,. 
nishes five phases of air conditioning. The others can be added at any · 
time desired. In fact, summer cooling is now being considered. 
In this system there are two exhaust fans, one with a capacity of · 
20 800 cubic feet of air per minute located in the locker room about ' 
midway of the main room where it is out of the way, and the other, · 
a 24-in. unit, located in the rear wall of the office, which moves air 
from an area that is outside the range of the main exhaust. 
This installation has proven very satisfactory. The air in the office , 
is changed at frequent intervals, thereby eliminating stuffiness and 
·. promptly removing smoke, dust, and germ-laden air. · • . j 
May WC express the hope that this explanation and illustration of 
some of the fundamental principles, and of some of the proven appli-
cations of air conditioning has been· of some benefit to you; that you 
may use them profitably in your business, and that in so doing you 
may bring increased comforts to owners of homes, stores and apart-
ments who arc looking to you for guidance in the purchase of air con;. 
ditioning equipment. 
:-
VII. APPLICATION OF SPECIAL CONTROL SYSTEl\IS 
E. K. SCOGGINS" 
Frequent use of the term "Domestic Stoker" implies wide accept-
ance of automatic coal burners for home heating. Automatic controls 
have played a major part in bringing ~bout this acceptanc~, and most 
dealers and installers are faniiliar with the equipment commonly used 
-such as thermostats, timing devices, and limit controls. There are, 
however, other out-of-the-ordinary installations which lend themselves 
readily to automatic control. By . exercising a little ingenuity and a 
knowledge of the possibilities of combining standard control unitsinto 
a more elaborate combination, these can be turned into active pros-
pects. Suggested .reductions in operating cost or in~reases in tenant 
satisfaction will always gain. the owner's immediate interest. Such 
installations do not have as keen competition as the ordinary ones, 
and profits ·correspondingly increase. 
Obviously, it is impossible to outline every special combination or 
application. Only certain typical systems which arc of particular 
interest can be discussed in detail, but undoubtedly_ other possibilities 
will suggest themselves. . . ·. ' . 
Almost everyone is familiar with the functions of clock type 
thermostats to lower temperatures at night and automatically return 
them to the day setting at a predetermined time in the morning. This 
practice was common on hand-fired heating plants before the use of 
automatic burners became general. However, numerous additional 
day-night fcat~res particularly adapted for automatic coal burner use 
have recently been made available and can be put to a variety of uses. 
One very adaptable control of this type has grown from the com-
bination of low voltage relays and holdfire timing devices. Relays ani, 
coming into common use in place of the control of stoker motors. 
directly from room thermostats because of more satisfactory control 
and generally lower installation costs. Timing devices are very 
popular to provide the lioldfire operation necessary to maintain fire in 
mild weather. Combining the timing device and relay into one unit 
further lowered installation costs. The next step included also a set. 
of cams driven from the timing motor, and arrnnged to tmnsfer the · 
controller circuit from one set of terminals to another. 
Figure 1 shows a typical system using such a unit .with.a_dual or 
twin thermostat in command. Other applications immediately· suggest 
*Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, l\linnenpolis, !\[inn. 
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themselves, however, such as substituting for a dual thermostat two 
pressure controllers set to maintain different pressures (Fig. 2) or a 
single pressure controller for day operation and a hot water controller 
for night minimum water temperatures. 
For greater economy, accuracy, and ease of wiring it is standard 
practice to use low voltage wiring from the controller to the t iming 
unit. Basement wiring is shown as line voltage in conduit and must 
conform with local ordinances. The limiting device for heating plant 
protection and final safety is installed in the "hot" line where it is in 
final command of the entire system. 
Not infrequently it is desirable to control polyphase motors, or 
unusually heavy loads, from standard controllers. Figure 3 indicates 
a method for handling such applications by means of a remote control 
switch. Its pilot coil is electrically separate from the load circuit, and 
controlled by motor circuit of the standard controller. This standard 
unit is connected to a lighting circuit of ordinary voltage. Standard 
limiting devices are used between the controller and the remote control 
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Fw. 4. COMPLETE OUTSIDE CONTROL SYSTEM 
or starter box coil. A snap switch may be included in this circuit to 
cut out the burner when desired. 
Multiple family buildings and apartment houses offer a problem in 
temperature control, for there is usually no satisfactory location for a 
thermostat. Location in any one apartment is most likely to result in 
complaints from other sections and undue tampering from the occu-
pants. · Halls and corridors are unsatisfactory because they are not 
representative, and also invite tampering. On the other hand, main-
taining a definite pressure continuously and depending on the occu- -
pants of the more easily headed apartments to shut off radiators or 
open windows is costly, wasteful, and causes dissatisfied tenants. 
The most satisfactory results on large installations are obtained 
by using an outside device capable of responding to changes in outside 
conditions. The best efficiency is not obtained if only outside tempera-
ture is taken into consideration. The heat loss from a building may be 
much less on a zero day with bright sunshine and little wind than on a 
-cloudy, windy day with a much higher dry bulb temperature. Briefly, 
the outside device used consists of a small mass of metal in which an 
~lectrical heater is enclosed. A strip of bimetal, operated from the 
heater , opens and closes a controlling contact. Obviously, a change 
in the rate of heat loss from the mass of metal will affect the opening 
. ' 
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and closing of this contact. The heat input to the device is so adjusted 
that the metal gains heat from its heater at the same rate as the 
building is heated. The contact arrangement of the device controls the 
burner and also the circuit to its own heater. The heating plant of the 
building operates on the same cycle as the heater in the outside 
device, and heat delivery to the building is co-ordinated with all the 
varying factors of temperature, wind direction and velocity, sun, and 
surface moisture. 
Figure 4 illustrates this complete system. The outside unit operates 
through a panel or power box in which all connections are centralized. 
In addition to the outside unit and power cabinet, a pressure con-
troller is included as a final safety device. An immersion aquastat 
maintains a minimum boiler temperature so that steam will be quickly 
available upon demand. 
On stoker installations a second pressure controller with reversed 
contacts is also used. It prevents electrical heat from being delivered 
to the outside unit until steam is delivered to the system. This is 
necessary to insure synchronization between heating cycles of the 
building and outside unit. 
The application of this system necessarily requires engineering 
study by one familiar with its possibilities. Its use is practically 
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limited to large apartment or office buildings, hotels, and similar instal-
lations. To secure the best results it may be necessary to zone the 
building into two or more zones with an outside unit in charge of each. 
This system cannot cure a "sick" installation, but, properly applied, 
' can show very material savings and increased comfort and satisfaction 
in buildings for which it is suited. 
The smaller installations which will not warrant the system just 
described are no less a problem to satisfactory control. An approach 
to. the results obtained with the more elaborate system may be ob-
tained as shown in Fig. 5. This system uses an outside controller but 
the one shown is responsive to dry bulb temperatures only. It consists 
of a volatile-filled bulb connected by a long capillary tubing to the. 
switching mechanism inside. A pressure controller is used to maintain 
constant pressure, and an aquastat is employed on the return line. 
When the outside temperature is below the point at which the controller 
is set, and the return temperature is below the aquastat setting, con-
stant pressure is maintained. However, if either the outside tempera-
ture or return temperature rises to the cutoff point of its respective 
controller, the circuit to the pressure control will be broken and 
control of the stoker switched to the holdfire unit. 
This system is not as efficient as the one described for large build-
ings. It has, however, shown considerable advantage both in operating 
cost .and satisfaction over maintaining continuous pressure throughout 
the season, or controlling from a thermostat in a doubtful location. 
Several variations in primary controllers for either of these sys-
tems can be had. Either time-operated or temperature-operated 
primary controls can be used, and in the second system the return line 
aquastat can be either surface or immersion type. No definite settings 
can: be given for the return line aquastat or outside controller. They 
must be determined by experience for each locality and installation. 
Forced hot water systems· present increased sales opportunities and 
offer new control problems. General practice is to operate both the 
stoker and circulator at the command of the room thermostat. A low 
limit control maintains a minimum water temperature at all times. A 
second aquastat limits maximum temperatures and a holdfire control 
keeps the fire alive. The system is equally applicable with timer 
relays. The actual hookup is subject to variations, such as operating 
the circulator from the thermostat directly, leaving the stoker under 
the command of the low limit aquastat. 
Forced warm air systems present much the same problems as the 
circulator installations, but with greater variation due to greater 
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Frn. 6. Two-zoNE STEAM SYSTEM 
differences in individual plants. It is usually preferred to operate both 
stoker and circulating fan from the thermostat. A combination fan 
and limit controller prevents the fan from delivering cold air, and also 
limits bonnet temperatures. Both stoker and fan start when the 
thermostat calls for heat and cut off when the thennostat is satisfied, 
subject to the limitations of this controller. A special relay in addition 
to the standard timer is used to synchronize the fan and burner. It 
also includes a summer switch which allows the regular thermostat to 
control circulation of basement air in summer. 
Multi-speed blowers, operating continuously, require an entirely 
different system, but may be readily handled by proper application of 
specially designed control units. 
Many larger domestic and commercial installations require zoning 
to give proper control results. This may be due to construction and 
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FIG. 7. RELIEF ZONE 
exposure of various parts of large dwellings, or to different occupancy 
requirements as, for example, a building with garage, a storage sec-
tion , some office space, and possibly a store or living quarters. Each 
section or division should be put under the conunand of a separate 
thermostat, and its temperature maintained entirely independently of 
the othe1 portions heated from the same burner. The same principles 
apply whether the plant is st eam, hot water, warm air or vapor. 
In a typical steam installation (Fig. 6) two zones are indicated, 
Zone 1 served by thermostat T1 and valve V1 , Zone 2 by thermostat 
T2 and valve V 2 • Each valve is provided with an auxiliary control 
switch which brings on the stoker when the valve is opened. When 
any zone calls for heat the stoker operates. When all zones are 
satisfied control is returned to the holdfire unit. 
In addition to the regular zones one additional zone is selected to 
act as a relief zone (Fig. 7). It is arranged in the same way as the 
regular zones so far as the heating cycle is concerned. This branch, 
however, includes an additional pressure control so wired that if pres-
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FIG. 8. ZONE WARM-AIR SYS'l'EM 
safety conti·ol, the valve to this zone will be opened and the pressure 
relieved. In this way any ch'ance of damage due to over, runs when 
all ·zones . are satisfied is avoided. Such . abnormal conditions only 
ca~se o_verheating in the .selected zone .. The stoker cannot run since 
the pressure_ iJ> abo\Te the safety control setting. 
, Forced hot water a11d: warm air zones . are built up in a. similar 
manner, with the . circulatm: or fan. and . the heating plant operating 
when any zon~ demands heat, otherwise remaining under command 
of the holdfire controiie1'. Similar· relief zones should be provided in 
every system (Fig. 8). 
Every territory affords possibilities for increased sales and great{lr 
profits on installations such as these. Every dealer will think of at 
least one installation in his locality which could be easily sold by 
showing the owner how, with automatic control, operating costs can 
be cut or tenants better satisfied .. Let automatic control furnish the 
entree into a wider field of automatic burner sales. 
VIII. MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR MARKET 
OPPORTUNITY 
A. J. CHOUINARD* 
If Alka-Seltzer tablets were selling at $2.00 a bottle this morning, 
many individuals in our fair land would be willing to pay the price. 
Perhaps a teaspoonful of baking soda would do just as well, but in the 
past two years Uncle Ezra ·and a few more "modern· merchandisers 
have warned us about our stomachs in such a way that the effective-
ness of Arm _& Hammer is forgotten. 
The conservation department iri our boyhood homes accumulated 
goose grease, and if we had a touch of grippe (flu to you), this old-
fashioned remedy was generously used. Open the medicine cabinet in 
an average home today. Behold Bayer's Aspirin, Vicks Vaporub, Rem 
Cough Syrup, Minit Rub, Menth?latum, Sal Hepatica and Listerine. 
While rummaging in the medicine cabinet, you find Ipana Tbothpaste. 
The producers of Ipana set unheard of quotas for one salesman by 
the name of Allen with only a slogan-"The Smile of Bcauty"-to 
describe its merits. In paying our respects to these modern merchan-
disers, don't forget one gentleman. He sells a product made from 
hoofs and the lining of a cow's belly. Nevertheless, this boy Jack is 
making his quota for J cllo. 
Nowadays you can have a Magic Voice, A Magic Eye, Knee 
Action, Floating Power, A Skin You Love to Touch, Body by Fisher, 
No Draft, Filtered Sunshine, and an Evening in Paris, all at popular 
prices, and all of which proves conclusively that merchandising is 
"G lamourizing." 
\Ve've been told that .coal cannot be ".merchandised" because of 
competition. Take a few moments of your time and observe the com-
petition of any of these products. Decide for yourself whether com-
petition is keen. See whether their merchandising methods are in 
accord with the old proverb, "The Survival of the Fittest." 
Do we of the coal industry believe in this slogan, or do we admi.t,· 
''You can do it better with gas?" Thanks to the offensive tactics of 
competitive fuel producers, who, at a tremendous cost for their own 
sales, have taught us one worth-while lesson, the answer is emphat-
ically "No." And the lesson we learned is that we are engaged in the 
sale of heat. And· to sell heat we must capitalize on the utility of our 
merchandise. · 
*Assistant Sales Manager, Sahara Coal Company, Chicago. 
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The word "Heat" is magnetic. Its magnetism is seen in the basic 
appeal of one of our principal competitors-an easy chair and a ther-
mostat. Let us recognize the vision that made possible this drama 
which we, smugly complacent, had overlooked. Consider the mag-
netism of playroom basements. Again competition scored by dusting 
off an old one and converting an eyesore into a thing of beauty, simply 
by making use of a sales fundamental which is as old as selling appeal. 
When we forget "appeal," our sales suffer. Even in a court of equity 
a case is frequently settled in the appeal to the jury. We are in the 
consumers' court. We shall be judged according to the. appeal that 
causes our product to be desired. 
· 
If any of us were asked to take a dipper delivery of milk from a 
tin can, as we did years ago, we would most certainly object. Is it 
any wonder that our customers have a right to, and do expect, the 
same degree of progress? Thanks to the aggressive retail merchant 
and operator, there is today more glamour in the presentation of our 
product. I pay tribute to the manufacturers of stokers, heat controls, 
appealing, modern, efficient furnaces and boilers, who are alive to their 
market opportunity. 
It can truly be said that the lowly worm is taking our product for 
a ride as we witness the continued increase in stoker sales. Geared to 
a high degree ofefficiency, stokers are bringing the Joneses many com-
forts.· And John doesn't need to be told any longer by friend wife, 
"You better go down and poke the fire"-(and the next day they had 
clinkers). Not any more, because manufacturers of heat <!ontrols have 
placed beautifully designed and .extremely sensitive instruments within 
the reach of even the most modest wage earner, which should pay for 
themselves in one heating season. 
No l_onger the cracked, leaky, soot accumulator, poorly designed, 
zero in glamour, but a radiant, ·live furnace or boiler, insulated and 
well designed. Packed full of sales appeal, the new heating unit pro-
claims itself as a thing of beauty, and throws the average heating 
plant back to the days of the Model T Ford. 
With our allies alive to the market opportunities, we would do well 
to take inventory of our present: methods of production and distribu-
tion. We must instill in the minds of those who sit in the consumers' 
court that we do satisfy their heat requirements at minimum cost for 
a maximum amount of satisfaction. 
In keeping with this thought, let us reflect for a moment on the 
progress we have made. Visualize the potential profit that is ours if 
we continue .our present rate of accelerati.on. The consumer no longer 
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wants lump' coal full of impurities. Modern smoke ordinances have 
shortened and are shortening the life of this smoke producing size 
which not only· discolors our beautiful buildings, but is low in heating 
efficiency, and :spreads sickness and disease. . 
Why do 've, as coal operators, continue to produce lump? Are we 
trying to perpetuate an obsolete size that has lost is glamour and sales 
appeal? Aie we being irifluenced by the lack of intelligence on the 
part of buyers who would use an article that does not return the 
maximum in satisfaction? Can it be said that we are: alive to our 
market ·opportunity: when science proves · conclusively the · greater 
utility of smaller sizes for the elimination of smoke and. gas. and the 
better control of heat?· Why then do we continue to deny progress? 
Can we stand long in its road and successfully resist its advance? 
The answer again is "No." 
We must remember that smoke is fuel and should be burned. Again 
merchandising comes to the aid of production in convincing the buyer 
that washed and treated coal in the smaller sizes is· a better buy for 
hand-fired plants. ·Daily we find these smaller - sizes replacing 
the lump. 
The merchandising-minded dealer is doing inuch to correct this 
condition as a result of competition from another ·direction-the 
itinerant trucker-who hauls coal from mines that produce lump and 
slack. The aggressive· merchant realizes the trucker cannot deliver 
furnace,· small egg and stove sizes that have been treated to allay dust. 
He realizes that fa meet the truckers with the same size coal is an 
acknowledgment of equality. This he knows is poor merchandising. 
· The trucker's theme song is price and nothing else. His price is 
built up around lump coal, so why sell it? It would take the truck 
mines of this country years and considerable capital to equip them-
selves to produce the scientifically sized and treated product of the 
rail shipping mines. The retail coal merchant can stop most of this 
cheap competition by better sales and merchandising contact with his 
customers. Instead of just taking the order, he should advise the cus-
fomer what is best suited to his needs. There are many dealers who 
have been doing this very thing. I leave it to them whether or not 
it is good business. 
Actually, it is results that a customer buys, and all too frequently 
retail coal merchandising is predicated on price per. ton, with exag-
geration increasing in scope. as the price goes lower. The general re-
sult is that the dealers arc competing for price only, and the buyer is 
not enlightened as to the merits of the product offered. 
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This, too, is being changed by the merchandising dealer who for-
gets price in his advertising .copy and features company services and 
well advertised trade marks, not spasmodically, but continually. He 
knows good advertising copy is the heart of his business. Preferably, 
he uses· trade marks on which he has the exclusive right, giving him 
- positive control of the retail distribution, and eliminating price disturb-
.ances which frequently occur where several merchants-some good, 
some. bad, and some indifferent-offer the same product. 
The modern merchant today doesn't expect miracles from a dirty, 
soot-laden furnace or boiler. He watched the gas company clean up 
. the heating plant of· one of his former customers. Since that day he 
cleans furnaces. He knows soot is an effective insulator and a waster 
of fuel. He is drawing his competitor's business, with coal, frequently 
·from the same field, that burns· with such improved results that the 
customer is ·highly satisfied with the change and generally won't go 
. back to the first dealer. 
How can. we expect any coal to work in a plant that hasn't been 
cleaned for ten years?. The successful merchant is aware of the fact 
that it is:good business to keep his men busy in summer and early fall 
·in cleaning furnaces. Many arc the new accounts he has picked up by 
rendering this service during his slack period.· By the same token, 
complaints are not received in his busy season from those who had the 
.service. Check your own or. any· one of your customers' plants ·at the 
·end of the season, and see if you don't agree that the plant should 
be cleaned. 
The merchandising dealer does not use the laundry and other truck 
·delivery steam plants as a place to dispose of his yard forkings. He 
lost one good steam account to the gas .company for this reason. He 
realizes ·that cleanliness is an important . factor around laundries, 
schoolhouses, and. hotels, and that the installation. of a stoker not only 
holds the business to coal, but cuts down decorating bills and fuel cost. 
But, above everything else, it sells the idea of automatic heat to the 
·community at large. · · 
On his first fill-up this year, the modern merchant will spray the 
·coal, bin walls and floors carefully with a calcium solution to allay 
dust. His drivers. each carry a hand spray for that purpose. Very 
inexpensive, yet the housewife is pleased with the clean delivery. Even 
treated coal when placed in a dusty bin will cause the accumulation to 
·rise, and the small service of spraying creates appeal and goodwill that 
·\vill pay dividends for months to come. · 
I know one coal ·merchant in a town of twenty-five hundred people 
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who went modern last year. He graduated from the railroad tracks, 
'tore down his office there and moved to Main street to open his office. 
·The first Saturday night in his new office brought more customers-
old, new;' and prospective-than he had in a year at his old location 
down on 'the t'racks. He picked his location well-three doors from the 
movie house, which, likewise; does a little merchandising. 
He is also catching some of the customers on their way to or from 
the utility company. Is it unreasonable to assume that if the ·utility 
company maintained their principal office down on the railroad tracks 
instead of up on Main street, their sales would have shown the same 
consistent growth? This progressive coal merchant can now, with a 
degree of confidence, extol the virtues of solid fuel and the accessories 
that make it automatic. If we would modernize our retail activities, 
let us add glamour, the stepping stone to sales appeal. Without it our 
hand is vulnerable. 
Coming back to the producer who made the cinder drive a reality, 
he found out that his distributors could better increase their sales 
if he removed from his product free impurities. At a tremendous cost, 
he has installed a modern washing plant that separates coal from 
impurities. He no longer depends upon the human element in spite of 
their sincerity of purpose. Science again has· come to the rescue with 
mechanical and scientifically accurate means for removal of impuri-
ties. The saving to the ultimate user is tremendous, for in some cases 
the ash is reduced one-third or more, in effect giving the customer 
more pure coal per dollar. 
As a result of efficiency on the part of plant owners, the operator 
has witnessed in power plant operation a constant reduction in the 
·pounds of fuel per kilowatt hour, or per unit of product produced. At 
the same time, new equipment for the greater utility of solid fuel is 
being introduced. The plant that once used natural gas returns to 
coal, insisting that the ash and B.t.u. be constant, with a minimum 
amount of tolerance. 
Again the pressure of progress forces us to merchandise, increasing 
our growth and profit. Are we not exposing our flank to a well or-
ganized attack by . our competitors when we deny the householder 
these same advantages? The producer's business will grow so long as 
he keeps improving his product, adding to its glamour, and increasing 
its sales appeal. ' 
Let the producer keep in mind that the stoker functions better on 
a uniform diet. To overload the intestinal tract with· non-digestible 
matter may cause the pat1ent to become sick and di~gusted. If we 
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would have this infant wax healthy and strong, let us make the food 
appetizing and nourishing. This necessitates standard. practices, with 
the customer's needs the dominant. factor. Markets developed on a 
foundation of selfishness are not lasting, and eventually wither and 
die. This same factor of sales must be reckoned with by the stoker 
producers in design, but more particularly in the installation itself. 
The automobile industry incorporates certain features in their cars 
only after they have been tried and proven. Stoker coals can best be 
developed. by· cooperation between the manufacturers of stokers and 
coal producers, both working toward the sole objective of customer 
satisfaction. Stoker coal manufactured in a retail yard frequently 
fails in its objective, as a result of inability to duplicate delivery. 
Treatment to allay dust is esseptial. 
If you ask the merchandising dealer who lives next door .to Mrs. 
John Smith at 2100 5th street, he knows that the Browns on the east 
side burn coke from one of his competitors; how many tons the bin 
holds; that·they have six rooms in the house, warm air furnace, storm. 
windows; -fill up early in July. He knows that the Jones family on 
the west burn oil; th_at they are complaining of high cost, and the fact 
that the bathroom radiator is seldom warm. ·How does he know? He 
took time to find out. He made a market survey by having his men 
take a section of one mile around his office, going up one side of the 
street and down the other. · 
That is why when he makes a delivery he sends a postal card to 
each neighbor, calling attention to this delivery. He keeps up on new 
arrivals and removals by working with the real estate dealers and 
moving companies. The credit bureau has rated each one of his pros-
pect ca·rds so that he knows in advance how they pay their bills. If 
the 2200 block on Spruce street runs heavy to coke user~, he can mail 
a card to all people in the block, because he knows who lives there. If 
you don't have the facilities for this and would like to have this infor-
mation; talk it over with the Master of the Boy Scouts. He will offer 
a solution. 
One point in retail coal sales that might well be called a precious 
moment is when your men are in the basement putting the coal in. 
What a beautiful chance to meet the owner or housewife on the pretext 
that you are checking·on your men. Maybe the plant could use some 
heat controls. A n!ce chance to explain them presents itself. Be sure 
and see that a card on firing instructions is tacked up on the coal bin 
in a conspicuous place, with your name and 'phone number on it. 
Take a good look at the heating plant and drop a suggestion or 
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two :which might result in improved· conditions. Remember this. same 
customer· may refuse to let you in later, but·while your men are there 
you have a perfect excuse to.visit. Walgreen Drug Stores are glad to 
have you co.me in and' buy· three packages of gum for ten cents", 
because they realize they must pay to get yo'\1 inside. .Let us not 
forget the one about the camel getting his nose under tlie tent; ' 
In every good play, the actors are trained to do their part: In-
dividual effort must be synchronized for: a smooth performance. The 
modern merchant holds at least one meeting a week, with all members 
of his company present, including truck drivers. They discuss 'vays 
and means of being more courteous ·to the customers, and inany of 
the better .merchandising features have been advanced by the drivers. 
Frequently, this merchant will risk ~is operator connection to have 
one of their men talk merchandising to his company men and women. 
Their ability to outline practices of successful merchants in a wide 
trade area is very helpful, and broadens· their perspective materially. 
More retail merchants in the past year have put· uniforms on their 
men. Line up your delivery forces-with· and \Vithout--and it is a' safe 
bet you \vill be proud of them in an inexpensive but clean. uniform. 
Why be fussy about your office, yards arid trucks, and then overlook 
the last· and most important sales link you have? 
·. I know one merchant who supplied uniforms for his men, and in 
addition to putting on his company's name and 'phone number, he 
put on the pockets of the shirt or jacket the driver's first name. He 
has re-ordered for these men three times in one year. I leave it to you 
-\vhether or.'not it is a paying idea .. 
The modern merchant has at least one individual in his organiza-
tion who has completed one of the inexpensive short courses· on the 
elementary principles of combustion. ·This is a small item of expense, 
but. it never misses a dividend. 
Row many retail merchants have a household stoker set up and in 
actual operation? Ask any of the- St. Louis dealers who are doing this 
if it was worthwhile. If you can't do it alone, organize the dealers in 
your town into a heat service company \vith an equal number of 
shares of stock. Take on a good stoker agency and collectively talk 
up stokers. Everyone You sell through the company is probably one 
less oil or gas burner in your town; ' · 
Sonic stoker producers have seen the wisdom of this and are push..: 
ing it from that angle. Why not? Havirig twelve men, well sold 
through a financial interest in the company, talking the saine stoker; 
develops in itself an. organized merchandising campaign to the benefit 
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of all concerned. I strongly recommend such a plan m towns with 
five or more dealers." 
What is our market; that is,. how many homes, apartments, 
garages, hotels, schools and laundries, and what are their requirements for heating-hot \vater, cooking, ·steam and cooling? With the gas 
company pushing the. saie of. hot water heaters, don't overlook tlie 
magnitude of this market. At the elbow of every architect on' a new 
house we find the famous twins-oil. and gas-ready to show, and 
with some very convincing arguments; why the new home should be 
equipped to use their product. Any good stoker producer can help 
you tear down every one of these reasons, t.o your mutual ·benefit. He, 
however, needs your cooperation in contacting them before it is too 
iate to be of setvice. 
There is nothing mysterious in good merchandising. Your success 
hinges on three fundamentals: First, knowledge,. 'vhich is knowing 
what to do; second, skill, which is knowing how to. do it; and 
third, action. · · · · · 
IX. RETAIL COAL AND STOKER ADVERTISING 
HARRY NEAL BAUM* 
We are all of us interested in selling. Every. one of us has some-
thing to sell-:-product, services, ideas. We are, therefore, interested to 
a great extent in advertising, because advertising is an integral part 
of the selling process. 
. Advertising reduces the selling cost of our product; advertising 
multiplies tl}e salesman, and projects him to a thousand and more 
places at the same time; advertising enables both producer and dealer 
to tell their story to customers, prospects; and· the general public 
quickly, easily; and convincingly. Advertising is economically sound 
and economically justified as good business practice because it per-
forms certain sales functions far more cheaply and effectively than 
men can ever perform them. 
In a recent analysis of operating budgets for a numb.er of retail 
businesses the following percentages were given for lumber and coal: 
sales force salaries, commissions, and bonuses, 2.3 per cent; advertis-
ing, 0.5 per cent; office supplies, postage and stationery, 0.35 per cent. 
For mason material and coal the percentages were: salesforce salaries, 
commissions, and bonuses, 2.9 per cent; advertising, 0.65 per cent; 
office supplies, postage and stationery, 0.35 per cent. (Percentages for 
coal alone were not given.) 
Assuming that all of the office supplies, postage, and stationery 
was used for direct mail advertising, which of course was not the case, 
the total for all sales and advertising expense for lumber and coal was 
3.15 per cent and for mason materia1 and coal, 3.9 per cent. 
Compare these figures with similar classifications for other retail 
businesses where the budget for advertising alone is frequently be-
tween 5 per cent and 10 per cent, and it is evident that the coal dealer 
is not devoting nearly enough attention to sales. He evidently expects 
people to know about him and to buy from him; he makes little effort 
to sell his product or services. · 
This attitude may have been good enough to give the dealer a 
living in times past, but it will certainly not do so today. New habits 
of buying have developed during the past few years; the buyer has 
controlled the transaction, ·and, with curtailed income and a de-
termination to secure the utmost value from every dollar, he has been 
eagerly sought and cultivated by the seller. In the old days we asked 
*Advertising Manager, Fairbanks, Morse and Company, Chicago, Illinois. 
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people to buy. Sometimes we didn't even go that far; .we put in a 
stock of whatever we were handling and theri waited for people to 
come in and ask for what they needed. 
Today we must tell people 'vhy they should buy our products and 
why they should buy them from us, and we must back up our state-
ments with elear, convincing reasons. People will buy-they must 
buy-but they have to be told. Your customers and logical prospects 
want to be told; they want to know you and how you can help them, 
and the cheapest and most satisfactory way you can tell them about 
yourself and your product and services is by advertising. 
There are a number of media, or avenues of approach, which are 
available for retail advertising. There are today a great number of 
small communities which have local radio stations, and many coal 
merchants have used spot announcements on these stations with fine 
results. But whether or not radio is available for the retail merchant, 
the local newspaper certainly is. Every day people in this great 
country of ours read more than thirty-six million copies of the one 
thousand nine hundred daily news'papers and fifteen million copies of 
the fourteen thousand weeklies and semi-weeklies published in the 
United States. 
The local newspaper broadcasts information to practically every-
one within its territory. Moreover, newspaper advertising is extremely 
flexible. A cold day or a touch of frost in the early autum_n can be 
used by the. coal merchant to call attention to his services while the 
memory of the event is still fresh in people's minds; an especially hot 
day in mid-summer can be used as a reminder that this blistering 
heat won't warm them through the bleak winter months to come, and 
that now is the time to lay.in their supply of coal. 
Newspapers build up confidence in the dealer, make him a con-
- tributing member to the welfare of the community and inspire liking 
and respect. Local newspapers report all the happenings in the terri-
tory they cover, they support worthy civic improvements and events, 
and the dealer who places his advertising in the publication which 
carries such news, associates himself personally with the activities of 
his community. Practically all newspapers have advertising men who 
are glad to assist the dealer in the ·preparation of his advertising and 
to help in the selection of illustrations from one of the numerous 
cut services. 
Direct mail possesses the great advantage of being exclusive. It 
does not compete with news and other advertisements for attention, 
and, unlike other forms of advertising, it is distinctly personal; it is 
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sent to that particular householder selected by the dealer to receive his 
message. Letters are r>robably the most effective means of direct mail 
for the local dealer; they can contain special references to the house-
holders' individual problems if desired, and they can bear the personal 
signature of the dealer. The name's of old customers are of course the 
most logical lists to use in direct mail, but it is advisable to add con-
stantly a certain number of desirable prospects to this list so as to 
.reach out for new customers. 
Folders or mailing pieces form excellent follow-ups to letters and 
have the advantage of' illustration to attract attention and put over 
the points of your service you wish to emphasize. Blotters are in-
·valuable reminders; they are usually saved in the household which 
never has enough blotters, and throughout their long life they repeat 
your name, your telephone number, and your products and· services. 
Postcards bearing a photograph or picture of the coal merchant or his 
salesman have proved exceptionally effective. 
·Pictures of people always attract attention-people are interested 
"in people-,-the picture postcard is,· in a way, a personal visit and it 
invariably brings a ready response. And don't neglect the double post-
card with your message on one card and space on the postage-paid 
return card for the recipient to tell you when to call, or give you the 
information about his heating plant that will enable you to perform 
some service for him. 
A neat, attractive place of business is always a great sales asset, 
but if your office is at an out-of-the-way yard seldom seen by ·your 
·customers, it is good business judgment to rent a window in a vacant 
store in the center of the town, fix.it up with signs, displays, and neatly 
arranged samples of your wares, and thus .call attention to your sales-
mindedness and spirit·of service. Signs and billboards are also excel-
·lent reminders that you want the business the- people · of your 
community can give. 
·Make as many phone calls at the proper times as possible; a phone 
call is the next thing to a personal visit by the salesman. It is ad vis-
·able, however, to first write out very carefully and definitely exactly 
what you wish to say over the phone; this should be a real sales talk 
with real reasons for doing business with you; it should be a concise 
statement of the services you can perform, and it should ask for a 
definite order. 
Many . successful firms make consistent use of the telephone in 
securing new business as well-as repeat business. A number of semi-
public institutions in large cities; such as museums and art institutes, 
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keep up their membership by sales contacts over the telephone, and at least one of the most aggressive insurance companies secures good leads and appointments over the phone. The telephone call is the 
salesman's call, just a step removed froin the actual presence of the 
man himself. 
· In enumerating these most logical and profitable means for retail 
advertising, frequent mention has been made of the importance of 
acquainting people·with the service which the local dealer gives: It is extremely short sighted to sell coal, or any other product; the product itself, no matter what it is, can be imitated or under priced; 
the one thing that is the dealer's exclusively is the service which he is prepared to give, and it is service, not the product· itself, that the public· wants. 
Another important reason why the retail coal dealer should em-
. phasize his service, rather than his product, is that unfortunately little coal is known by brand name an~ advertised nationally or terri-torially by brand name. Here in Illinois and adjoining states we have 
a fine exception in Sahara coal which is rather widely advertised. 
with an excellent dealer identification in the towns which the 
.company serves. 
n In general, however, the public does not know coal by brand name; therefore, it does not know how to secure the standards in coal that it desires-uniformity, careful sizing, freedom from impurities, low 
ash, and similar qualities. Indeed, beyond specifying size, much of the consuming public does not know by just what standards coal 
should be judged. , •.• 
It seems evident, therefore, that an educational job is necessary in the markets for retail coal; and thus far it has been left largely to 
the individual dealer to make the public conscious .of the fact that there are standards for coal, and that the coal he supplies conforms to these standards and will burn efficiently and satisfactorily in the 
customer's parti'cular type of heating plant. 
This, however, is a: tremendous job for the individual dealer. Little 
of lasting benefit can be accomplished when every dealer must decide for himself just what is necessary, how it should be done, and how 
much he can afford to do. Work of this nature needs coordination and direction, and should be undertaken by an association of retail coal 
merchants . 
. There has been some cooperative advertising of an entirely differ- · 
ent nature by the Chicago Coal Merchants' Association. In Chicago this advertising has been directed against the use of oil and gas as 
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fuel. The problem in Chicago is undoubtedly much more acute than 
in many localities, and it may be that this competitive approach is 
necessary. 
It seems to have been effective, and it is interesting to note that 
the emphasis has been placed upon results, rather than upon the means 
of securing these results. Regardless of the type of advertising, how-
ever, here is one instance at least in which a group of retail coal men 
have been alert enough and enterprising enough to get together to 
advertise against a common competitor for their common good. 
This Chicago ·cooperative advertising is somewhat different from 
what would be advisable in most loC'alities, or for the coal industry 
as a whole. The manufacturers of Portland cement have for years 
had an association which has advertised extensively to increase the 
uses of cement, but has also done a fine educational job on the low 
cost and advantages of their product. It would seem that something 
of this nature would be more. applicable to the coal industry, and 
more helpful to the individual retailer. 
As the public became conscious of the association's standards, the 
retail merchant would capitalize on this general association advertis-
ing and identify himself with it by some association sign or symbol_ 
prominently displayed. This could be similar to the "Say it with 
flowers" of the florists' association or the familiar blue and white 
Bell telephone sign, and long after the printed pages of the national 
advertising had been read and discarded, this symbol of the retail coal 
merchant would call to mind when the prospect was ready to buy, 
the fact that he sold coal of the association's standards. · 
Such an association could also perform invaluable service to the 
retail dealer by supplying him with newspaper mats for local adver-
tising, furnishing direct-mail pieces, sales literature, and various sales 
helps. Such assistance from headquarters is recognized as being an 
important part of the work of the Portland Cement Manufacturers' 
Association, the Wheat Flour Institute, and other similar organizations. 
Lacking such association help, the retail dealer must of necessity 
turn to the stoker manufacturer, and this is not such an unmitigated 
evil as many might think. 
You have undoubtedly recognized the fact by now that the retail 
dealer must sell service, rather than coal; you will recall that the 
Chicago Coal Merchants' Association told of results in its newspaper 
advertising; what better way is there for the retail merchant to sell 
both services and results than by means of the automatic coal burner 
or stoker? 
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Your own experience has told you that people are not interested in coal itself; they are interested in the results obtained from coal-
the warmth, comfort, convenience and health which it gives them. But the American people are never satisfied with results that require 
too much effort or attention; they want the best at all times, and 
through the adnrtising of the oil burner and gas burner manu-facturer, the control makers, and gas companies, they have been 
thoroughly sold on the advantages of automatic heat. They believe 
that automatic heat is the best heat-at least, it is less troublesome-
and they want it. 
Naturally this desire made great inroads upon the business of both producer and retailer. The coal men wept and moaned and cursed 
their fate, but did little to improve their selling or to counteract this 
attack until the stoker manufacturer came along and made coal heat 
an automatic heat. The stoker manufacturer forced the producer to improve his treatment of coal and he forced the dealer to sell coal in 
competition with oil and gas. The stoker manufacturer has made the 
coal man more of a salesman; he has shown him how he can meet 
competition and not only retain his present business, but even increase 
this business. 
Now, no one would claim for a minute that coal heat is completely 
automatic, although with the bin feed type of burner the only extra 
attention required is the removal and disposal of the ash. And there have been a few smart coal men who have undertaken to handle this 
matter for the householder so that no personal attention whatever is 
required. Let us hope that there will be more of these men, because 
coal heat has certain provable advantages over oil and gas, and with 
this kind of service a large part of the business that has been lost can be won back. 
Nevertheless, there has been considerable opposition to stokers by 
many retailers. They have said that the stoker used cheaper grades 
of coal than some of their customers were buying, and that should 
these customers install stokers, they would lose money on the coal 
supplied them. This is, of course, an extremely short-sighted attitude. The coal user who docs not have automatic heat is in constant danger of being lost to oil or gas and his entire coal business taken 
away from the retailer. Moreover, experience has shown that with dust-treated, carefully-sized coal this difference in price is not as great as it once was. In addition, stoker-fired h.omes are kept warmer; 
at nine-thirty or ten in the evening, the hand-fired householder hesi-
tates about putting on more coal and building up a fire that will soon 
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have to be banked, but with stoker firing the heat is automatically 
maintained regardless of the hour until the thermostat is changed. 
Stoker manufacturers naturally point out that their machines burn 
coal more efficiently than by hand-firing, but many arc now placing 
the emphasis upon the comfort, convenience, and healthfulness of auto-
matic coal heat, and are bringing a certain number of oil-and-gas-
burner users back to coal. 
The stoker manufacturer has proved himself the retailer's best 
friend, and has taken over a great many of the services which should 
be performed by a coal association; he is working with the retailer to 
build a new business for both coal and stokers, and to make the 
retailer a better merchandiser and a better business man. 
National advertising by the stoker manufacturer is spreading the 
gospel of coal heat throughout the nation; it is spreading this gospel 
in the territory the retailer serves. We often overlook the fact that 
national advertising is local advertising, and that these advertisements 
arc directed to people who eat, sleep, live and buy locally. 
A certain number of copies of every national magazine go into the 
territory served by the retailer and arc read by the retailer's customers 
and prospective customers. An advertisement on automatic coal heat 
in the Saturday Evening Post would go to 1228 readers in Cham-
paign, for example, and with adequate dealer identification would 
direct these local readers to the retailer's place of business. 
Most stoker manufacturers supply their dealers with direct-mail 
imprinted with the dealer's name and address. On a form provided for 
that purpose, the retailer lists a number of his prospects; that is all 
he has to do. The manufacturer then imprints the direct-mail with the 
dealer's name and sends the series at ten-day intervals to the list 
given him. Each mailing is also sent to the dealer at the same time as 
it goes to his list, so that the dealer will know just when his prospects 
receive each piece. 
If a letter is included, it bears the dealer's name, and return cards 
go direct to the dealer. The direct-mail campaign has every appear-
ance of being prepared by the dealer and of being sent by him, 
although the stoker manufacturer has done all the work and attended 
to all the details. 
Another service that the stoker manufacturer docs for the retailer 
is to supply him with a mat service for local advertising in his news-
paper under his own name. Few small town advertisers have the 
necessary technical knowledge of the elements of successful advertis-
ing. Their businesses are rarely of such size as to justify the employ-
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mcnt of trained advertising or merchandising men, but the stoker 
manufacturer can and does call upon the finest talent he can secure, 
and has this talent prepare for the retailer local advertising which is practically certain of success. Moreover, most manufacturers 
operate on a cooperative basis with their local dealers and share part 
of the space cost of local advertising. 
The manufacturer supplies the retailer with sales literature, with 
ennlopc folders to be inclosed with statements, with catalogs, leaflets 
and similar pieces; he will furnish lantern slides for the dealer which 
can be shown in local moving picture houses between films; he makes 
available window and store trim material which enables the dealer to dress up his place of business in an attractive and modern manner, 
and to call favorable attention to the services he performs for his 
neighbors and townsmen. 
The stoker manufacturer looks upon the retail dealer as his most 
valued assistant and he cooperates fully with him to make him a 
modern, aggressive, up-to-date merchant and to increase the retailer's 
sales, not only of stokers, but also of coal. 
X. SMOKE, DUST, AND AIR POLLUTION 
DAVID R. MITCHELL"* 
Bituminous coal is on the defensive; it is subject to attacks by 
legislatiYc and consumer groups. This is not new, since, from the 
earliest days of coal mining, kings and queens have issued edicts 
forbidding its use and the law-making bodies in democratic countries 
have done likewise. Yet it always comes back-more widely used than 
before. Why is bituminous coal the subject of such attacks and why 
does it always come back? 
The answer to the first of these questions is tlrnt when or where 
bituminous coal is improperly burned-and I use the word improperly 
in it:,; broadest sense to ineludc equipment and firing methods-a dense 
smoke and obnoxious gases issue from the chimney. The answer to 
the second question is that nature has been so lavish in furnishing 
us with immense quantities of this fuel that, for most communities 
in most' countries, it is the cheapest source of heat. 
Xcvcrtheless, regardless of economy features, consumers are organ-
izing into smoke abatement groups at an increasing rate. The trend is 
toward stricter ordinances or better enforcement in the larger cities, 
and to the adopting of new ordinances by smaller communities. This 
movement is widespread and more or less centered in the middle west 
as noted in observed daily press notices from the following cities: St. 
Louis, Missouri; Louisville, Kentucky; Cincinnati, Ohio; :\Iadison, 
Wisconsin; Birmingham, Alabama; and Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
Much has been written about smoke abatement-most of it true, 
but much of it false. Generalities have been indulged in; facts have 
been omitted purposely, or because the writer has had a hazy idea of 
his subject. Let us marshal a few easily understandable, technical 
facts; look into the record, and present the case of smoke abatement 
without bias. 
The deleterious effects produced by the products of combustion-
smoke, dust, and gas-can be divided into two general groups: physio-
logical, and the spoilation of material things. 
Briefly, the harmful physiological effects include all kinds of respir-
atory cfo;eases such as common colds, hay fever, asthma, influenza, 
diphtheria, whooping-cough, pneumonia, and tuberculosis; skin dis-
eases of various kinds; stomach disorders in certain instances; and 
rachitic diseases which are the result of obscuring ultra-violet radia-
tion by atmospheric pollution. 
*Assistant Profrssor of 1\.1ining and 1\Ietallurgical Engineering, Uni\'ersity of Illinoi~. 
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It is not necessary to discuss all of these in detail. Scientists at the 
University of Chicago found. that smoke and dust cover the city of Chicago to such an extent that the city never gets more than onc-
fourth of the health-giving ultra-violet rays to be found in the sun-
shine shed upon it, and during some of the winter months rays having 
anti-rachitic value do not reach the inhabitants. 
:i\fost germs arc heavier than air, and in clean, still air settle quickly to the floor or ground. Since air is not clean, but full of dust 
particles, many germs lodge on these and float for hours. Germs and 
bacteria carried by dust are usually more of a menace to health than 
the dust itself. l\Iany of the dust particles in air are removed by the hairs in the nostrils. Those above 10 microns are easily filtered out. 
10- to 2-micron dust particles tend to lodge in the air passages or lungs, and are the most dangerous. Those particles below about 2 
microns arc not easily caught, and usually pass in and out of the lungs without being deposited (sec Figs. 1 and 2). 
The annual property loss, personal and real estate, to residents in 
smoky cities in the United States is estimated, by experts, to be from $10 to $20 per annum per individual. A recent estimate for St. Louis 
is $23. The annual loss for Chicago has been estimated at $43,000,000. 
These losses are mainly on account of the grime, dirt, soot, and 
corroding gases issuing from coal-burning equipment. It must be 
pointed out that there arc other sources of air pollution, such as the burning of garbage, dust from busy city streets-a considerable part 
of which may be rubber dust, a 20th century addition to the dust 
present in the air around us. 
Based on these estimates, a family of five in an industrial com-
munity or smoky city has an annual expense-hidden and unrecog-
nized by most people, but there nevertheless-of about the same 
amount as the annual coal bill for the family. If these facts were more 
generally known, more interest would be shmvn in cleaning up the filth 
emanating from our chimneys-the "open sewers of the air." 
A knowledge of the terminology of the smoke-abatement engineer is essential for a clear understanding of this subject. 
1vlicron, is a unit of linear measurement, 0.001 mm. (1Q·3 mm.), or 
approximately Y:!:; 01111 of an inch. 
Y.tauhosphere (Blackin, "Dust" p. 9) is the name given to that sys-
tem comprising the dust contained in the atmosphere-in it but not of it--an immense solid particle system, co-existent and probably co-
extensive with the earth's atmosphere. 
Aerosol is the term applied to small solid particles suspended in air. 
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Comparison of oarious sizes of dust particles 
and micro-organisms with a human hair. 
FIG. 1. CoMPARISON OF VARIOUS SIZES OF DUST P.~RTICLES AND MICRO-
ORGANISMS WITH A HUMAN HAIR 
Dust is small visible and invisible particles that are settled out of 
air streams with difficulty. From the very nature of dust particles they 
have been formed from the disintegration of larger particles, and this 
disintegration continues during their life. Individual particles can be 
seen by the unaided eye down to about 50 microns, while 0.2 microns 
is the lower limit of microscopic visibility. Figure 1 (by courtesy of the 
American Air Filter Company) gives the relative sizes of dust 
particles, and micro-organisms as compared with a hair. 
Smoke is a term used in a large sense to include all the products 
of combustion-smoke proper, dust and gases. In a strictly scientific 
sense it should be limited to growing particle systems. Smoke starts 
as atoms or large molecules (0.005 microns approximately) that 
rapidly increase in size and agglomerate; until, dispersed in air, they 
cease to do so, begin to disintegrate and become dusts. A smoke sys-
tem is thus a growing one; a dust system is a disintegrating one. 
Smokes may be considered a species of dusts. 
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.,. Soot is usually considered to be composed mainly of carbon par-
ticles. Most soot deposits contain varying ·amounts of inorganic particles as well. 
Soot-falt is used by engineers and ~cientists to describe the drop-ping out of solid particles from the atmosphere as determined by tests, 
· and includes both carbon and inorganic particles of solid matter. Results are usually expressed in tons per square mile per month or per year. 
Smog is a term used to describe a combination of smoky and foggy 
atmosphere. 
Many· ordinances have been. written in which 20 per cent volatile 
matter has arbitrarily been selected as the upper limit for smokeless 
coal. This may work an injustice on certain coals, since any coal can be burned smokelessly. The only truly smokeless fu~ls are anthracite 
and coke. High-volatile coals are sometimes referred to as low-grade 
coals .in smoke ordinances. Many high-volatile coals contain as many heat units per pound as competitive smokeless fuels, or even more.· They are distinctly high grade when used properly. The marked 
aversion to high-volatile coal will continue to exist as long as con-
sumers burn it in improper equipment and oil, gas, anthracite, coke, 
and low-volatile coal will continue to have a distinct trade advantage. 
Regardless of the type of equipment for burning bituminous coal, 
smoke will be produced if the equipment is improperly handled or badly worn. This statement is true for all types of firing equipment including that for pulverized coal. . 
Soot-fall data in tons per square mile published in the literature in 
recent months give a quantitative picture of the conditions in the 
cities listed: (.see Table 1). 
TABLE 1 
SOOT FALL, ToNs PER SQUARE MILE 
Cincinnati 33.3 per month-average 
50.0 per month-winter months 
Cincinnati, Metropolitan District 120.0 per month-average 
Chicago 95.82 per month during 1934-35-average 
68.57 per month during 1935-36-average 
St. Louis 
Salt Lake City (1919-1920) 
Iowa City 
Grafton, W. Va. 
250-800 per year in different sections-average 
Railroad and industriaJ 1000 per year-average 
Business area 800 per year-average · 
Residential 300 per year-average 
2000 per year-:maximum 
7180 per year-maximum 
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In some of these cities the soot-fall consisted of 50 per cent com-
bustible or more. In others-particularly in industrial centers-,--the 
amount of combustible was much less. 
In most communities ordinances are enforced against the large 
user of coal and not against the smaller. The results obtained in Salt 
Lake City (U.S.B.M. R. I. 3001, 1920) are probably illustrative of 
what is happening. In 1919-20, 20 per cent of the smoke was from 
domestic sources. After nine years of smoke-abatement work the 
percentage from domestic sources had risen to 85 per cent. Recent 
figures for Chicago are 67 per cent from domestic sources, and for 
St. Louis 33 per cent. These figures are probably illustrative of the 
extent to which these respective cities have cleaned up the atmosphere 
as polluted by industrial concerns. 
Probably one of the reasons for so much misunderstanding of the 
air-pollution problem has been the lack of standard methods for test-
ing. Smoke is usually determined by the use of a Ringelmann chart; 
and accuracy· of readings is dependent on the ability of the observer 
to match the density of the smoke with one of the standard charts. 
Obviously a small chimney may pour forth volumes of black smoke 
and yet quantitatively be making less smoke than a larger chimney 
which does not show as dense a smoke. 
Soot-fall studies are the commonest methods in use for determining 
the dust content of air. They have the following limitations: The 
smallest1particles present in the air do not settle to the earth; soot 
particles, even though large, swirl around the container and are not 
entrapped easily; rain will carry most inorganic dust particles to the 
ground but has little or no effect on soot or carbon particles. This last 
condition has probably been observed by everyone in that smoke will 
drift along with air currents about as far when it is raining as when 
the sun is shining. 
At the Mellon Institute a container 4 inches in diameter and 10 
inches high is used. 
The standard gauge in Great Britain is a.i:i ~namelled cast-iron · 
circular, vessel of 4 sq. ft. catchment area. Bottles are placed under-
neath that will hold one month's rain. A bird-screen of wire gauze 
s.urrounds the vessel. The catchment area being known and the 
amount of solid matter deposited in a given time; it is easy to calcu-
late the amount fall~n in tons per square mile for any unit of time. 
Air may be drawn through special filtering devices, using filter 
paper, sugar filters, or olive-oil 'coated glass pellets. Microscopic and 
photoelectric photometric systems are sometimes used by scientists. 0 
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The only naturally smokeless fuels are high fixed-carbon fuels-
anthracite and coke. Gas and oil are not naturally smokeless fuels. 
The volatile matter of coal-the part driven off when coal is heated 
in a closed retort-is composed .of hydro-carbon compounds., These 
compounds may be either gas or oil. It is these compounds that cause 
a coal to smoke when burned under improper conditions. Natural gas 
companies burn gas under conditions to obtain soot which is marketed 
as lamp black or carbon black. Most of us have noticed the billowing 
dense smoke of an oil-well fire or that of storage tanks. It is apparent 
to the least informed that 011 and gas must be burned under the right 
conditions to have smokeless combustion. 
When bituminous coal is heated, gases and oils are distilled off. If 
there is insufficient oxygen these gases will not burn. If these gases 
are hydro-carbons, as C,,Hy, and come in contact with a heated surface, 
the temperature of which is below the ignition temperature of the gas, 
or if there is a deficiency of oxygen, the gas breaks up into carbon 
atoms and hydrogen molecules. 
The carbon atoms join with other atoms and form camparatively 
large particles that pass out of the chimney a~ dense, black soot which 
gives the black color to smoke. The carbon atoms are at the start well 
below the lower limit of microscopic visibility (0.2 microns). They 
rapidly increase in size and agglomerate until passing out into the 
atmosphere they cease to do so, disintegration commences, and they 
become dusts. 
There is always a residual dust aerosol over a city before the daily 
smoke aerosol commences to be formed. This continues while the 
smoke aerosol is formed and while it is in full existence. Eventually, 
the smoke aerosol merges into the dust aerosol. It must be realized 
that there is always the residual dust aerosol whether there is a smoke 
aerosol or not. It should also be emphasized that combustion of fuel 
feeds the dust aerosol. The elimination of smoke may not rid the air 
we breathe of irritating dust particles. 
In fact, smoke elimination may for certain types of equipment in-
crease the amount of dust particles in the air. Pulverized-coal firing 
equipment is popularly considered as the smokeless and ideal way to 
burn bituminous coal. Yet, unless a pulverized-coal plant is equipped 
with dust-catching devices, all of the ash in the coal is discharged 
into the atmosphere as small fly-ash particles producing a condition 
in the vicinity of the plant far worse than if some other method of 
firing were used. 
The statement is sometimes made that as the efficiency of coal-
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burning increases, air pollution increases also. This ,statement is mis~ 
leading and often fallacious. Modern plants are using dust-collecting 
devices. Also, for some equipment, the ash is fused as a clinker as in 
the small domestic stoker, and hence the ash that is fused cannot pass 
out of the stack as fly ash. 
It would seem, since it is easy to burn gas and oil smokelessly, 
that the more of these constituents coal contained the easier it would 
be to burn coal smokelessly; yet, the reverse is true. The very fact 
that gas and oil are uniform, but require specially-designed equipment 
to make them burn smokelessly should point the way for the conditions · 
necessary to burn high-volatile coals smokelessly-that is, uniform 
preparation and special equipment. _ 
It might be added further that the hydro-carbon gases from coal, 
the products of combustion, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide, and 
the oils in a vapor state at the temperature of combustion are colorless 
gases. The carbon in these gases or oils is not visible. As soon as these 
oils or gases break up, and free carbon is formed, then we can see 
the carbon and we get a dense black smoke. If equipment is designed 
so that the distillation gases reach a high enough temperature in the 
presence of oxygen, then the carbon and the hydrogen will unite with 
the oxygen of the air, and smokeless compustion will result. 
The control of the amount· of dust discharged into the atmosphere 
· is also largely a matter of equipment. Coal cleaning and sizing will 
help. Dust collectors may be necessary for some types of industrial 
equipment. The dust content or dust population of the air over ocea!Wil 
and mountain regions is from 100 to 400 particles per cubic centimeter. 
As high as 200 000 particles per cubic centimeter is present over some 
cities. No wonder we have a high rate of respiratory diseases in cities. 
Regulations in some mines a:r:id factories require that the dust count 
be kept down to 300 particles per cubic centimeter. 
Filtering devices in the home will do much to increase the health 
of those that can afford such equipment. Dr. Bundesen, He~lth Com-
missioner of Chicago, states that 60 per cent more people are dying of 
respiratory diseases caused by contaminated air than by all other 
sources. A study made in the city of Akron showed that as the amount 
of dust in the air increased, the number of deaths increased, and the 
number of school children absent increased in proportion to the pollu-
tion. An insurance company reports a 45-per-cent reduction in 
absences among employes on account of sickness after moving into 
air-conditioned offices. 
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To give some definite idea of the relative size of the dust material 
in the atmosphere, the following table has been prepared: 
Smallest dust particles (obeying Cunningham's law)-les~ than 
about 1 micron diameter. 
Medium (Stokes law)-200 microns to 1 micron 
Largest (gravitational law)-200 microns up 
Smoke particles-about 0.5 microns average diameter 
Cloud partieles-6-18 microns 
Fog partieles-15-35 microns 
Clay particles-5 microns down 
·Sand particles-5 microns up. 
Figure 2 (courtesy American Air Filter Company) shows. graphi-
cally the different physical characteristics of thE;) particles of matter 
making up the staubosphere. 
Sulphur-bearing gases are often cited by writers on the subject of 
air pollution as being the most damaging constituent of the combustion 
products. This is undoubtedly true if these gases exist in concentra-
tions greater than about 3 parts per million. Tests by industries have 
shown that less than 3 parts per million exist in the atmosphere of our 
cities. This figure may be exceeded in certain industrial areas, and 
during periods of abnormal atmospheric conditions an increase in the 
sulphur content of the air sometimes takes place that is damaging to 
both plant and animal life, as well as to machinery and structures. 
In many communities the iiUlphur problem is over-emphasized. 
This does not mean that precautions should not be taken to keep the 
sulphur content of the air at the absolute minimum. Quite the reverse 
is true. The cleaning of high-sulphur coals will reduce the sulphur 
from 20 to 50 per cent of the original sulphur content of the coal, and 
the widespread use of cleaned coal will do much to reduce the sulphur 
content of the air. 
. · 
Methods for Reducing and Preventing Smoke: 
(1) The use of smokeless fuels. The only naturally smokeless fuels 
are anthracite and coke. Low-volatile bituminous coals can be burned 
with a minimum of smoke by domestic users in existing. equipment. 
Unfortunately, there are not enough of these fuels to go around, but 
even at that, domestic consumers are willing to pay a premium for 
these fuels in regions where high-volatile coals can be marketed 
cheaply. A large daily newspaper recently carried a news item to 
the effect that relief clients were finding enough extra money to buy 
smokeless coal rather than the high~volatile coal _allotted them, and 
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this despite the fact that the high-volatile coal was much the best 
buy considering economy alone . 
. The sale of oil and gas in recent years has been because of the 
cleanliness of these fuels, and because they can be fired automatically 
in the equipment developed for them. 
(2) Washing or cleaning of coal has been suggested as a means for 
smoke prevention. The effect of cleaning has been greatly overstressed. 
It is true that mechanical cleaning will make any coal more uniform, 
more desirable and easier to fire, but will not of itself prevent the 
production of smoke. 
(3) Industrial plants can be and are operated smokelessly at high 
efficiency on all types of coal. Fly ash can be eliminat~d and sulphur 
reduced by proper stack-gas cleaning devices. The fly ash problem is 
one that is largely a matter of equipment. Forced-draft and pul-
verized-coal plants are the worst offenders, but equipment is available 
that will reduce the fly ash to a negligible amount. 
(4) Special firing methods for hand-fired furnaces or stoves. The 
alternate, coking, and storage methods have all been tried and proved 
to be moderately successful. If faithfully practiced nearly smokeless 
combustion can be obtained. The difficulty here is that 99 per cent of 
the users of high-volatile coal, and of bituminous coal in· general, do 
not like the extra work involved, and hence are always in the right 
frame of mind to change to some other source of heat, if it is 
economically possible for them to do so. 
(5) The small stoker for household use. has been the salvation of 
the high-volatile coal business in many communities, and because of 
its automatic features and smokeless combustion has not only deterred 
many high-volatile customers from going to oil and gas, but has also 
. prevented many of the anthracite and coke customers from changing 
to oil and gas as well. Bituminous coal can be burned smokelessly, 
efficiently, and in some installations entirely automatically. It is at 
present the chief means of combating the smoke evil resulting from 
burning high-volatile coal in improper equipment. · 
(6) Special equipment for hand-fired furnaces. Although the small 
stoker is the answer to a great many of the problems of the coal indus-
try, particularly as to smoke and automatic heat, yet, because of the 
cost of these units, there is a great need for equipment that can be 
installed cheaply for the low-income group, to. make it possible to 
completely reduce the smoke nuisance. This group is . the largest in 
point of numbers, and the hardest to get to change their fuel-burning 
habits. 
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The coal industry, producing and merchandising, is wider awake · 
than ever before. Not many years ago, in fact months in some com.:. 
munities, the coal man opposed the introduction of the small stoker; 
he sneered at smoke-abatement movements; he substituted high-
volatile coal for low-volatile coal and so on. Today, the individual in 
back of movements to reduce air pollution and to insure the maximum 
of economy and satisfaction in the customer's plant is the coal man. 
Low-cost equipment will be developed for the low-income group. 
Smoke will not be a sign of industrial activity; it will be a sign of 
waste. Also it is becoming more generally recognized that legislative 
action will no~ solve the problem of air:-pollution unless such action 
is framed so that each locality .can use its most natural fuel, that is, 
the low-cost fuel for that locality. Any other solution is unacceptable 
and will not endure. 
XI. WHAT THEY WANT IN STOKER COAL 
K. c. RICHMOND* 
"Dustless treatment," "ease of operation," and "recommendation of 
the stoker dealer or salesman" stand out in order as major preferences 
in the selection of coal by household stoker users. 
To find out more about the selection of stoker coal, we asked sev-
eral hundred stoker dealers, retail fuel merchants, stoker manufactur-
ers, stoker engineers, fuel engineers, and others what factors govern 
the selection and purchase of both household and commercial and semi-
industrial stoker coal. · 
Here is what we asked: 
From the ·stoker user's viewpoint, what factors now govern the se-
lection and purchase of stoker coal for (1) household, (2) commercial 
or semi-industrial use? 





(a) Dustless treatment 
(b) High B.t.u. content 
( c) Ease of operation 
(d) Freedoin from fines 
( e) Low freight rate 
(f) Minimum non-combustible or low ash content 
(g) Price per ton (low) (Medium cost per season) 
(h) Recommendation of the stoker dealer or salesman 
(i) Recommendation of the coal merchant 
(j) RecommendatiOn of other stoker users 
(k) Special sizing 
Thanks to the enthusiastic cooperation of the major stoker manu- · 
facturers, key coal producers, retail coal associations, stoker dealers, 
and others, we secured a cross-census of opinion from the men who 
are selling 80 per cent or more of the stokers and stoker coal in the 
United States. · 
The result of their experiences, observation, and judgment is shown 
in the accompanying tabulation, a summary of summaries, each group 
*Managing Editor "Coal-Heat," Chicago, Ill. 
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TABLE 1 
RELATIVE ORDER OF PREFERENCES GOVERNING THE SELECTION OF STOKER COAL 
From the Household Stoker User's Viewpoint From the Viewpoint of the User of Commercial Stokers 
Groups Questionnaired . · ~ 
" 
~ ~ " s "" " .;; "" -E .;; Here is a list of groups that have been ~ ~~ .;; 0 " .Z·El 0 questionnair_ed so as to get a cross section § ~ ..0 'i< 'o 'o § ~ ..0 'i< ~.~ 'o 'o s- o- 1' s~ of opinion as to.the factors governing the iii 
.§ 0" 0 "5l " " 8 " " 0" 6 "00 " " selection of stoker coal. The consensus 









Outstanding fuel engineers ............. 2 8 J 9 JI 10 4 5 7 6 3 7 2 3 JI 4 6 J 8 9 ·5 
Chief stoker engineers ................. 3 6 2 9 JO 4 JI J 8 7 5 8 JO 6 JI 2 . 7 J 4 5 3 
Engineers, a~oker dealers.· . ............. 2 ·5 J 8 . JI 4 JO 3 7 6 9 7 6 5 11 2 JO J 3 9 4 
Mail order personnel. ................. J 2 5 4 11 3 JO 6 7 9 8 6 5 4 9 8 7 J 2 6 3 
Sales managers, stoker manufacturers . .. · J 8 3 7 JI 2 9 4 5 6 JO 4 7 6 11 9 8 J 2 3 5 
General man'agers, stoker manufacturers 4 9 3 7 JI 6 JO J 2 5 8 6 8 5 JO JO 7 J 2 4 3 
Members, St. Louis Coal Ex ............ 2 JO 3 6 11 8 9 J 4 7 5 JO 5 6 9. 11 . 8 J 2 4 3 
Cincinnati producers . ................. 2 "6 5 3 JI 4 7 J 9 JO 8 JO 4 5 11 3 2 J 6 7 8 
\VIBeonsin coal dealers .•..•............ J 9 5 2 JO 6 11 3 4 7 8 5 J 9 JO 2 4 3 6 8 7 
Chicago stoker salesmen ................ 2. 6 J 9 JI 3 JO 4 5 7 8 6 2 5 9 JI JO J 3 4 7 
Illinois coal operator's men .... ......... 3 2 6 7 JI 4 5 8 g JO J 8 2 7 6 3 5 J JO 9 11 
Members, Branch office, St. Louis ...... 3 6 4 7 JI JO - 5 J 2 8 9 6 4 3 JO JO 8 5 J 2 . 7 
Aurora, IIL, coal dealers ................. 2 6 J 9 JO 9 3 4 5 7 8 4 3 6 7 JO JI 2 J 5 9 
Kansas City, Mo., producer .. .......... 5 9 J 4 8 11 JO 2 3 6. 7 5 9 l JO 11 4 3 2 7 8 
Canton, Ohio, stoker dealers ........... 5 J 2 JO JI 4 3 6 7 8 9 5 2 4 11 JO 3 J 6 8 7 
Central Michigan stoker dealers ........ f 7 3 6 JO 8 2 1 9 5 9 3 2 7 11 4 JO J 6 9 8 
KnoXville, -.Tenn., dealers . ............. J 6 2 7 11 8 . JO 3 4 9 5 8 . 3 7 11 4· JO J 5 2 6 
C. V. Beck: .......................... 2 5 1 JI JO g 7 3 8 6 4 5 3 4 11 JO 9 J 2 7 8 
Kansas City coal producer ............. J JO 2 JI 9 3 4 8 7 5 6 3 J 2 11 6 4 5 7 JO 9 
Hea~i?-g engineers, Chicago ............ 5 JO 2 6 11 7 . J 4 9 3 7 7 J JO 6 4 3 2 5 8 9 
Fuel engineers, New York City ......... J 8 5 JI 6 3 4 7 9 JO 2 6 4 . 3 JO 2 JI J 7 9 8 
Stoker dealers, Pittsburgh, Pa .......... 4 6 7 9 JI 5 JO J 8 2 3 JO 9 4 3 8 7 6 J JO 2 
Stoker salesmen, Chicago . ............. 2 5 J JI JO 7 6 3 8 9 4 9 7 J JI 3 4 J 6 8 5 
Stoker district representatives, Ohio ..... 3 6 4 8 7 JI 5 J 2 JO 9 8 3 5 JO J 11 2 6 7 4 
Chicago coal merchants ............... 2 5 J 7 JI 4 6 3 9 JO 8 8 6 9 JO 2 11 J 5 4 3 
Total score ........................... 63 J6J 71 J88 255 J53 J72 84 157 J78 163 164 J09 J28 242 J50 J80 45 J08 J64 J52 
Rank, in order of preferences ........ -... J 6 2 JO 11 4 8 3 5 9 7 7 3 4 JO 5 8 J 2 7 6 
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being accounted for separately. The final order of relative preference is 
given on the bottom line.' (See Table 1.) 
As will be noticed, this tabulation gives the viewpoint of each 
group as a group. In other words, it shows the consolidated viewpoint 
of a number of combustion or fuel engineers as a group, chief engi-
neers of major stoker companies, sales managers of leading stoker' 
manufacturers, members of various retail coal associations and other 
groups. 
In order of preferences, "dustless treatment" stands out first, closely 
followed by "ease of operation." The phrase "ease of operation," of 
course, takes in considerable territory. Low ash content, clinkering 
characteristics, coking tendencies, anibunt of fuel required, frequency 
and amount of clinkers to be removed, the way the coal burns or holds 
fire in mild weather-in the early fall or late spring-all come under 
this heading. · · , · '· 
"Recommendation of the stoker dealer" is ·"a big factor. Several 
groups marked it first on· the list. A few coal operators put this way 
down the list-which indicates that they are not quite as close to the 
stoker industry, dealers, salesmen, engineers, m'.anufacturers, as they 
might well be in view of the rapid growth of·.the industry and in-
creasing demand for stoker coal. · ·-, '· 
"Low ash content" came fourth.. "Recommendation of the coal 
merchant;" fifth. "High heat content," sixth'. Only one group-
the Canton stoker dealers-put "High heat content" in the first place. 
Several groups put it near the bottom of the l_ist. 
Despite all the conversation and propaganda :about "special sizing" 
of stoker coals, it was rated seventh. Technically, this may be errone-
ous. Practi~ally, special sizing is a _concomitant 9f "ease of operation." 
In studying the summary you will notice that only one group put 
special sizing at the head of the list-the salesmen and representa-
tives of a leading Illinois coal operator. Outstanding fuel engineers 
put it in third place. A group of fuel engineers in New York put 
it in second place. Pittsburgh dealers put it in third place. However, 
the final summary shows "special sizing" in seventh place in order of . 
preferences. 
"Price per ton" is not much of a factor within certain limitations, 
.of course. By various groups it was ranked 4th, 11th, 10th, 7th, 11th, 
5th, etc. "Recommendation of other stoker users" came ninth. "Free-
dom from fines" tenth. Only a few groups listed "Freedom from fines" 
near the head of the list, chiefly a group of Cincinnati coal operators 





TABLE 2 z 0 
FACTORS GOVERNING THE SELECTION OF STOKER COAL, BY THE DEALER, IN ORDER OF PREFERENCE 
00 
(a): Acceptance of a particular coal in the local com-
. ~ munity by stoker users, stoker dealers or manu~ 
facturers ..••..•...•...................... 1 2 10 3 3 1 2 1 1 1 5 1 3 1 5 2 8 8 1 
(b) Dependability and freedom from complaints ... 3 1 1 2 4 3 1 4 7 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 
(c) Margin of profits .•.•....•........•......... 5 3 5 9 1 2 4 3 6 3 4 3 1 4 6 3 2 3 
Otderof i:'J z Total Prefer- Cl Points ence z 
1 60 2 i:'J 
2 42 1 i:'J ;::! 
5 72 4 z 
(d) Special preparation or sizing. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 4 7 2 1 5 4 3 4 5 .. .. 4 4 7 3 .. 3 4 4 
(e) Geographic "complexes". . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 10 4 10 7 10 9 2 10 .. 10 9 8 9 .. 9 10 
(f) Present tie-up with a producer or producers... 9 4 8 8 8 5 7 .. 2 .. 2 6 .. 5 7 .. 10 9 
(g) Prestige or standing of coals from a particular 
district.... . • • . . . • . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 2 5 7 5 9 9 8 2 4 2 3 5 6 3 1 .. 7 5 
4 68 3 Cl 
10 127 10 i:'J 
8 98 7 ~ 
'ti 
3 86 5 l"l ;::! 
(h) . Reputation of the coal ·producer ............. 8 3 4 6 8 6 8 7 7 9 4 4 4 6 
(i) Competitive price and freight rate structures:. 6 6 6 7 2 7 5 6 3 4 1 9 6 8 7 5 1 3 
(j) Special sales helps ....•.........•.......... 7 8 9 6 7 6 10 .5 9 .. .. 8 8 10 .. 8 6 7 
6 90 6 ~ 
9 101 8 i:'J 
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At the bottom of the list came "Low freight rates." This indicates 
that the household stoker user is not particularly concerned about the 
cost of freight-it is the cost of th'e coal in the bin, the cost of heating 
per season, freedom from complaints, the satisfaction in use and ease 
of operation that count. 
One of Chicago's oldest and best posted fuel engineers, the represen-
tative of a company with a large stoker tonnage in the city, told me 
recently that well over 60 per cent of their stoker users didn't care 
particularly what the delivered price of stoker coal was-they want 
the best coal they can get. In some of the foreign sections where there 
are quite a number of stokers in use, they want the cheapest coal they 
can get, irrespective of the quantity of ash or the amount of clinkers 
to be removed. 
What stands out in this study of household stoker coal· is the 
marked agreement, the d.emand for proper dustless treatment, and for 
the coal that gives the maximum ease of operation. 
Among commercial or ,industrial users, on the other hand, the sit-
uation is different. Here, "Price per ton" is the number one factor: 
"Recommendation of the stoker dealer" second. "High heat content," 
third. "Ease of operation," fourth. "Low freight rate," fifth. "Recom-
mendation of o_ther stoker users," sixth. "Recommendation of the coal 
merchant" and "Dustless treatment," seventh. "~ow ash content," 
eighth. "Special sizing," ninth, and "Freedom from fines," tenth. 
Such are the conclusions of a number of groups selling well over 
80 per cent of the stokers and a major percentage of the stoker coal 
tonnage based on their experience and observation. 
What the coal merchant wants in stoker coal, wha.t factors lead 
him to handle a particular coal, are shown in the accompanying table. 
(Table 2.) It gives a summary of the impressions, opinions, and pref-
erences of coal merchants in Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, and vari-
ous key cities throughout the country. In our investigation we had the 
cooperation of such groups as the Illinois Fuel Merchants' Association, 
which circularized its membership, the St. Louis Coal Institute, the 
Extension Service of the University of Wisconsin, members of the Chi-
cago Coal Merchants' Association, the Norfolk & Western, Chesapeake 
& Ohio railroads, and others. 
The final order of preference is given in the right-hand column. 
As will be noted, the major factors governing the dealer's selection of 
stoker coal are: 
(1) Dependability and freedom from complaints 
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(2) Acceptance of a particular coal in a local community by 
stoker dealers and manufacturers 
(3) Special preparation or sizing 
( 4) Margin of profits 
(5) Prestige or standing of coals from a particular community 
(6) Reputation of the coal producer 
(7) Present tie-up with a producer or producers 
(8) Competitive price and freight rate structure 
(9) Special sales helps 
(IO) Geographic complexes-such as the use of Iowa coals in Iowa, 
or Ohio coal in Ohio 
Practical business expediencies transcend state lines. Economically, 
there may be certain advantages in trying to use local coal in stokers, 
but practically, can the stoker dealer or coal merchant jeopardize his 
·relations with customers by recommending a coal the chief virtue· of 
which is that it is produced in the same state, particularly when other 
coal which actually deliver.s greater value per fuel dollar (in certain 
geographic areas) can be purchased at approximately the same prices? 
This is not to be construed in any way as a direct slap at any coal, 
or any market. All coals can be used. Human nature being what it is, 
however, just as long as we have any freedom or choice of action; just 
as long as·no dictator forces us to burn this or that coal, just as long 
as economic barriers are not set which tend to freeze markets, the ul-
timate consumer will normally burn that fuel in his particular com-
munity which works the best. · 
Economics is a factor. Price counts. But there is ·a lot more to 
this question of household stoker coal than price per ton. The quantity 
of clinkers to be removed has a lot more to ·do with whether one's coal 
is used or not than the price when there isn't a big difference in the 
delivered price-which happens to be the case in cert~in communities. 
In general, stoker manufacturers and dealers are cost conscious. 
They want to take advantage of every opportunity to give the home, 
owner the maximum in heating comfort at the lowest possible cost, 
but not at the price of satisfactory operation. · 
Just because a coal works well in a stoker in East St. Louis, or 
because the customer there is well satisfied, doesn't justify the notion 
that the same coal will appeal equally to the stoker user in Chicago 
or Milwaukee. Just because certain coals ·can be used in Indianapolis 
or Des Moines, doesn't necessarily mean that the household 'stoker 
user will find them preferable to a high-grade, low ash eastern coal. 
• 
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· The ultimate consumer is the boss. He wants the best he can get. 
And the best stoker coal is not necessarily the coal with the finest 
analyses. Ma,ny of us question the chastity of the average coal analysis. 
Inherent quality alone will not give a particular coal the stoker 
business. . 
If one's coal through lack of sizing, insufficient preparation, usually 
results in noise in crushing or segregation of sizes, the home owner 
won't continue to buy it if he can find anything else. Whether or not 
the new careless feed screw will revolutionize feed screw design or not, 
no one knows. Theoretically, the careless stoker feed screw makes pos-
sible the use of considerably larger sizes ( eyen up to three inches) , 
but can such coals be handled without segregation of sizes? 
Segregation with screenings is as inevitable as the immutable laws 
of physics. Segregation occurs even with deliveries of small quantities 
of stoker coal (under four tons) if there is any marked difference in 
top and bottom sizes . 
. The closer the limits are brought together, the less the segregation. 
D. R. Mitchell and Henry Hebley may well be congratulated for the 
work they have done in study of segregation. Use of Mitchell's non-
segregating chute helps correct the problem in the larger plants. Since 
building a four-ton bunker in my own basement four years ago, I have 
had considerable experience with segregation. I know what happens. 
With many of the technical factors affecting the use, sale and pro-
duction of stoker coal the ultimate consumer is not concerned. His not 
to reason why one coal works well, or why another does not. All he 
wants is heat, hot water, or steam with the least effort, at a reason-
able price. 
Hence, the human equation takes precedence over geology, chem-
istry, furnace, boiler and stoker design. To ignore John Q. Public, his 
likes, dislikes, whims, fancies, social concepts, etc., is to play the 
ostrich, What John Q. gets out of our product is what .counts. 
Technically, of course, several basic factors affect the use, sale and 
production of stoker coal. In all th~irramifications, these total several 
thousand. Suffice it to say that heating comfort depends on a lot of 
things besides coal or a stoker, to-wit: 
(1) The human equation· 
(2) Type of housing or building construction 
(3) Age; character, condition and operation of the heating system 
-facilities for heat distribution and control as well as heat generation 
( 4) Choice or adaptability of the fuel or equipment used ' · . 
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Putting a bituminous stoker into an old furnace or boiler that was 
originally designed for anthracite doesn't assure the ultl.mate in heat-
ing satisfaction. The average home is thirty years of age, you will re-
member. Ninety per cent of the hcati~g equipment in use today is ob-
solete, when compared with present day standards. 
Without an up-to-date heating system, proper building construe- • 
tion, insulation, storm windows, weather stripping, etc., how is the 
home owner to secure the maximum in heating comfort? If they rec-
ognize the innumerable factors affecting satisfactory heating few men 
will expect their coal or stoker to perform miracles in any home. 
A stoker is but a part of a complete heating system. Fuel is worth-
less until consumed. ·what one gets out of a stoker or a coal depends, 
therefore, on what Bently calls "the equipment and utilization factors." 
In discussing stoker coal at the Institute on Coal Utilization, at the 
University of Michigan, recently, Professor R. S. Hawley said: 
"From the results of tests it appears that sizes from % inch down 
will be more successfUl in household stokers than will the larger sizes .. 
The. best results we have had to date were obtained from coals of % 
inch to 74 inch size . 
. "We have had no difficulty in burning coals with as much as 50 per 
cent slack. We have observed, however, that when burning slack coal 
there is a greater tendency for particles of ash to carry up with the 
gas flow and lodge around the heating surfaces of the boiler or furnace." 
Arthur 0. Dady, chief engineer, combustioner, and one of the out-
standing engineers in the stoker industry, has commented on the trend 
toward the use of % in. by 74 in. household stoker coal. Dady, in dis-
cussing this at a Short Course on Coal Utilization, at the University 
of Illinois, said: 
"One of the greatest sources of satisfaction is uniformity both in 
quality and preparation. On stokers of from 100 to 500 lbs. capacity, 
* by 1 * inches will satisfy most makes. The percentage cif fines be-
low Y.1 inch should not, in general, be over 30 per cent." 
"Screenings are not a satisfactory fuel for the householder .. They 
are far too dirty," Clarence V. Beck declares in his book, "Modern 
Combustion, Coal Economics and Fuel Fallacies." 
"The householder who puts in a stoker wants economical heat, free-
dom from trouble, freedom from dirt. The householder will not stand 
for the dirt of small screenings. It is almost impossible to wet small 
screenings so that they will not be dusty. Were it possible to wet small 
screenings sufficiently to kill the dirt the coal would stick in the hopper 
and would not feed. This lets out screenings as a domestic fuel for the . 
• 
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householder. The fuel for the householder, therefore, must be free of 
dust and approximately of three-fourths inch maximum top size." 
"Much has been written regarding the desirability of 'fines' in-
stoker coal." as E. D. Benton has pointed out. 
"No one questions that evenly mixed fines are desirable in helping 
reduce smoke and in preventing some coals in being too flashy and 
burning too fast but in the great majority of cases, coal is handled sev-
eral times before it gets into the customers' stoker hoppers. Each 
time coal is handled segregation occurs. Consequently the stoker feeds 
all coarse coal at one time and all fines at another. 
"The air adjustment for one size coal is improper for another. 
Feeding rates will vary as much as 25 per cent -..vhen going from all nut 
coal to all fines, requiring a further change in air adjustment if any 
degree of efficiency is to be expected. 
"The average small user pays little attention to size consist or air 
adjustments, with the result that numerous complaints are received 
that the coal either will not give sufficient heat or burns too fast. Prop-
erly sized quality stoker coal will do more in reducing complaints than 
any other single item. 
"A top size that is too large not only interferes with feeding, but 
is noisy and tends to aggravate segregation difficulties. Too large bot-
tom size causes stokers to smoke back. 
"It is poor salesmanship to let price interfere with the difference 
in satisfaction to be received between properly prepared coal for small 
stokers and coal the sizing of which precludes satisfaction in the ma-
jority of cases." 
"At the present time there are more service calls due to delivery of 
improper fuel than to all other reasons combined. This is the greatest 
weakness we have in the industry at the present time even with the 
enormous progress that has been made during the past few years by 
the operators and retailers in the delivery of better stoker coal," de-
clared J. McClintock, manager, Freeman Stoker Division, Illinois Iron 
& Bolt Company, Chicago, at a Short Course in Coal Utilization at 
Urbana. 
"A thorough analysis by our service department shows that at 
least 50 per cent of the men's time is spent in what we might call 
the servicing of coal, a good part of which could be eliminated by 
a better understanding of the stoker coal business by operators 
and their representatives as well as the retail coal yard owners and 
their representatives. 
"The period is past when the coal industry can get by by having 
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representatives that say 'we have the best coal mined.' If the repre-
sentatives, both of the producers and retailers, would make a thorough 
study of the stoker coal business a large part of the service calls could 
be eliminated." 
"The size of the coal has some influence upon the feeding charac-
teristics from the hopper to the retort, but within reasonable limits the 
size has little influence upon the combustion characteristics," reported 
Robert l\I. Pilcher, mechanical inspector, Norfolk & W cstern Railway 
Company, Roanoke, Va., in a paper at the University of Michigan, a 
few months ago, after considerable study and tests of the burning 
characteristics of Pocahontas coals in stokers. 
"In the majority of household stokers the worm size is such that 
coal having dimensions in excess of 1 Y:i in. is slow entering the flights 
and may become so arranged around the entrance to the conveyor tube 
as to cause the worm to run nearly empty at times. 
"When such lumps enter the flights a crushing load is placed on the 
stoker, but because of its friability, the crushing of Pocahontas coal in 
most cases causes no trouble. In some instances, when coupled with 
loads already on the worm, it is sufficient to operate the protective de-
vices of the machine. 
"A coal, none of which exceeds 11! inches in size, is best adapted 
to the a\·cragc stoker. There are instances when the 11!-inch size may 
prove excessive because of the size of the conveyor screw. ln such 
cases the maximum size must be further restricted to obtain satis-
factory results. 
"As to the actual burning of the coal, the size had little effect. Coal 
containing as high as 80 per cent passing a 16-mesh per square inch 
screen with a majority of this proportion passing a 64-mesh per square 
inch screen, gave satisfactory results. 
"As the percentage of very fine coal increases, the resistance to air 
flow becomes greater and it is necessary to increase the air damper 
opening when burning the fine coals. Also, as the per cent of fine 
coal in a mixture increases, particularly that portion that will pass 
a 16-mesh per square inch screen, the coal becomes dustier to handle. 
""Where slack mixtures are intended for household use, a dustless 
treatment is desirable as this will remove any inclination for wetting 
on the part of the person firing and thus eliminate opportunity for 
getting the coal wet enough to arch in the hopper and cause feeding 
difficulties. 
"Because of its friability some crushing of Pocahontas coal, regard-
less of size, takes place in its passage from the hopper to the retort. 
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The larger sizes of coal shmv a greater degree of crushing than the 
smaller sizes, so that by the time the coal reaches the burning zone 
the resultant is about the same whether a nut around 11.! inches is 
placed in the hopper or whether a nut and slack mixture is placed in 
the hopper. 
".Just as good or slightly better overall efficiencies were obtained 
when firing mixtures containing high percentages of fines as when firing 
the sized coals, but where the coal contains large portions of fines, there 
is some increase in the opportunity for interruption because of im-
proper feeding. This increase, however, is slight and in no way an 
obstacle in the use of slack coal in any well designed stoker where the 
designer has considered the use of his machine with a reasonable 
variety of coals." 
"Coal was once a bugbear in the stoker industry," said Frank Hoke, 
vice president, Holcomb & Hoke l\Ifg. Company, Indianapolis, at a 
recent meeting of the Chicago \Vholesale Shippers Association. 
"There is one thing that determines the top size of coal which a 
stoker will feed-the size of the feed worm housing, and the size 
of the screw. 
"Is I;·~ inch the best size? No, it is not. Throw the coal in the bin 
and the nut coal rolls to the outside. For a day or two, we throw noth-
ing but nut coal in the hopper. Our air will have to be changed because 
it takes less air to burn the nut than the fines, which arc in the middle 
of the pile. That is one reason why we should like to have the top 
and bottom sizes closer together. 
"Noise is another factor,'' Hoke pointed out. "When we have a 
11.! inch top size, naturally some pieces get caught and make a noise. 
The more differential between the top and bottom sizes, the greater the 
segregation when a car of coal is shipped and unloaded." 
"Once in a while some one of our service men, called out on a 
trouble call, discovers that the user is not satisfied with the perform-
ance of his Iron Fireman because he is burning a cheap coal or a coal 
that is not properly sized and prepared," said \V . . J. O'Neil, sales man-
ager, Chicago branch, Iron Fireman Manufacturing Co., in a letter to 
members of the Chicago coal trade. 
"\Ve understand the coal man's problem. We know that often a 
buyer will insist on a cheap coal or thinks he knows best what size 
or kind of coal he should use. 
"But you know and we know how important it is that the stoker 
user get a good quality coal-important to the user, to you and to us. 
"High quality, suitably sized and prepared stoker coals are avail-
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able from several fields, thanks to the foresight of responsible pur-
chasers. Let's push those coals. 
"We urge buyers of Iron Fireman to ask their coal dealers for high 
quality coals. And we tell them why they should insist on it-for their 
own benefit. 
"For your own protection and to make sure that your customers 
are entirely satisfied with the performance of their stokers, recom-
mend and sell quality stoker coals." 
"It has been our experience in merchandising stoker coal, that the 
public demands in addition to low ash and high heat stoker coal, a 
coal that will be dustless not only when it is placed in the consumer's 
bin, but one that will remain dustless throughout the heating season," 
says D. H. Mcl\Iaster of the Bell & Zeller Coal Company, Chicago. 
From their studies on the use of stoker coals, lVI. P. Cleghorn and 
R. .J. Helfinstine of Iowa State College, report that the smaller sizes 
( % in. by o/i r. in.) gave the most evaporation per pound of coal. No 
great amount of difference was found between this size and the larger 
size nut coal tested, however, they explain in Bulletin No. 134. 
Ralph A. Sherman of Battelle Memorial Institute, in Part II, of 
Technical Report No. 1, for Bituminous Coal Research, Inc., empha-
sizes the advantages of uniformity. In the conclusion of this report, it 
is pointed out that: 
"The greatest effect of the size of coal on the operation of the sto-
kers was the change in the rate of feed due to the difference in the 
bulk densities of the different sizes. To maintain uniform combustion 
efficiency, the rate of air supply must be changed as the rate of coal 
feed is changed. As a consequence, although one size of coal may per-
form as well as another when the stoker is properly adjusted, it is im-
portant that after the adjustments are made, the size be kept as uni-
form as possible. 
"The size of the coal supplied by the dealer in successive deliveries 
and charged to the stoker by the user from day to day can be kept 
more uniform the closer the limits of the size range of the coal. 
"Although the clearance between the feed tube and the core of the 
worm in present-day residential stokers, and, therefore, the maximum 
size of the coal fed, are about 1 * inch, stokers with larger clearances 
could be built. The difficulties with segregation would, however, in-
crease with the increase in the size range. 
"For this reason, the recent tendency toward narrowing the size 
range of stoker coal has merit. The production of a coal with a narrow 
size range practically always causes the producer difficulty in mechani-
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cal arrangements for the preparation and in profitable disposal of the 
resultant odd sizes. Care must be taken, therefore, that the narrow-
ing of the size range is not carried to absurd limits nor beyond the 
limit where the cost of preparation becomes greater than the gain in 
the performance. 
"Whether the top size chosen by a producer for his stoker coal is 
1 % in., 1 in., or % in., or any other size, it is important that it be real 
and not nominal. That is, the screening should be so well done that the 
oversize is negligible. Occasional pieces of a 2 or 3 inch coal can cause 
serious difficulty from noise in crushing and from obstruction of the 
feed." 
"The two principal characteristics of a coal that determine its per-
formance on small stokers arc its caking and coking tendencies and 
its size range and these are, for many and probably for most bitu-
minous coals, closely related,'' Sherman and E. R. Kaiser said in a 
paper before the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical 
Engineers. 
"Conditions are favorable to coke formation, as is shown by the 
fact that coals normally considered free burning form coke in the 
stoker fuel bed. Practically all coals, therefore, form coke trees, but 
even rather strong coke formations cause little or no real difficulty in 
properly designed combustion chambers. The objections to coke trees 
are frequently entirely unsound. 
"No sharp line of demarcation exists in the caking and coking 
characteristics, which divides suitable from non-suitable coals for 
stokers. The caking and coking tendencies may generally be reduced 
by the adjustment of the size range, which may include either reduc-
tion. of the top size or removal of the fines from the coal, or both, but 
with many coals this is entirely unnecessary. When it is desirable, the 
size for removal cannot be categorically defined; it remains as yet a 
problem for determination on each individual coal, although with in-
creased knowledge a more general answer is to be expected. 
"Originally it was thought that only the truly free-burning coals 
could be used but now a wide range of caking and coking coals is 
burned successfully. With a better understanding of the phenomena 
of caking and coking, it is probable that the design of retorts and 
tuyeres will be so modified as to make possible the successful use of 
even the most strongly caked coals." 
Such is the comment of a representative group of men who have 
had considerable experience with stoker coal. 
Some sort of instruction card or folder is shipped with every small 
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stoker. These cards cover lubrication, regulation of the stoker, ad-
justment of controls, fuels, etc. 
Anchor, for instance, includes a notice also about coal on the hopper 
lid. It reads: 
"This Fire Chief Model Anchor Kolstoker is designed for burning 
the smaller sizes of coal. Coal should be used which will pass through 
a one-inch screen for best results. 
"If larger coal is used noise from the crushing of the large pieces of 
coal passing through the worm will be noticeable. 
"Properly sized prepared stoker coal with low ash content gives 
better results and requires less attention from the operator. 
"High grade coal with lovv ash content is usually more economical 
to use than low grade cheap coal. 
"Use the better grades of prepared stoker coal for best results." 
Kelvinator says, "Use a good grade of stoker coal. Bear in mind 
in selecting coal for use with the burner that the better grades of 
coal contain more heat units and over a period of time will prove 
more economical than cheap coal." 
Fairbanks-Morse tells its household stoker users that "The coal for 
use in a Fairbanks-Morse stoker may be buckwheat size, % x Y:i in., 
or one inch prepared stoker screenings of a heating value of at least 
11 500 B.t.u.'s per pound, and a low ash content of high fusion tem-
perature. The quality of coal used is an important factor in securing 
complete satisfaction with a stoker." 
Freeman says, among other things, "Make sure that coal does not 
contain too large a percentage of fines. Don't put anything in the 
stoker hopper except clean, small sized coal. Coal for this stoker 
should not exceed 17.:! in. in size." 
"Use good fuel. Don't be tempted by cheap coal," says the Eddy 
Stoker Corporation, Chicago, in the first paragraph of their illustrated 
instruction card. "The Eddy Stoker will burn any stoker coal. But 
clean dustless stoker coal burns hotter, uniformly, economically. It 
requires less attention. It gives more heat for less money. It costs less 
to use. Buy a good graded coal. Order a %6 x 10 mesh stoker coal. 
If not available, use 1 inch screenings with at least 35 percent fines,'' 
they suggest. 
Auburn tells its household stoker users that "there are many pre-
pared coals for domestic use which have the slack and dirt washed out 
or are treated to eliminate dirt in handling. The most desirable grade 
of coal is a high volatile, free-burning coal, preferably 7:1 in. to % in. 
in size, over a round screen. 17:1 in. may be used but results in noise 
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due to crunching. The washed coals arc much more satisfactory than 
the chemically treated coals. (Good coal is the most economical)." 
Such is the advice of another manufacturer as regards coal and its use 
in small stokers. 
The Will-Burt Company of Orrville, Ohio, in its operating instruc-
tions, goes into considerable detail as to selecting stoker fuel. In their 
instructions, they say: 
"The importance of selecting proper fuel for our Will-Burt stoker 
cannot be over-emphasized, because the coal you use will determine, 
to a great extent, the satisfaction you will obtain from your stoker. 
"Heating plants vary widely in their characteristics and your coal 
should be selected, as nearly as possible, to fulfill the requirements 
of your particular heating system. For that reason it is often ad-
visable to try several different coals, in small quantities at first, until 
you find the coal which best meets your requirements considering 
burning qualities, price, etc. Many coal producers now furnish sized 
and dust-treated coal which is particularly suited to domestic use and 
is sometimes used on commercial installations. 
"The following figures will give you some idea of how the analyses 
of different coals may vary: 
Heat value-10 000 to 15 000 B.t.u.'s. 
Ash content--3 to 15 per cent per lb. 
Sulphur content-Y:i to 5 per cent. 
Fusion temperature of ash-2000 to 3000 deg. F. 
"A properly sized, free-burning coal, high in heat units, low in ash 
and sulphur, and cleaned of all foreign materials which might obstruct 
the coal screw, provides the most trouble-free and satisfactory stoker 
operation and usually proves to be more economical, even at a greater 
cost per ton. Coke is very abrasive and is not recommended as a 
stoker fuel. 
"Coals best suited for domestic use should be 1 inch and under in 
size, high in heat units, low in ash and sulphur, with a fusion tempera-
ture of around 2200 to 2400 degrees, and cleaned of all tramp iron, 
pieces of wood, stones, etc. 
"If the coal is larger than 1 inch it will have to be crushed in pass-
ing through the coal tube. This creates an objectionable noise, causes 
undue wear on the stokers and increases the current consumption. If 
the lumps are too large to fall into the flights of the screw, they will 
ride on top and prevent the rest of the coal from feeding. 
"Normally a coal with a medium ash fusion temperature of from 
2200 to 2400 degrees is to be recommended. If, however, the boiler or 
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furnace is small or the radiation inadequate for the building, or both, ,; 
so that the heating system must be crowded to carry the load, the fire 
box temperature will necessarily be higher and the fusion temperature 
should be proportionately higher. 
"With too low a fusion temperature ash melts, runs down into 
the burner pot and closes part or all of the air ports. The clinkers 
stick tightly to the tuyere or brickwork, often causing a pin to shear 
or the overload relay to 'throw out.' Clinkers under these conditions 
are difficult to remove. The remedy is to use coal with a higher fusion 
temperature. If the' fusion temperature is too high the ash will not 
fuse into clinkers and obviously coal with a lower fusion temperature 
should be used. · 
"When using a coal of high ash content it can be expected that 
more attention will be required in filling the hopper and removing 
the clinkers." 
Link-Belt in its operating instructions for smaller stokers says: 
"The efficiency of the heating plant and the operation of the stoker 
is affected by the quality of coal used. · 
"Best results are obtained with the use of a free-burning, non-
coking, good quality of stoker coal. The largest lumps should not 
exceed 1 ~ inches. The coal should contain about 40 per cent fines or 
small particles. The coal made up of yard, sweepings or entirely fines 
is too dense to allow good air penetration. 
"When stoker coal is loaded into your bin, the fine and coarse 
parts separate, the coarse running to the sides and bottom of the pile. 
Therefore, when filling the stoker hopper take a shovelful alternately 
of the fine and the coarse coal." 
The Morse Chain Company, ·manufacturers of the "Templux" 
Stoker, says, in speaking of the "Kind of Coal to Use:" 
· "The Templux will burn any of the regular bituminous stoker coals. 
The best size is that which will pass through a 1-inch or %-inch mesh 
screen and be retained upon a ~-inch mesh screen. 
"If lumpy coal is used without any' fines or slack, it is difficult to 
control the forced air, with the result that the back pressure from the· 
combustion chamber is apt to make the smoke back up through the 
loose coal into the hopper. On the other hand, a coal that is all slack 
will so retard the air supply that a spotty fire is apt to result, with 
the fire bed caked over to the point of smothering the fire, and causing 
the fire to burn back into the retort with possible damage to tuyeres. 
Herman Winkler, Winkler Mfg. Corp., Lebanon, Indiana, in his 
instructions on coal selection says: ' 
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"For domestic installations, a bituminous coal, low in ash (5 per 
cent or less) with an ash fusion temperature of 2300 to 2600 degrees 
F., and from 1 * inches maximum to % inch minimum is ideal. How-
ever, nut and slack preparations may be used although the percentage 
of fines should not exceed 25 per cent. 
"In any case, oil treatment is recommended for dust elimination. 
"A high quality coal will be most satisfactory and usually most 
economical. On small stokers the annual coal tonnage is relatively 
small and convenience is the primary object of the stoker. 
"Consult the local Winkler stoker dealer or your .coal dealer for 
further recommendations." 
Iron Fireman Mfg. Company in its instructions for household 
stoker users says: 
· "A good grade of prepared stoker coal gives best results with these 
units. The largest lumps should not be over 1 inch dimension and the 
fines * inch dimension, (or less) should not represent a high per-
centage of the total. Do not use coal that is extremely wet as it will 
not feed out of the hopper properly. 
"Some dust treatments contain salts which cause the metal parts 
of the stoker to rust out in an abnormaJ!y short time. Coals that have 
been treated with these materials should be avoided. 
"No paper, rags, sticks of wood, or rubbish should be put in the 
hopper. No glass, cans or metals should be thrown into the fire as they 
will melt and close up the air slots in the firepot." 
Combustioneer in its operating instructions for its small stokers 
discusses fuel in. the second paragraph: 
"The coal used in Combustioneer should be either prepared stoker 
coal (which most coal dealers can furnish) or screenings with a top 
size of 1 * inches and containing 30 to not over 50 per cent fines below 
Ys inch. Consult your coal dealer or other stoker users as to the types 
of coal sold in your city that have given good satisfaction in stokers. 
"Coal purchased at the lowest price per ton may not be the most 
economical. Low grades of coal are low in heat content and usually 
contain a high percentage of ash and other impurities which cause low 
·efficiency and excessive clinker formation .. It is recommended that the 
Combustioneer owner start with the best stoker coal available. After 
using such coal he will be in a position to make a comparison with 
lower grades if he desires to'experinient with them." 
Sears Roebuck includes a large instruction chart with every ·house-
hold stoker shipped. The first paragraph in their large· instruction 
sheet reads: 
··--~---. ---------------
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"Good stoker coal is more economical than ordinary grades, even 
though it may cost more per ton. We recommend prepared bituminous 
stoker coal, sizes % inch by 11/4 inches, or 1 inch by No. 10 mesh 
with fines (slack) washed out. If screenings are used, specify not over 
11/4-inch size with not more than 30 per cent slack. Any coal of over 
12 500 B.t.u. with ash fusing temperature of 2200 degrees F. will be 
found satisfactory. Consult your local coal dealer. He is familiar with 
Yarious kinds of coal available in your locality and can assist you in 
. selecting the proper coal to use. Get him to show you mine analysis 
of coal." · 
Schwitzer-Cummins Company, in its Stokol bituminous stoker in-
struction card, says: · 
"For home installations, a bituminous coa.l, low in ash (5 per cent 
or ll:)ss) with a fusing temperature approximately 2500 degrees, size 
from 11/4 inches maximum to % inch is recommended. 
"A washed, oil treated coal is recommended for dust elimination. 
Nut and slack preparations may be used. Lower quality fuels may 
be used on commercial installations. The percentage of fines C~~ inch 
and lower) should not exceed 50 per cent of the total, with 20 per cent , 
larger than · 1 inch. 
"The lowest priced coal per ton is not as a rule the cheapest, as the 
higher B.t.u. content of the better fuels more than offsets the price dif-
ference. The lower the quality of fuel the more attention required to 
care for the fire. 
"The Stokol dealer should advise the coal that has been used with 
satisfaction in other Stokols. Use good stoker coal for best results. 
"Inspect coal as it is placed in the hopper for spikes, large nails, 
rocks, etc., which would lock the feed screw." 
"U sc prepared bituminous stoker coal size %xl lf4 in.· with fine 
(slack) washed out," says Norge Heating-Conditioning Division, Borg-
Warner Corporation, Detroit, Michigan. 
"Where screenings are used, ask fo~ not over 11/4 in. size with not 
over 30 per cent fines. A coal of 12 500 B.t.u. with ash fusing tempera-
ture of .2200 deg. to 2590 deg. gives best results . 
. "Be sure coal is free from iron, spikes, stones, or similar hard 
matter as they will jam the stoker. bo not put garbage, wood chunks 
or floor sweepings into hopper." 
Sinker-Davis Company, manufacturers of the Fire-King Stoker, 
in their stoker instruction bulletin say: · 
"The question of fuel is a more or less difficult problem in some 
territories. An underfeed stoker is at its best with a free burning bitu-
'· 
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mirious coal, having some 25 to 35 per cent volatile with not over 10 
per cent or less than 4 per cent of ash and a sulphur content down 
to r.05 per cent, with an ash fusing at not less that 2400 degrees F., and 
with. non-caking combustion characteristics. 
:"Is is impossible to tell from a coal analysis what· a coal· will do . 
under fire. Coals with practically the same. analysis have entirely· dif-
. ferent burning characteristics. Where the most accessible coal in any 
area is of a coking nature, certain changes in the method of burn-
ing have proven helpful. In general, restricting the grate surface: will 
tend to reduce heavy coking. In all cases the depth of fuel beq should 
be increased from 8 to 10 inches, depending on the stoker size. · 
"It must be borne in mind that the smaller the stoker size, the 
more exacting it becomes in its fuel requirements. The frequency of 
attention is a factor in the selection of a suitable fuel that should not 
be overlooked." 
Such is the evidence. It speaks for itself. Right or wrong these 
printed instructions reflect the experiences of a representative group 
of stoker manufacturers. Much of what they say is incontrovertible-
as anyone knows who has had experience in using several kinds. or 
sizes of coal in a household stoker in his own basement. 
With some of the assertions on a few of the instruction cards I do 
not agree. Nine years' experience and experimentation, in my own 
basement, with forty kinds and sizes of coal, five stokers and in as 
many furnaces and boilers, assure me that one. can (but won't) burn 
literally any kind of coal. Except for the experimenters among us, 
h9wever, the average individual soon orders that coal which, works 
best, requires the least attention, offers the most in consumer sat-
isfaction. 
Price is secondary. Dustless treatment, ease of handling, are para-
mount. Cleanliness, ·not a coal analysis, is the number one factor. 
Few manufacturers now predicate the operation of their stokers 
only on the use of a free-burning coat Caking or coking, one can 
use them all. Whether we do or not depends, sometimes, on what else 
is available, and on what kind of a stoker we have. Geographic loca-
tion is sometimes a factor, not always. To say that one "can't burn" 
a coking or caking coal is to put himself among that group of whom 
Barnum said "one is born every minute." 
The experiences of other users, the" recommendation of the stoker 
dealer or salesman-these are the factors too, that count in the selec-
tion and purchase of household stoker coal. 
Trick sizing. is not necessary. Simplification and standardization 
.. 
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of coal sizing, however, is most .desirable, imperative. The needless 
multiplication of stoker coal sizes came about not through the demand 
of stoker manufacturers or stoker userS'. Competitive rivalries, one coal 
operator or district with another, or the desire to offer something the 
other fellow did not have, explain the innumerable ·sizes now offered. 
Actually, as we have seen, stoker manufacturers aren't demanding 
split sixteenths in coal sizes. Economics of stoker manufacturing, how:. 
ever, set certain limits on feed worm sizes and consequently on max-
imum coal sizes. Bringing the limits of coal sizes closer together is de-
sirable. Greater uniformity will .reduce segregation and simplify .the 
problem of air control. It will further consumer satisfaCtion. Over-
sized stoker. coal is out. It's too noisy; 
· . With the tremendous increase in preparation facilities at the mines, 
•the customer can. get what he wants at a reasonable price. The rapid 
increase in stoker sales is being more than paralleled by the increase 
·in preparation facilities at the mines. There is no question about the 
market. It's what you make it. Give John Q. Public what he wants 
and the business is yours. 
XII.. DOMESTIC HOT WATER SUPPLY. 
1
':JAl\IES w. W~LLACE*· 
Twenty-five years"'~go coal was nearly the universal fuel, but 
in recent. years. competitive fuels have been taking away a startling 
amount of c.oal bus.ineis:: · . . . 
Today, we are witnessing a tremendous swing back in. favor of 
coal. What is the reason behind this fluctuation? y OU know the an-
swer. The public pocketbookis automatic minded. The spending abil-
ity of the public pocketbook expands with the boom and contracts 
with the depression, but the attitude towards the .automatic continues. 
They want the automatic; and that is what they are going to get. With 
the swing back to coal in the past few years, created by the aggres-
sive work done by the stoker manufacturers and the merchandising. by 
the coal industry, the question arises, where are we to go from here? 
The merchandiser who takes the fullest advantage of the public's 
desires for convenience, comfort and economy, will lead this great pro-
cession of fuels over the next few years. · 
Over eighty per cent of the residence buildings today are using 
some other fuel than coal.to heat their domestic hot water. Other fuels 
were able to offer comfort, convenience and automatic service to these 
home owners. 
Like the swing back to co11l for heating, when the advantages of the 
coal burner were brought to the public's attention, there is now a de-
cided swing to heating the domestic hot water from stoker fired boilers 
with indirect water heaters. The public has tried this method and have 
found- the advantages that coal with this system will bring them-
. . 
not only convc.nience, comfort and cleanliness, but an economy of op-
eration that surpasses anything that has heretofore be.en used. 
Today the public is asking for this system of heating water, and it 
should be familiar to every man connected with the coal market, in 
order to produce demand for coal comparable with that of a few years 
ago. This system consists of an indirect heater, steam or hot water 
heating boiler, an automatic firing device (stoker)., and electric con-
trols. Such a heater is built with a shell that houses a copper coil, and 
·is connected to the boiler in such a way that.the hot water in the boiler 
will circulate constantly through the shell ·of the heater and around 
the outer walls of the copper coil, giving off heat to the domestic hot 
*Taco Heaters, Inc., Detroit, Mich. 
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water that flows through the inside of the copper coil in its circulation 
to the storage tank. 
On steam boilers, an electric control •. (aquastat), located in the 
boiler, controls the firing device to make· a sufficiently high tempera-
ture. to heat the domestic hot water without producing heat in the 
radiators. With the hot water heating system it is necessary to use a 
circulating pump in the return to the boiler and provide an electric 
control in the supply main. The aquastat maintains a high enough 
temperature' in the heating boiler to provide domestic h~t water 
through the' i~direct water heater and still satisfy the heating require-
ments in severe cold weather. A thermost'at in the house controls the 
operation of the circulating pump and check, so that an instant heat 
is supplied when needed in the house, and cut off when the room tem-
perature is satisfied.' 
This system can be used in a practical manner in the smallest home 
or the largest building, and it is no longer necessary for the coal in-
dustry to overlook so large a field as the domestic hot water heating 
market. . 
The advantages of such a system are as follows: 
(I) An abundant supply of hot water at any hour of the day, 
summer or winter, is made available 
(2) Automatic control of the temperature of the water is main-
tained, so that no attention is required 
(3) Clean hot water from copper coils 
( 4) Keeps the basement dry in the summer months, making this 
part of the home as livable as the rest 
(5) The heating plant is kept in better shape by continuous oper-
ation, eliminating corrosion '"hich forms in damp summer nionths 
(6) The stoker and boiler are always ready to supply a little heat 
in the spring or fall days, as they are in operation twelve months a 
year 
(7) The internal water circulation in the boiler caused by the 
heater tends to improve the heating efficiency of the boiler 
(8) Long life of the equipment, as there isn't anything to burn out 
or wear out on the heater 
(9) Economy-the cost of operation is extremely low, due to the 
low cost of the fuel, the high efficiency created by the larger boiler· 
and stoker, and controls. 
We received a letter some time ago from Walter Pepke, coal dealer 
in Detroit, who related how he was heating his domestic water in his 
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own home from a stoker-fired boiler and indirect hot water. The auto-
matic service was most gratifying, but the fact that he was burning 
only five hundred pounds of coal per month to supply his domestic 
hot water in the summer time also pleased him. Think of it! A ~ollar 
and a half a month pays for the constant automatic supply of hot 
water. 
The Robert Gage Coal Company, in Bay City, Michigan, were able 
to supply hot water in the Davison residence, where gas bills were 
fifteen dollars a month, at two dollars a month. A stoker hopper hold-
ing six hundred pounds of coal :would last three weeks in the summer 
time. In this home eleven people took baths in succession on one occa-
sio'n and had all of the hot water they needed. The only service re-
quired was cleanin_g the coils of the heater after three years of 
operation. 
The proof of the satisfaction created by . this system is readily 
appreciated when you look at the new stoker boilers today. These 
boilers have not only created an additional saving in heating effi-
ciency and enhanced the beauty of the basement, but now are equipped 
with built-in Taco heaters which create a hot water saving to the 
owner. 
Over eighty per cent of the automatic fired boilers in the coal and 
oil field were equipped with these heaters at the factory last year. 
Every stoker lfoiler sold adds a customer who will buy coal for not 
only his heating but for domestic hot water. Every stoker boiler adds 
a customer for the coal industry for twelve months instead of eight. 
It now appears that thousands of residents in this country can be 
made coal customers for heat and hot water on old jobs. The gas 
companies that have offered service twelve months in the year will 
be challenged by the coal industry, which will be contacting and sell-
ing the public twelve months of the year. 
What is to become of the large buildings, especially the apart-
ments and•hotels, while this surge for automatic service is going by? 
One-third of the coal used during the year in large buildings goes to 
supply.domestic hot water, while two-thirds goes to supply heat. Is it 
practical to supply autqmatic service with a stoker. for heat and ask 
the owner 'to hand-fire a separate coal heater? If you could put your 
market in a box, would it be wise to leave one-third of the box open, 
accessible to competition? The answer to this is, adding the automatic 
hot water to the automatic heating already installed, thereby being 
certain of the summer hot water heating market that might be lost 
to some other automatic fuel. 
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On the .large building you can offer automatic hot .water, keep the 
heating plant in first class condition all year round-economy, and a 
heating and hot water system that is free from outside criticism. One 
apartment house official with a 76-family building using a stoker and 
ari indirect water heater all year round found it possible to heat the 
water during the summer months with three hundred pounds of coal 
per day, or for one cent per apartment per day. Furthermore, he elim-
inated all complaints for hot water with the automatic system. 
Through stokers and indirect heaters one can place every large 
building firmly on the coal man's cus~omer list for years to come. One 
contractor in Cleveland has changed over four hundred large buildings 
which were using gas for heating domestic hot water to the indirect 
water method with coal. Gas users iri apartmeqts ranging from six 
families to one hundred families had gas bills ranging from ten dollars 
to two hundred dollars a month. Every job made possible a new coal 
user, who will help swing plenty of owners to stokers who might other-
wise have still hand-fired their boilers. 
Stoker manufacturers have become tremendously interested in the 
activities of the indirect water heater market. Summer sales of stokers 
are boosted along with the winter sales of stokers when the hot water 
·advantages are used. Stokers are now sold ·on the hottest summer 
days and put to work immediately supplying the domestic hot water. 
The stoker dealer is now working effectively during a twelve months' 
period instead of eight months. He has a story to tell the owner dur-
ing the summer months, when his competitors are also busy. The 
double service offered by stokers naturally gives the industry a double 
chance to get the order. 
' A coal dealer who was confronted with natural gas competition 
when new gas fields were opened twenty miles from his territory met 
the situation and was able to match his competition point for point 
and offer additional economy. He soon discovered his competition was 
offering the public a lower rate on heating which automatically reduced 
the owner's gas heater bill and gas stove bill, and this was over twelve 
months of the year. The coal dealer told me the indi~ect hot water 
system, along with his stoker, was the complete answer in selling his 
coal, because he could offer a saving on both h·eat and hot ~ater. 
The advantages of this system to every man connected with the 
coal industry are evident: 
(1) More fields to be opened up for sale of coal 
(2) The fields now using coal can modernize the domestic hot water 
supply and hold that business 
. 
' 
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(3) Increase the number of stoker sales 
(4) Open up more markets for summer sales.of coal 
(5) Make coal the leading contender for the automatic domestic 
hot water market. 
The equipment designed is making the installation of this equip-
ment as simple as possible, and has been keeping abreast of the times, 
so don't fail to keep up to date. There are hundreds of men in this 
field who will be able to give you aid in promoting this system . 
XIII. ELIMIN.A TING SMOKE WITH NEW DEVICE 
J. R. FELLOWS* 
Moving to Champaign-Urbana a few years ago from a city where 
the. principal domestic fuel used was coke, I was appalled as winter 
approached at the amount of smoke belching forth from the chimney 
in our ne\v' home' and from the chimneys in most of the other houses 
in the coininuriity. I soon learned that it was unwise to go to sleep 
at night with the bedroom window open, that scrubbing the porch was 
a useless expenditure of energy, and that a.bla"ck hat was the only kind 
that could be worn a week without cleaning. In other words, I soon 
learned how to endure the winter smoke in this community, but I 
have not to this day learned to like it. 
After enduring the situation for several years, I decided to at least 
try to do something about it. For the past two years I have been ex-
perimenting in my own home, with the result that I can now burn the 
high volatile coals efficiently and smokelessly, though I am still firing 
my furnace by hand. 
The development of this device which I am about to describe was 
on my own time in the furnace room of my home. It was not a Uni-
versity project, though many university staff members were a source 
of !nspiration in that they gave freely of their knowledge. An appli-
cation for a patent on this device has already been filed. 
While, I did not have the welfare of the coal producers .and deal-
ers in mind when I began this work, they will most certainly be bene-
fited by its successful conclusion. My ;real objective was to find a way 
to make the cities of our Middle West fit for human habitation in 
the winter time by eliminating the soot and unburned gas which now 
fill the air a greater part of the time throughout the winter months. 
Many designs and many gadgets have been produced for burning 
high volatile coal smokelessly; many firing techniques have been pre-
pared; the underfeed stoker is being sold in greater and greater num-
bers every year; but in this and many other communities the smoke 
nuisance- grows worse. 'The reason for this state of affairs is that most 
of the gadgets arc worthless from a smoke consuming standpoint,· and 
the number of householders who shift from a low volatile expensive 
coal to a high volatile cheap coal is greater than the number install-
ing stokers, gas, and oil. 
There will always be a large number of families with small in-
' . 
*Associate in Mechanical Engineering, University of Illinois. 
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comes living in small houses, many of which are heated with stoves. 
These people will always use soft coal as a fuel and they will fire it 
by hand. Therefore, if we are to live in smokeless cities we must 
find a way for this class of people to burn high volatile coal smoke-
lessly. Having decided to attempt a solution of this problem, my first 
step was to try, in my own furnace, the various methods of hand firing 
which have come to my attention. 
The ordinary or spreading method illustrated in Fig. 1 is the easiest 
possible way of getting coal' into a furnace or stove with a shovel. This 
method, however, when applied to high volatile bituminous coal, is un-
satisfactory. Air passing through the grate comes in contact with the 
glowing coals which remove the oxygen before it reaches the green 
coal, so that the gases from the green coal are driven off in a reducing 
instead of an oxidizing atmosphere. Since the ignition temperature of 
the gases is far above the distillation temperature, they cannot be 
burned by air admitted "over the fire" through the firing door, unless 
the temperature in the whole combustion chamber is very high. Any 
method for igniting the gases would be useless unless small amounts 
of coal were charged, because the green coal is directly over the fire 
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and the volatile matter, which contains nearly one~half of the heating 
value of somc .. <;oaJs, is all released within a few minutes after the 
charge is placed. 
·.Various "improved" methods of hand firing have been proposed and 
some of them are used quite extensively. Probably the improved 
method most commonly used is. the "alternate" or "side bank" method 
illustrated in Fig. 2. In using this method the left-over coals arc · 
scraped to one side ·of·the combustion chamber and the charge of green 
coal is piled against the other side. The new charge is ignited at the, 
_center of the : combustion. chamber where. the ·edge of the pile is in 
contact with the pile of glowing coals. The fire gradually spreads over 
the surface· of .the charge and after the surface has been completely 
"coked,'' the ga.~cS' fibcratcd must pass through the incandescent coke 
and are heated sufficiently to ignite them . 
. However, before the coking process has completely covered the 
surface .of the charge, a large amount of gas will. have escaped in the 
form of smoke. Tests at the "Firing School" in St. Louis indicated 
that about one~half as much smok~ is produced by this method as by 
the ordinary or spreading method. If the furnace is equipped with .a 
water heating coil, the use of this method is apt to cause overheating 
of the water in the tank when a charge is placed on the side where 
the coil is located. If only a small amount of coals are left from the 
previous charge, the fire is more liable to go. out than when the ordi-
nary method is used. ' 
Another "improved" method is the coking method, in which the 
left-over coals arc always pushed to the back of the combustion cham-
ber with a special tool and the new charge placed at the front. The 
operation of this method is very similar to the alternate method. Push-
ing the coals to the back tends to accumulate a thicker ash layer at 
the back, which forces the greater part of the air to pass through 
.the new charge. This is a desirable feature. However, .live coals are 
more liable to be left on the side where the new charge is to be placed 
and thus ignite the new charge from underneath. This is very unde-
sirable .. The coking method is more prone to the formation of _clinkers 
than either the ordinary or the alternate method. 
The pyramid method .is the name given to the practice of spread-
ing the live coals and placing the fresh coal in· a conical pile on the 
' center of the grate. · 
Practically the same effect is obtained with all three of the methods 
mentioned .. The volatile matter is driven off more slowly in each case 
than when.thc_ordinary. method is used. There is, therefore, less danger 
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of the furnace "exploding," and the fire can be controlled to a much 
greater extent. 
The following comparison of the smoking tendencies of four meth-
ods of hand firing is taken from Victor ·J. Azbe's paper entitled "A 
Critical Analysis of American Progress in Smoke Abatement Work." 
Firing method 
50-lb. charge in each case 
Equivalent minutes of 
No. 1 smoke with 
zero excess air 
I 
Ordinary method ........................................ . 
Alternate method ....................................... . 
Coking method .............................. · .......... . 
Pyramid method ....................................... . 






The alternate and coking methods are impractical in a cast-iro~ 
sectional furnace unless the furnace castings are in good condition and 
the joints well cemented, for when green coal is piled against the fur~ 
nace wall, gas will be forced through any cracks ihto the air space 
outside by the positive pressure caused by the coking of the surface 
of the charge. Strongly coking coals will, of course, produce this effect 
to a much greater extent than free burning coals. From a smoke nuis-
ance standpoint, the improved methods as ordinarily used will produce 
about one-half as much smoke as the ordinary method. 
· If a charge of sized coal such as No. 2 or No. 3 nut is careful!~ 
pl.aced by the coking method, then covered with a layer of ashes, coke 
,- breeze, anthracite dust, screenings, or other suitable fine material, as 
shown in Fig. 3, it can be made to deliver a steady controllable heat 
without the production of noticeable smoke. . 
By disconnecting the lower draft door from the chain and placing 
a small wedge under it, the fire can be controlled entirely by the 
check door in the smoke pipe. Very little regulation is required to 
maintain a uniform temperature in the house. Instead of alternately 
turning the furnace on and off with the resultant overheating and 
chilling of the house the combustion rate is slightly increased or de-
creased by less or more checking. When the outside temperature. iii 
constant the inside temperature will stay constant for three or four 
hours without any regulation whatever. The layer of fine material 
prevents the smoke-forming gases from by-passing around the higl1 
temperature region of the fuel bed as they do to a considerable ex.:. 
tent when it is not pr~sent. ' · · . · · .. · 
The objection to the method is that it involves somewhat more 
trouble than the other improved methods and,°rcsults in the formatio~ 
. '··· . - , '"· 
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of more clinkers. However, the benefits derived are well worth the 
trouble, and a considerable percentage of coal users might be per-
suaded to use it. The successful operation of this method requires the 
use of a tool known as a "fireman's hoe," which could be made avail.,. 
able at a very .reasonable price. 
The down draft principle for burning bituminous coal has been 
known to combustion engineers for more than fifty years. Many ef-
forts to use it in the design ·of boilers and furnaces have been made. 
There are several down draft boilers and at least two down draft warm 
air furnaces now on the market. However, the number of dowri draft 
boilers or furnaces in service in homes is negligible when compared 
with the. number which operate on the up draft principle. ' 
The idea of a down draft conversion burner was suggested to me 
by the results of tests with down draft baffles at the "Firing School." 
It occurred to me that it might be possible to develop an inexpensive 
conversion burner which could be installed in existing up draft boil-
ers,· furnaces and stoves without in any way destroying the o~iginal 
plant. With the burner installed, the furnace would operate as a down 
draft furnace in which bituminous coals of all kinds might be burned 
without producing noticeable smoke. · 
Many designs have been tried but the one which appears at this 
time to be most practicable is illustrated in principle in Fig. 4. The 
coal is placed within the inner chamber, which is insulated from the 
hot . gases by an air space between it and the outer chamber. The 
charge is ignited at the lower edge where it comes in contact with glow-
ing coals from the previous charge. The greater part of the coals are 
poked to the outside before placing a new charge. The new charge is 
heated very slowly as the coking region slowly moves upward from 
the bottom. 
The heating is by conduction only and coal is a poor conductor 
of heat. The gases, as they are released, are drawn by the down draft 
through the incandescent coals. The secondary air passes through the 
space between the inner and outer chambers of the burner and the 
gas and secondary air, both in a highly preheated condition, are 
brought together at the .lower edge of the walls of the housings where 
the gas burns with a clean white flame if proper proportions are main-
tained. When all of the gas has been driven from a charge, the remain-
ing incandescent coke may be poked to the outside and the chamber 
refilled with green c·oal. If the mass of coke in the chamber is ~ot 
distUrbed it will hold fire for a period of twelve hours or more, if the 
draft is properly controlled. . 
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The rate of coking is dependent upon the draft supplied, the size 
of.the coal particles making up the charge, and the amount of air ad-
mitted to the inner chamber. The air admitted to the inner chamber 
is controlled by an adjustable opening in the small door at the entrance. 
Screenings which coke very slowly may be used advantageously in mild 
weather when a slow fire is desired. Cleaned small nut coal or stoker 
coal· such as * x 1 * in., or ~ x 1 Y:! in., cokes quite rapidly and makes 
a· very hot fire. 
· Two-inch screenings and yard forkings make a satisfactory fuel 
except for extremely cold weather; n~-in. or 1-in. cledusted screenings 
are very satisfactory. Larger sizes up to 3 x 2 nut may be burned suc-
cessfully, but the larger sizes are more inclined to produce smoke be-
cause the· greater voids in the coke from· the· 1arger sizes permit the 
passage of the gases with insufficient heating. 
The coal spreader located below the charging housing and also sus-
pended from the firing neck is very useful when the fire is low, as it 
concentrates the left-over coals in· the region where they are needed 
to heat the gases liberated from a new charge. Poking the coals to 
the outside over the coal spreader has a tendency to separate the ashes 
and the coals, thus preventing the. formation of Clinkers. 
The installation of a do'.vn draft burner improves the operation of 
a furnace in· practically every way. Uniform temperatures in the 
house are easily maintained without automatic controls. Smoke is 
almost eliminated even 'vhen high volatile coals are used if the coal is 
properly sized. Soot in the radiator, smoke pipe and chimney are en-
tirely eliminated, therefore the fire hazard from soot burning in chim-
neys is removed. With proper design of the coal spreader, there are no 
clinkers. Furnace gas in the house is eliminated even though the 
furnace is in poor condition. 
These statements are not theories, but observations over a com-
plete heating season. There has as yet been no opportunity for tests 
to determine the efficiency of the burner, but I feel sure that it will 
compare favorably :with other methods of hand firing. 
Figure 5 shows two time-temperature charts, one taken December 
22-23, 1935, before the burner was installed, the other taken Febru-
ary 23-24, 1937, when the burner was being used. It may be noticed 
that the temperature was much less even at the earlier date though 
the furnace was tended twice as many times during the 24-hour period. 
Both days chosen were similar average winter days. 
It may be further noted that, when the down draft burner was 
used, the temperature did not become excessive at any time and that 
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the rate of heat delivery was practically constant for at least four 
hours after firing. The temperature in the house did not at any time 
drop appreciably sooner than six hours after firing. 
No regulation of the burner is required except at the firing periods. 
The only regulation used is the check door in the smoke pipe to con-
trol the effective draft. The check door is closed when the burner is 
recharged, and may be left closed for one minute, or more than an 
hour, depending on whether the house is cool or warm enough at the 
time the burner is charged with coal. At the time of the 11 p. m. firing 
shown on the chart, the check was closed for one minute only while 
the coal was being shoveled into the burner housing. 
I have found the material problem to be a most difficult one and 
I do not think that suitable materials were available even five years 
ago, but I have had some encouraging results with some of the ma-
terials I, have tried and I feel confident that a. suitable combination 
of materials 'yill be worked out in. the near future. 
I believe that coal can be b.urned sniokelcssly in domestic coal 
burning appliances when they are properly designed and made. Many 
will live to see the day when all communities may have the economy 
of bituminous coal fuel without suffering the consequences of atmos-
pheric pollµtion. 
XIV. PORTABLE INSTRUMENTS FOR TEST PURPOSES; 
THEIR USE AND LIMITATIONS 
\V. H. PUGSLEY* 
· It is a pleasur() to talk with you, not on coal or coal-burning equip-
ment, as these subjects are familiar to you ·all-but. on portable test 
instruments, their use and their limitations. This discussion will be 
limited to portable combustion testing instruments. 
There are a ·number of questions on the subject of combustion 
which must first be answered. 
The first question is, "What is combustion?" The common answer 
is, "The burning of coal." But a mo:re complete definition would be, 
"The combining of the carbon and hydro-carbons in the fuel with the 
oxygen in the air." It is true that there are other elements in the 
fuel which also combine with oxygen, but carbon is the principal ele-
ment, and for all practical purposes is the only one that need be 
considered. 
The second question which should be answered is, "What are the 
results of combustion?" The common answer would be, "Heat, smoke, 
and ashes." But a more complete answer would be "Heat released 
either efficiently or wastefully, gases produced with or without visible 
smoke, and ashes containing more or less combustibles or unburned 
carbon." 
The third question is, "What difference does it make whether the 
heat is. released efficiently or wastefully, as long as it is all released?" 
The answer is, "The difference lies in the amount of useful work that 
is done,-such as producing more steam. If heat is released wastefully, 
more of it passes up the stack without making steam." It is assumed 
in this discussion that the fuel is burned to produce steam, although the 
same facts apply regardless of the purpose for which the fuel is burned. 
The fourth question is, "What are the principal gases produced?" 
The answer is, "Since carbon is the principal element of the fuel 
burned and air is used to burn it, three gases are always found in the 
flue gas-namely, carbon dioxide, oxygen, and nitrogen. Carbon mon-
oxide may also be present, but if at all, only in small quantities." 
The fifth question is, "What are these gases, and what is smoke?" 
This would be answered by saying that carbon dioxide is a gas re-
sulting from complete combustion of carbon. During complete com-
bustion one part of carbon combines with two parts of oxygen, forming 
*The Hays Corporation, ?\tichigan City, Ind. 
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carbon dioxide gas.· In such a chemical. reaction all of the heat con-
tained in the carbon is completely released. Generally the carbon 
dioxide in the flue g~s is between 10 and 15 per cent-12 or 13 per cent 
being normal for good results. 
Carbon monoxide is a gas resulting from incom.Plete combusti<;>n 
of carbon, since one part of carbon combines with only one part of 
oxygen. Only about % of the available heat in the carbon is released 
during. such a reaction as compared with the heat released by burning 
the coal to carbon dioxide. One pound of carbon burned to carbon 
monoxide releases only 4450 B.t.u., while burning a pound of carbon 
to carbon dioxide releases 14 600 B.t.u. It is obvious that a tremendous 
waste exists if carbon monoxide is allowed t~ escape up the stack in-
stead of being converted to carbon dioxide in the combustion chamber. 
Carbon monoxide is most like)y to be present with abnormally high 
C02, usually indicating a deficiency of air supply. 
Oxygen is an element of the air required for combustion. Excess 
oxygen accompanies low carbon dioxide. When present in the flue gas 
it represents excess air not used for combustion. The air contains, 
roughly, by volume, 20 per cent oxygen and 80 per cent nitrogen1 If all 
the oxygen were consumed in burning carbon the resulting gases would 
contain 20 . per cent carbon dioxide and 80 per cent nitrogen. It is 
found in practice, however, that some excess air, has to be used to 
make sure that every bit of ilydro-carbon in the fuel will come in con-
tact with sufficient oxygen for complete combustion. If 100 per cent 
excess air is used the flue gases would be diluted so that they would 
then contain 10 per cent C02. Part of the heat released through the 
chemical reaction of carbon uniting with oxygen is used to heat this 
excess air to the teinpcrature of the escaping flue gases, resulting in a 
high flue gas temperature. This represents a loss which can and should 
be reduced to a practical minimum. Oxygen in the flue ga~ varies be-
tween 6.5 and 8.5 per cent in good operation. The common expres-
sion, "As cheap as the air we breathe," should never be changed to, "As 
cheap as the air we burn," for truly air used for combustion is ex-
pensive, and the more that is used over the minimum requirements the 
more expensive it becomes. 
Nitrogen is an inert gas which forms the greater part of air. It 
passes through the boiler unchanged by combustion, except that it is 
heated by the coal burned to th.e temperature of the escaping flue 
gases. 
Smoke is simply ~nburned carbon, and represents an inexcusable 
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waste. Contrary to common opinion,. the loss due to smoke not being 
burned may amount to only two or three per cent of the fuel burned. 
When soot is. deposited on the heating surfaces of the boiler it acts as 
an insulator and reduces the heat absorbed to make steam. The cause 
of smoke should be located and removed. 
Combustible or carbon in the ash is simply unburned coal, and rep-
resents a waste which should be reduced to a minimu!ll, but which can-
not be entirely eliminated. 
The sixth question is, "What is draft?" The answer is, "Draft is 
a negative pressure in. relation to atmospheric pressure. It is caused 
by the higher temperatures and therefore lighter weight of the gases in 
the furnace, boilers, breeching and stack, in relation to the tempera-
ture and weight of the outdoor air. This difference of temperature 
and ·weight of the gases creates a negative pressure, which, unless 
restricted by the closing of the ash pit and furnace doors and dampers, 
causes a flow of air." This is referred to as "natural draft." It be-
comes necessary to measure and control this draft, and therefore the 
quantity of air for efficient combustion, in order not to allow an 
excess or a deficiency of air to occur. Draft performs the useful func-
tions of causing air to pass through. the fuel bed so that oxygen will 
come in close· contact with the coal to be burned, and moves the hot 
gases thus produced through the boiler passages where heat is ab-
sorbed. These gases are then discharged up the stack and out of doors. 
The seventh question is, "What is forced draft?" Forced draft is 
the applying of pressure to air by mechanical means, such as a fan, 
to assist the natural draft effect in passing the air through the fuel 
to be burned. · 
The eighth question is, "What is induced draf~?" Induced draft is 
the applying of pressure to air by mechanical means, such as a fan, 
to move the gases produced by combustion through the boiler passes 
and discharging them into the stack. 
The last, and most important question to be answered is, "What 
are the requirements for the efficient production of steam or heat?" 
This question is answered as follows: . 
First, a thorough mixing of air and the fuel being burned at a 
temperature at which complete combustion will take place. 
Second, the correct supply of air in relation to the quantity of fuel 
burned. 
Third, as complete absorption as possible of the heat produced 
by combustion. 
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These statements may·, of course, be elaborated upon; Nevertheless 
they are fundamentally correct. 
Mention has been made of draft, flue gas temperature, carbon di-
oxide, carbon monoxide, oxygen, nitrogen, and smoke, but it is to be 
noted that none of these except smoke is visible-and that only draft 
and temperature are at all distinguishable, and these by the sense of 
touch which docs not produce any degree of accuracy. It, therefore, 
becomes necessary to use instruments to determine quickly and accu-
rately the intensity of draft and flue gas temperature, as well as the 
quantity of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and O?'ygen in the flue 
gas. Portable combustion test instruments may, therefore, be divided 
into the three classes: First, draft and pressure gages for the measure-
ment of draft in the furnace, breeching and stack; and pressure gages 
for measuring fan or windbox pressures. Second, flue gas temperature 
instruments for the measurement of the temperature of the escaping 
gases as they leave the last surface of the boiler. Third, gas analyzers 
for determining the percentage of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and 
oxygen in the gases leaving the boiler. 
Portable test instruments are used for three distinct purposes: 
First, to avoid combustion troubles wherever possible, second, to locate . 
the cause of trouble when once encountered, and third, to determine 
the degree of efficiency of combustion in a boiler plant and to improve 
it if possible. 
Portable test instruments are used by and are of value to ·coal 
dealers, fuel-burning equipment manufacturers, plant operating en.: 
gincers, and consulting engineers. 
The coal dealer must take the customer's plant as he finds· it and 
determine the coal b.est suited. for the plant. This fact alone makes it 
important that he determine conclusively the character of the indi-
vidual steam generating units in which the coal is to be burned. Tests 
of draft over the fire, and at the breeching, fan pressures and windbox 
pressures, flue gas temperatures, and analysis of the flue gas, together 
with obserrntion of firing conditions with the coal being burned give 
a clear picture of the conditions as they exist. These tests eliminate 
almost completely guess-work in selecting a fuel most suited for the 
individual plant. Trouble is thus avoided as far as possible. 
If a change in coal is recommended and trouble is expe'rienced in 
getting satisfactory results, portable instruments come to the rescue 
of the coal dealer and assist in determining through accurate tests the 
cause of the trouble. Proper interpretation of the tests taken will point 
out the cause of the difficulty and the correction necessary. 
; . 
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Now let us sec· how portable test instruments help the fuel-burning 
equipment manufacturer in sales and service. 
Many installations of automatic stokers are conversion or replace-
. mcnt jobs, and as such the prospect is interested in knowing what 
benefits are to be derived from the new equipment being proposed. He 
may even insist on guarantees in this respect. It is obvious that under 
such conditions tests of. draft and flue gas temperatures, and analysis 
of the gas will indicate the results being f'lCcured under the present 
conditions. These tests reduce to a minimum the hazards of estimating 
future performance. Lack of sufficient draft ·or stack capacity, leaky 
settings, poor baffiles, and other such defective equipment can be lo-
cated and taken into consideration. 
After the installation is made and possibly some difficulty ex~ 
pcrienced in securing the efficiencies contemplated or guaranteed, the 
service department must then be able to determine the cause of the 
trouble and the remedy. Portable instruments are a vital aid to check-
ing the operation of the equipment and determining the degree of effi: 
ciency obtained. 
Suppose that no trouble is experienced, if is nevertheless important 
that the final adjustment of the equipment and instructions for opera-
tion should be outlined according to tests made after the equipment is 
installed. A satisfied user will unquestionably result. 
Many manufacturers of fuel-burning equipment require that the 
service department make reports of all such tests. These reports are 
used as a basis for future improvements in design of their product. 
No better basis can be used for such improvements than records of past 
performance. 
The plant operator also has use for portable test instruments, not 
only for needs similar to those of the coal dealer. and fuel-burning 
equipment manufacturer, but also for two additional purposes. After 
the coal dealer has rendered his services and the stoker manufacturer 
his services as well, it then is entirely up to the operator to continue to 
get the best possible results in his plant. Periodic tests arc essential to 
check the setting of the stoker and control to detect any changing con-
ditions or loss of efficiency. These tests are used to coordinate opera-
tion of the stokers, fans, fan pressures, dampers, and all such variables. 
This can be done only by frequent checking with portable test instru-
ments, in the absences of permanently installed instruments. _ 
The second need is confined more to the larger plants equipped with 
automatic control and automatically-recording instruments. The 
portable test instruments serve as standard instruments by which 
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the automatic combustion control and operating instruments are 
calibrated. 
Consulting engineers use portable test instruments for much the 
same purpose as the plant operator, in order that they might know 
what is being accomplished and to determine what improvements might 
be secured through new and improved power plant design. 
The limitation of portable instruments is determined physically by 
the range of the instrument. This is by far of least consequence, how-
ever, since instruments of suitable range for all ordinary requirements 
are available as standard items.· Test instruments are not a "cure-all." 
They cannot add heighth or capacity to an already overloaded stack. 
They cannot add pressure to the fans, heating surface to the boiler, 
volume to the combustion chamber, or extra area to the grate surface. 
Truly, their limitation lies in the person who uses them: The in-
terpretation of the readings obtained is the vital factor, and this in-
terpretation .depends entirely upon this person's knowledge of com.-
bustion engineering. It is obvious that anyone having anything to do 
with the subject of combustion should familiarize himself with the 
fundamental factors involved. 
XV. CHEMI.CAL ASPECTS OF COAL UTILIZATION* 
FRANK H. REEDt 
Coal is the world's main source of industrial energy. At the same 
time it ranks in importance with water, air, salt, and sulphur as a basic 
raw material in the chemical industry. 
Coal may be considered as composed of two distinct types of ma-
terials, mineral matter and organic or combustible material. Thiessen 
and others1 :j: have shown that in Illinois 95 per cent of the mineral mat-
ter is composed of three substances, (1) kaolinite or clay, (2) calcium 
carbonate or calcite, and (3) iron sulphide or pyrites. Sulphur is found 
also as a constituent of the organic material in coal. The clay and 
limestone in coal mineral matter arc not of inte•est as a sour'ce of 
chemical raw material as each is available in a more nearly pure form. 
For certain industrial uses, as for instance in the manufacture of min-
eral wool, the chemical. composition. of the fuel is taken into con~ 
sideration in calculating the final composition of the finished product. 
Sulphur, however, is present in coal both as iron PY.rites and as organ-
ically. combined sulphur in sufficient amount to receive serious consid-
eration as a chemical raw matcrial.2 It may be recovered: (1) in the 
form of pyrites as. a by-product in coal preparation; (2) as elemental 
~ulphur from purification of.coal carbonization gases; and (3) as sul-
phur dioxide recovered from flue gases. The production of sulphuric 
• acid from the by-product iron pyrites tends to hold in check the price 
of elemental sulphur for the same use. "Flotation sulphur" which is 
being used as an apple spray to prevent certain fungus diseases of 
apples has valuable properties not found in ordinary sulphur. 
Johnstone and co-workers3 at the. University of Illinois have de-
veloped a process for the recovery of sulphur from coal which holds 
great promise for the future. The sulphur is removed by absorption 
from flue gases which result from the combustion of coal, and later is 
converted to liquid sulphur dioxide. The 34 million tons of coal burned 
in 19354 . for the production of electric power by the public utility 
plants would yield a third of a million tons of sulphur or a million 
tons of sulphuric acid for each per cent of sulphur in the coal. In the 
same year 1.2 miliion tons of sulphur4 were consumed in the United 
States. The average sulphur content of Illinois coal is in excess of 3 
per cent, although this figure is considerably in excess of the sulphur 
content of bituminous coals in the Eastern fields. More sulphur is 
*Published with permission of the Chief, Illinois State Geological Survey, Urbana. 
tChief Chemist, Illinois State Geological Survey, 
tThe numbers refer to Bibliography on p, 173. 
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TABLE 1 
CoAL CoNsUMl'TION IN UNITED STATES Dunrna 19354 
(Not including Pennsylvania anthracite) 
Consumption 
Consumers 
Railroads (Clas8 I only) ••.........................•....... 
Electric-power utilities •....................•.............. 
·By-product coke ovens ....•..•.............•.............. 
Beehive coke ove11s, ••.•.•...•••...•.•.•.•••.•.••••• ,.~ .•.. 
Steel works and rolling mills .•............................. 
Coal-gas retorts •.•....•.............•.....•..•........... 
Cement mills ............................................ . 
Other industrial. ......................................... . 
• Bunker coal (foreign) ..................................... . 
Coal mine fuel. .......................................... . 






























available from the combustion stacks 9f our industrial plants than is 
necessary to supply our requirements for this important raw material. 
Coal has been known for 3000 years, used as a fuel for 300 years, 
used as a source of gas, pitch, and tar for 200 years, and its principal 
products of decomposition were identified nearly 100 years ago; yet, as 
shown in Table 1, 85 per cent of it is still used in the raw state with-
out processing other than washing, screening, and sizing. Of the re-
maining 15 per cent, 14 per cent is used for the production of coke 
in by-product ovens. Beehive coke and coal gas retorts account for the 
rest. 
The principal uses of the organic or combustible part of coal as a 
chemical ra-\v material arise f~om the 14 per cent which is used for the 
production of coke in by-product ovens. The quantity of coke pro-
duced is largely a function of the demands of the metallurgical and gas 
industries, and of domestic heating requirements .. While it does not 
appear probable that the demand for metallurgical coke will increase 
greatly, the demand for coke as a domestic fuel is increasing rapidly. 
Although the production of pig iron by reduction of the ore with coke 
is, strictly speaking, a chemical process, it is not discussed in detail 
here. The reduction of non-ferrous ores for the production of zinc, 
lead, and copper, etc., is an illustration of the same type of metallur-
gical process utilizing coke. 
Coke is used also in the. electric furnace for the production of 
graphite,5 the carbides of calcium,6 silicon,5 boron,7 tungsten, etc.,8 and 
·" 
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carbon bisulphide.0 Of particular· "interest as. ra'v materials in the 
chemical industry are calcium carbide and carbon bisulphide. The 
former reacts with water to produce acetylene gas, which usually brings 
to mind the welding and illumination industries. This gas has also 
become an essential raw material for the production of DuPrene,10 
now called Neoprene, Du Pont's ·synthetic rubber-like material, vari-
ous chlorinated ethane solv~nts,6 :and acetic acid.6 This acetic acid may 
shortly become a cheap source of ethyl alcohol. 
Carbon bisulphide is produced by uniting the elements carbon and 
sulphur. With a caustic alkali and alcohol it combines to form the 
class of compounds known as xantliates. If cellulose is chosen as the 
alcohol, sodium cellulose xanthate can be produced. By suitable treat-
ment cellulose can be regenerated in the form of fine filaments as arti-
ficial silk or rayon, or as sheets and other useful forms. Other xan-
thates arc used in appreciable quantities in the metallurgical industry 
for the concentration by flotation of metallic ores such as those of 
copper, zinc, and gold. 
Thus the trend in the chemical industry is more and more toward 
the synthesis of finished products from simple compounds and chemi-
cal elements by a route as direct as possible. The production of 
methanol, ammonia, and nitric acid are also illustrative of this trend. 
While they were formerly produced by destruction of complex substan~ 
ces, they are now synthesized more cheaply from the oxides of carbon, 
nitrogen, and hydrogen which are ob.tained in turn from carbon in the 
form of charcoal or coke, air, and water. 
Two of the developments in the chemical industry which have 
received world-wide attention during the last quarter of a century are 
(1) the production of dyestuffs, explosives, pharmaceuticals, and 
plastics from products ·of th~ destructive distillation of coal-the 
so-called "coal tar products"-and (2) · the production of liquid fuels 
and oils from coal and coke. Both developments arise from the desire 
of nations to be independent and self-sufficient in time of national 
crises, and have been fostered, therefore, by subsidies from govern-
mental treasuries. 
Coal Tar Products 
The coal tar chemical industry has as its basic raw materials the 
so-called crudes, which are obtained from the destructive distillation of 
· coal in a by-product oven. The nine principal crudes are benzene, 
toluene, xylene1 phenol, cresol, naphthalene, anthracene, methyl an-
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thracene, and phenanthrene. Chart No. 1 shows the approximate 
quantities of products obtained by coking coal.' Seventy per cent of 
the coal is recovered as coke and 17 per cent more as gas. Less than 
5 per cent goes to tar, of which almost half is burned because there is 
insufficient demand for the products of distillation; a little more than 
one per cent is recovered as . light oil. Finally, the consumption of 
crudes used as basic raw materials for the production of dyestuffs, 
explosives, pharmaceuticals and plastics totals less than one per cent 
of the coal introduced into by-product ovens. While it is true that 
the by-products obtained in the production of coke and gas are sources 
of 'income which permit by-product coke to take precedence over bee-
hive coke, yet it must be remembered that the price of these coal tar 
crudes must be kept at a level which will at least pay for their cost 
of production. At the same time the by-product oven does away with 
the unmitigated nuisance which is created by the beehive ovens, when 
the by-products are allowed to escape to the surrounding neighborhood. 
Popular writers frequently overlook the limits of the market for coal 
tar crudes and the accompanying fact that production greatly in ex-' 
cess of demand would serve only to glut the market, ~ower the selling 
price, and result in a financial loss in the production of these essential 
raw materials. 
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Production of Liquid Fuels from Coal 
Three general methods for producing liquid fuels ·from coal have 
received the most attention. These are: 
(1) Carbonization or destructive distillation 
(2) Direct liquefaction through destructive hydrogenation (Ber-
gius Process) 
(3) Synthesis from the products of coal and coke gasification 
(Fischer Process) 
A brief review of the developments of these methods in Europe 
and a study of their possibilities will give an indication of the probable 
trend that will be followed in solving. the motor fuel problem in the 
United States. 
Carbonization or Distillation of Coal 
The amount of liquid fuels obtained from coal carbonization is in-
significa.nt in comparison with present day motor fuel demands. If 
the entire 1935 production of approximately 370 million tons of bi-
tuminous coal had been coked in by-product ovens the yield of motor 
benzol would have. been about one billion gallons, or 6 per cent of the 
gasoline produced. The three billion gallons of tar thus produced might 
add another 18 per cent. Low-temperature carbonization gives higher 
yields of by-products than does high-temperature carbonization, but 
the solid fuel products are of limited use in either case. One cannot 
visualize the carbonization of coal alone as adequate to supply our 
requirements for motor fuel and lubricants. 
Direct Liquefaction of Coal by Means of Hydrogenation 
Ultimate analyses of various fuels show that they are composed 
principally of the elements carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, sulphur, and . 
nitrogen. Determining factors in the production of liquid fuels are the 
ratio of hydrogen to carbon, and the percentage of oxygen in the raw 
material. These values along with calorific values are indicated in 
Table 2. It will be seen that as the hydrogen-to-carbon ratio in-
creases, the calorific value also increases, unless the oxygen content 
becomes appreciable. Large percentages of oxygen have a decidedly 
depressing influence . on the calorific value of the fuel. Fuels from 
carbon to anthracite are unsuitable for the production of liquid fuels 
by destructive hydrogenation methods but those listed in the table 
from bituminous coal to lignite are considered as promising raw · 
materials for the hydrogenation process. 
In .order to visualize more clearly the' process of hydrogenation the 
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.'TABLE 2 
Cm1Pos1T10N AND CALORIFIC VALUES OF CoMMON FuELS 
{Approximate average 'values•) 
Ratio H/C B.t.u. per 
per cent lb. 
Carbon ..•...•... , .....•............. ,,,............ 0 14 200 
Coke, high-temperature ........ , ....•... , ......•.. , . . . 0. 5 14 200 
Coke, sole flue . -. ............ , ....... , , , ......... , ·. . . . . 1 
Meta-anthracite ... , ..... , , , , ...... , ......... , , , . . . . . . 2 
14 400 
14 !JOO 
Coke, low-temperature ... ,, ......... ,................. 3 
Anthracite •. , •........... ,, ....... , ...... , .... ,..... 4 
14 300 
15 400 
Bituminous coal, low volatile .•.....•............. -. . . . . 5 Coal tar ........ , .............. ,, ............ , ..... ,. 5.5 
15 900 
15 700 
Bituminous coal, medium volatile. , ... , ........ , ', , ... : . 6 
Bituminous coal, high volatile. , • , , . , ....... , ....... , . , 7 




Lignite ••••.•....•.••.... ,........................... !J 12 100 
Peat................................................ 10 10 000 ' 
Wood .................................... ,,"'....... 12 8 300 
Fuel oil •.•.....• , ....... , .. ' ......... , . . . . . . . • . • . . . . 14 19 400 
Gasoline,., ....•. , ........... , ........... ,.......... 1!J ' 20 700 Hydrogen (gas) ••....•......•... , . , , .... , ". , ... , -. ..... . .52 470 


















structure and· chemical relationships between methane (which is the 
chief constituent of natural gas), hexane (which is one of the princi-
pal components of gasoline), and benzene, naphthalene, and anthra-
ccne (which are among the chief decomposition products obtained by 
distillation of coal), arc given in Chart 2. · 
. Methane is the simplest of the hydrocarbons. From its structure 
we note that one carbon atom has 4 hydrogen atoms attached to it. 
The relative weights of these units of matter have shown that if hy-
drogen is taken as unity, carbon is 12 times as heavy. On this basis, 
although there are 4 times as many hydrogen atoms as carbon in meth-
ane, by weight there· is only one-third as much hydrogen as carbon, 
that is, four-twelfths. In the compounds of hydrogen and carborht 
will be found that the carbon is always capable of holding 4 hydro-
gens, that is, it has 4 so-called bonds or linkages, >vhile the hydrogen 
atom has but a single bond. One or more of these bonds may be used 
to join two carbon atoms together but in all cases in order to have 
a· stable compound each bond must 'be satisfied by joining it to 
another atom. That there is a difference in the type of compounds 
received, due to the manner of joining these atoms together, may be 
illustrated by the difference bctwci:m· hexane and iso-hexane. In tli.c' 
former the· carbon atoms arc joined together in a straight line one to 
another; in the latter only 4 carbon at.oms arc iii a straight line and 
the other two arc branched. ,Thatthe method of combining the hy-
. . 
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0 co cxo 
BENZENE NAPHTHALENE ANTHRACENE 
FORWLA H/C RATIO, 1, BTU/ LB 
M.ETHANE c~ 336 23,670 
HEXANE C1 H,. 19.6 20,680 ANO ISO·H~XANE 
BENZENE. C1 H1 8.3 18,040 
NAPHTHALENE C~Ha 6.7 17.320 
ANTHRACENE C14 H,0 6.0 17,190 
CHA!lT 2 
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drogen and carbon influences the properties of the compound is illus-
trated by the fact that the straight-chained hydrocarbons like hexane 
are the ones which produce knocking in a gasoline motor, while the 
branched compounds like iso-hexane have less tendency to knock 
when burned in an internal combustion engine. Hexane, which is 
produced from petroleum, is similar to benzene, which is produced 
from destructive distillation of coal, in that each has .the same number 
of carbon atoms-6. However, benzene has only 6 hydrogen atoms 
while hexane has 14. It is conceivable that by suitable means the ring 
structure of benzene could be broken and sufficient hydrogen added to 
produce the compound hexane. Instead of writing the structure of 
benzene as shown in the first case it may be written .as a hexagon with 
the CH group understood at each point of t~e hexagon. If we put 
two of these hexagons together with a common side we obtain the 
structure which is usually assigned to the substance naphthalene. 
Three of these benzene hexagons may be put together with common 
sides to give the structure of the substance usually designated as 
anthracene. Benzene, naphthalene, and anthracene are three of the 
substances which have. been mentioned as crude products obtained 
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· from the distillation of coal tar. Benzene is a liquid of relatively low 
boiling point (80 deg. C), and suitable for ·motor fuel, while naphtha-
lene is a solid at ordinary temperatures and boils at 218 deg. C. An-
thracene is a solid, boiling at a stm higher temperature, 243 deg. C. 
Thus, with an increase in the weight of the mol.ecule the volatility 
decreases. • 
It is also to be noted from this chart that as we increase the 
number of rings which are attached to each other we decrease the 
ratio of hydrogen to carbon. Since, on decomposition, .coal, yields com-
pounds of ring structures including those just discussed, it' occurred to 
Bergius in Germany that if coai were subjected to heat and hydrogen 
under pressure; liquid products of higher hydrogen' content would be 
obtained. This process is known as destructive hydrogenation because 
it breaks down the larger coin pounds and adds hydrogen to them,' 
forming simpler compounds of lower molecular ·weight. It may be 
used for either the straight chain compounds, such as we find in pe-
troleum, or for the compounds of ring structure such as are found from 
the decomposition of coal. When this. process is applied to crude 
petroleum we obtairt less of the higher boiling oily products and more 
gasoline. It is a method by which we are now controlling the yield 
of gasoline and oil from crude petroleum. In England and Germany 
the Bergius process has been applied to bituminous and brown coals 
(or lig~ite) for the purpose of production of liquid fuels and oils. As 
can readily be understood those fuels which have a high ratio of 
hydrogen to carbon require less hydrogen for the production of motor 
fuel than those with a low ratio. 
Production of· motor fuel by direct hydrogenation of coal is of 
great interest in this country, due to the fact that this process is 
already a scientific success on a commercial scale in both Germany11 
and England.12• 13 The laboratories of the I. G. in Germany have been 
largely responsible for tlie success . of the venture there, while the 
Imperial Chemical Industries have brought about its. successful de-
velopment in England. Various estimates place the cost of motor fuel 
by this process at from 12 to 17 cents per U. S. gallon as compared to 
a production cost of 5 cents per gallon from petroleum in the United 
States.14 It is not expected therefore that large scale production of 
gasoline by this process in the United States will take place until a 
petroleum shortage forces gasoline prices up to approximately the 
cost of production by hydrogenation of coal. 
In the operation of the process finely ground coal is suspended in 
. oil, which exerts upon it a solven,t or dispersing action. The charge 
... 
• 
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is maintained at a temperature some\vhere between 300 and 500 deg. c, 
and under a pressure of about 3000 pounds per square inch, while 
hydrogen is passed through it in the presence of a suitable catalyst. 
The ·plants in both England and Germany report recovery yields of 
motor fuel of more than 60 per cent, based on moisture- and ash-free 
coal as the raw material. 
Hydrogen is now obtained chiefly from coke through the blue 
water-gas reaction. Where natural gas is cheap, hydrogen may be 
manufactured from it according to the following reactions: 
CH4 + H20 CO + 3 H2 
Methane plus steam yields carbon monoxide plus hydrogen. 
CO + H20 C02 + H2 
Carbon monoxide plus steam yields carbon dioxide plus hydrogen. 
CH4 + 2 H20 C02 + 4 H2 
Methane plus steam yields carbon dioxide plus hydrogen. 
The carbon dioxide is removed by solution. The hydrogen in the non-
eondensable gases formed during the cracking phase of coal- hydro-
genation may be returned to the system through the same procedure at 
a considerable saving to the process . 
In the present English plant at Billingham producing annually 
100 000 tons of petrol or motor fuel from coal, 500 000 tons of coal 
are used, which is a ratio of 5 tons of coal per ton of motor fuel. In 
a new plant utilizing the methane-steam process to return the hydrogen 
from the non-condensable gas back to the system, it is estimated that 
from 3.5 to 4 tons of coal will be required per ton of petrol. In addition 
to the petrol made directly from coal the plant has an annual capacity 
of 10 000 tons from low-temperature tar and 40 000 tons from creo-
sote oil,· giving a total annual capacity of 150 000 tons of petrol by 
hydrogenation processes. The present Billingham plant is valued at 
· 12Y:? million dollars, although it cost considerably more and could be 
reproduced for less. The plant employs about 2000 men on a 4-shift 
basis averaging 42 hours per man per week.14 
Synthesis from the Products'of Coal and Coke Gasification 
In 1913 the Badische Anilin und Sodafabrik applied for a patent 
for a new process for synthesizing hydrocarbons and hydrocarbon-
oxygen compounds. This process starts with carbon monoxide and 
, hydrogen which, under high pressure in the presence of proper cata-
- lysts, may be transformed into hydrocarbons or methyl and higher 
"'1 
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alcohols.15 The exact product to be secured is governed by conditions 
of pressure, temperature, concentration of reacting gases, and nature 
of catalyst used. The following chemical reactions for the production 
of methyl alcohol illustrate the method: ' 
c+H20 co+H2 
Carbon plus steam yields carbon monoxide plus hydrogen. 
CO + 2 H2 CH2CH 
Carbon monoxide plus hydrogen yields methanol. 
co+ H20 co~ +H2 
Carbon monoxide plus steam yields car~on dioxide plus hydrogen. 
Carbon in the form of coke is treated with steam at an elevated 
temperature to produce blue water-gas; which is a mixture of carbon 
. monoxide and hydrogen. At an elevated temperature and under high 
pressure the carbon monoxide and hydrogen combine in the presence -
of a catalyst to form the methyl alcohol. In practice, the blue water-
gas reaction does not contain carbon monoxide and hydrogen in pro-
portions required in the reaction, the hydrogen generally being 
deficient in quantity. This -condition is remedied by treating the 
carbon monoxide with steam at an elevated temperature and pressure 
in the presence of another catalyst, causing the formation of carbon 
dioxide and additional hydrogen. The carbon dioxide is removed from 
the system by absorption.16 This method for the production of wood 
alcohol, more correctly called methanol, has proved much cheaper 
than the older one of wood distillation, so that today 85 per cent of 
the world's supply is produced synthetically. Under certain conditions 
methane, acetylene, and benzene may be made -directly from carbon 
and hydrogen, but these reactions have not yet reached the industrial 
importance of the methanol synthesis.17 
Fischer and Tropsch in Germany studied the reactions for pro-
ducing methanol and applied them to produce a mixture of hydro-
carbons and alcohol, known as "synthol," for use as -a· motor fuel. 
Late-r they found that by the use of suitable catalysts paraffinic oils 
could be produced by mixtures of carbon monoxide and hydrogen at 
atmospheric pressure. This is usually called the Fischer process for 
the production of motor -fuel which has been designated as Ko-
gasin I.18• 19• 20 The reaction is essentially 
n CO+ (2n + 1) ·H2---~ CiiH2n+2 + n H20 +heat 
carbon monoxide + hydrogen paraffinic hydrocarbon + water 
• 
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No lubricating oils are present in Kogasin, though they can be obtained 
from it by condensation reactions. In December 1935· a plant for the 
production of 25 000 tons of motor fuel per year was ordered for the 
Rheinpreussen Colliery (Hornberg) .21 In April 1936- the Koppers 
Company put into operation a similar sized plant at Brabag.21 This 
plant was so successful that by August 1936 Koppers had an order for 
five additional units of the same size. All of the units at Brabag pro:-
duce the carbon monoxide and hydrogen from brown coal briquettes. 
While the Fischer process is being developed in Germany the Im-
perial Chemical. Industries plant at Billingham is using the Bergius 
method of hydrogenating coal for the production of motor fuels. This 
plant claims a potential thermal efficiency of more than 40 per cent, 
though22 its actual operation to date does not greatly exceed 30 per 
cent. · The English preferred the Bergius process because the thermal' 
efficiency of the Fischer process could not be raised above 25 per cent 
unless it were associated with .another operation which could 'utilize 
the heat of reaction of the Fischer process and credit the process for. 
this heat. 
As mentioned, these. processes are being developed abroad under 
. subsidy by the respective nations as a policy of self-sufficiency and 
national independence. In order to understand the position of the 
United States in such a matter it is necessary to consider our present 
and future supplies of petroleum and other sources of liquid fuels and 
oils. During the past thirty years the demand -for petroleum products 
has grown until a fair estimate of ciur requirements for the immediate 
future would seem to be approximately one billion barrels of petroleum 
per year. 
. 
. . Petroleum Consumption and Discovery i~ the United States 
An. analysis of consumption and discovery experience of the 
American Oil Producing Industry by periods (Table 3) shows that 
for every period up until 1931 more petroleum was discovered than 
was produced,23 thus building up a. reserve which we are now de-. 
pleting. The period 1931 to 1935 shows an average of 30 per cent 
more oil produced than discovered. In 1935, however, 1.8 billion 
barrels were discovered while approximately one billion were produced. 
In spite- of this large discovery in 1935 the period 1931-1935 shows 
that production exceeded new discoveries by about 30 per cent. It is 
of interest also that no pool of significance in the national picture has 
been discovered since 1935. On account of the intensive exploration 
of the last few years the probability of finding fresh oil fields is be-
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TABLE 3. 
ANALYSES OF CoNSU.MPTION AND DISCOVERY EXPERIENCE OF THE AMERICAN 0JL-
PRODUCiNG .lNDUSTRY BY PERIODS ' ' 
1859-1900 •.•.•• ; ....... ; •.•.. 
1901-1905 •.•.•••.....•...... 
1906-1910 ....... ' .... ·. ,·, .... . 
1911-1915 •.................. 
1916-1920 •.....•.•........ ; . 
1921-1925 •.•.•.•.•...•.•..•. 
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coming smaller and smaller. wells are being drilled. deeper and deeper 
and the cost of production must rise. Sn~der and Brooks24 in discuss~ 
ing. a probable petroleum shortage· conclude that there will be a short-
age of domestic petroleum.by i940 and possibly a considerable short-
;ge by 1945. Their' conclllsion does not seem absurd in view of the 
fact that the present known .reserves total 12. billion barrels, that pro-
duction from the present fields will fall off gradually, that some of 
them will produce in annually decreasing quantities for many years, 
and that the amount recoverable is not definitely known. 
Increased efficicn'cy in .recovery, production, and utilization may 
delay the date of a .shortage of petroleum, but the~e factors are not 
believed to be of importance in preventing such a shortage. 
. '. . . . , ' 
Other Sources of Moto·r Friels 
Accepting, then, the prospect of imminent shortage in spite of in-
creased efficiency in recovery, production, and utilization, it is well to 
consider other sources of gasoline and its allied products, and also to 
consider and prepare for their production from other material re-
sources. It is realized,. however, that until the petroleum situation 
becomes sufficiently acute to cause a considerable rise in the price of 
crude oil the other sources of gasoline products will not be able to com-
pete. This is especially true in. the case of chemical processes adapt-
able to gasoline production as we know them today. The possibilities 
of the importation of hydrocarbons are not predictable, due to ,tariff 
and embargo control. 
Due to lack of.adequate petroleum deposits the.nations of Europe 
for the past .two _decades have considered the manufacture of motor 
fuels and lubricants from.domestic raw materials to be an urgent .eco-, 
. . 
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nomic problem of national safety and strategy. Consequently millions 
have been spent on research and development of processes to obtain 
the desired products. This work has so far shown that coal is the 
most logical and economical of the raw materials from which it is 
possible to . make motor fuels. Of the remaining possibilities the 
products of the distillation of oil shales and . similar carbonaceous 
minerals and the products of the fermentation of currently produced 
agricultural products are the most important. Limiting factors in the 
production of oil from oil shales are (1) the large quantities of ma~ 
terial that must be handled (somewhat more than a ton per barrel of 
oil), and which must be put through the plant, and (2) the remote loca-
tion of most oil shale deposits.25 It has been estimated that if shale oil 
were to replace petroleum the oil shale mining industry would have 
to be-more than twice as large as our· present coal mining industry.26 
"Manufacture of a sufficient volume of alcohol from agricultural 
products to meet our motor fuel requirements would usurp a large 
proportion of our arable land" is the conclusion in a congressional 
inquiry on the subjcct.21 It is further stated that "The total produc- - · 
-tion ·of corn in the United States has not been adequate to replace the 
motor fuel requirements for gasoline during any year since 1923, 
assuming a yield of 2.36 gallons of alcohol from a bushel of corn." 
That industrial interests in this country 'are considering seriously 
a· possible need for the· production of synthetic motor fuels is illus-
trated by the cooperation of the American Standard Oil Company with 
the German I. G. and the British Imperial Chemical Industries in the 
development of coal hydrogenation methods. Last year the United 
States Bureau of Mines established an -experimental hydrogenation 
plant at the Pittsburgh Experiment Station for the purpose of deter-
mining the suitability of various American coals as raw materials for 
production of motor fuels and oils by hydrogenation. Hydrogenation of 
the higher boiling fractions of petroleum to increase the yield of motOr 
fuel from the crude oil and more nearly balance production of products 
from crude oil with demand is already -standard practice in 'this 
country. Thus, work toward the solution of the' problem of providing 
for ciur 'future needs of liquid fuels and oils is progressing along many 
iines, . · · 
This brief resume is sufficient only to indicate the extreme com-
plexity cif the problem with which we are faced iri preparing to meet 
the coming shortage of motor fuel as our petroleum reserves become 
exhausted. In considering the part which the Illinois coal field will 
take iri'tli.is problem certain lines ofreasoning arc suggested. Economy 
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will probably favor the production of motor fuel by hydrogenation 
of the coal' nearest to the consuming market. Refineries in the Illinois 
market area have been processing approximately 1/7 of the U. S. pro:. 
duction of petroleum and producing about 60 million barrels of gaso~ 
line annually.28 On the basis of a requirement of 4 tons of coal per 
ton of gasoline, approximately 35 million tons of coal (about 70 per 
cent of the annual coal production in Illinois) would be required each 
year to supply gasoline in this area at the present rate of consumption. 
Only the future· can give an answer to this potentially important 
problem in the utilization of coal as a source of liquid fuels and oils. 
Summary:-. 
(1)' Eighty~five per cent cif·our· coat production 'is still consumed 
without processing beyond washing, screening, and sizing. 
(2) Sufficient sulphur is available in the coal consumed in the in-
dustrial plants of the United States to more than satisfy our national 
need for this basic raw material. Johnstone's process for the removal 
of this sulphur from industrial stack gases holds promise as a satis-
factory method for its recovery. 
(3) The trend in chemical industry today is in the direction of 
the synthesis of materials by the shortest path from simple compounds 
and chemical elements. 
(4) Coal is a tremendous reserve of raw materials for the chemical 
industry, but these materials are obtained chiefly as a result of the 
coking process. 
(5) The chief chemical use for coke is still in the metallurgical in-
dustry, although there is a continually increasing demand for coke 
as a domestic fuel. 
(6) Important as our coal-tar synthetic organic chemical industry 
is, it. does not create a market for the crudes which are available from 
our by-product coke ovens. 
(7) Acetylene gas from calcium carbide, which is an electric 
furnace product from coke and limestone, has become prominent as a 
raw material for :the production of DuPrene or synthetic rubber, 
chlorinated ethane solvents, and acetic acid. 
(8) Carbon disulphide from elemerital carbon and sulphur has 
become a basic raw material in the production of artificial silk and 
· flotation agents. 
(9) Three general methods for producing liquid fuels from coal 
have received the most attention. These are: 
(a) Carbonization or destructive distillation 
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(c) Synthesis from the products of coal and coke gasification 
(Fischer Process) 
(10) Two nationally subsidized processes are now being developed 
commercially in Europe for the production of liquid fuels and oils. 
Hydrogenation of coal by the Bergius process seems to have the edge 
at present over the Fischer synthesis from carbon monoxide and pydro-
gen. Both processes find coal to be the best raw material for the pro-
duction of motor fuels when petroleum is no longer available i~ suffi-
cient quantities. 
(11) Though developments in the production of liquid fuels from 
coal are being watched with interest in the United States, it' is not 
probable that commercial production will be undertaken un~il the 
cost of motor fuels from petroleum approaches the cost of making these 
fuels by synthetic means. · ; ·~.;., · · 
(12) It would require about 70 per cent of our annual production 
of coal in Illinois to produce by the Bergius proces~ th~ gasoline now 
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XVI. RECENT J;>EVELOPMENTS IN COAL PREPARATION 
IVAN A. GIVEN* 
Coal preparation, in one form or another, probably is as old as 
coal productfon. In recent years there has been an increase in screen-
ing and crushing, particularly from the standpoint of the production 
of the so-called "junior" sizes, supplemented by special equipment for 
making mixtures; a material increase in mechanical cleaning attended 
by the adoption of new types of cl~aners almost entirely supplanting 
those used ill days gone by; and the introduction of certain auxiliary 
beneficial methods, such as dedusting and dustless treatment. 
Coal preparation is fundamentally a matter of making the product 
more suitable for use and thereby increasing its value to the consumer. 
Raw coal, or coal as it comes from the mines, seldom lends itself to 
the most efficient use without additional treatment, which usually 
involves at least two processes: (1) sizing and (2) cleaning, or re-
moval of impurities, supplemented, in an increasing number of cases, 
by a third process-mixing or blending-to insure uniformity of 
constitution according to size or chemical characteristics. 
Major factors influencing the value of coal to the consumer, and 
in turn influenced to a greater or lesser degree by preparation are: 
size, ash and sulphur content, fusing temperature of ash, volatile 
·matter or gas yield, friability, grindability and uniformity. 
The matter of uniformity, meaning shipment of coal day after day 
with a minimum of variations in physical and chemical characteristics, 
has deservedly been placed in the forefront of preparation thinking. 
Experience has shown in a surprising number of cases that a poorer 
quality of coal with a high degree of uniformity is more economical 
in the long run than a coal which on the average is of higher quality 
yet is subject to extreme fluctuations in either or both size or chemical 
constitution. 
On the other hand, the relative importance of the other factors 
influencing the value of a coal depends to a certain extent upon the 
requirements of the particular consumer or class of consun1ers being 
served. In all cases, however, the major test is primarily ec.onomic 
and involves a balancing of the value to the consumer added by prepa-
ration against the cost to the producer of adding such value. 
While coal specifications may vary in accordance with the use to 
which the coal is put, they are in any case essentially those character-
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1zmg a well-cleaned and well-sized coal. Cleaning is primarily the 
removal of extraneous material (ash, sulphur, and, to a limited extent, 
certain other substances) which reduces the heat content or otherwise 
limits the suitability ofthe coal for the uses to which it is to be put. 
In this connection, it must be remembered that "clean ·coal" is, in 
the last· analysis, a relative term only, the extent to which cleaning 
can be carried out depending upon the manner in which the extraneous 
material is intermixed in the coal, the efficiency of the cleaning 
process or equipment, and the cost of removing the · extraneous 
material as compared with the increase in value to the consumer. 
Cleaning limits, therefore, are fixed as a rule at that point where 
the maximum benefit to the consumer can be secured without excessive 
cost to the producer, and will depend upon the coal and the willing-
·ness of the purchaser to pay, or, as is most often the cas_e, the ability 
of the producer to abs.orb by reductions in mining cost or otherwise 
any extra charge which might be necessary. Under these conditions, 
cleaning is carried to the limit of economiC feasibility, taking into 
consideration both coal characteristics and market requirements, but 
not necessarily to the absolute limit of removal of all extraneous 
material, which iri many cases would place a heavy and uneconomic 
cost burden on the product. . 
Preparation generally represents a substantial item in the coal-
company cost sheet, ranging from a low of around 10 cents per ton 
where only simple hand--picking and screening are required to as high 
· as 40 or 50 cents per ton where elaborate mechanical cleaning, screen-
ing, drying, mixing and loading facilities are installed for preparing 
and loading a wide range of individual sizes and mixtures of sizes. 
The 40 to 50 cent range, however, covers only exceptional cases. · · 
For ordinary elaborate treatment, the· cost (exclusive of the pro-
rata cost of producing the material which is rejected in the cleaning 
process) will run between 15 and 25 cents per ton. The heaviest 
expense accrues in handling the finer sizes. Dust collection in dry 
cleaning and water· settlin·g and drying with wet processes, for example, 
.are estimated to cost two or ·three times as much in ~leaning % x 0-in. 
coal as in doing a comparable job on 4 x %-in. coal. 
In evaluating recent trends and developments, substantial and 
'continuing revisions in sizing practices stands out as one· of the major 
changes in bituminous coal preparation in late years. This activity 
includes not only screening or other separating methods for the ·pro-
duction of individual sizes but also the various methods of producing 
combinations or modifications, such as mixing, crushing and deducting. 
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The major result of sizing revisions is a continued reduction in the 
percentage of coal shipped as mine-run attended by a corresponding 
·growth in the percentage of screened or prepared sizes and residues 
(slack, nut-and-slack, screenings, etc.) Also, the character of prepared 
sizes is undergoing a revision marked by a decrease in the production 
of lump, block, etc., accompanied by an increase in nut, pea, and 
similar sizes: Furthermore, the number of sizes produced by the 
average plant has substantially increased in late years and the end 
is not yet. 
The long history of coal screening is evidence of the importance 
of size value in most coal applications. This value rests primarily on 
·the ability of the fuel bed to pass the air necessary for combustion. 
Coal can be, and frequently is, burned without sizing, but the. use of 
a mixture of very fine slack with large lumps, to choose an extreme 
example is, in general, attended by added difficulties in draft adjust-
ment which make efficient combustion uncertain without careful atten-
tion to firing. Sizing within certain limits makes for uniformity of 
results by minimizing draft difficulties, and by reducing the attention 
required to regulate conditions in the fuel bed. 
, The earliest method of coal preparation consisted of picking out the 
largest lumps in the mine, and in the United States this only became 
general after 1808, when Judge Fell, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., demon-
strated the feasibility of burning anthracite in an open grate. It was 
not until 1830 that the first preparation "scaffold" was built on the 
surface in the anthracite region, and even then only ·lumps were 
brought to the surface and placed on a perforated plate, where they 
were broken down to commercial sizes by sledges, in the course of 
which the fines through the perforations were discarded. It can readily 
be appreciated that, under the conditions obtaining with an open 
grate or in early stoves and furnaces, large coal was necessary to 
provide the necessary passages for air for combustion. 
Like anthracite, bituminous preparation was first based on mining 
lump only, after which came the .fork, rake and pan, hand screen 
and '"grill," or "\Vooden bar screeJ.1, all having the same objective-
elimination of the fines, at that time, except for coking coal, un-
salable. Rakes and pans and similar equipment, however, were almost 
·out of Illinois mines, for example, by 1884, although some persisted 
until the strike of 1897, staged primarily to secure the gross-weight 
method of paying miners. Elimination of fines was not confined to the 
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ciple of removing them on the surface, using stationary bar. or 
perforated screens, usually the former. 
Available evidence indicates that rather simple screening prevailed 
in many regions until well into the present century. In Ohio, western 
Pennsylvania and the "bituminous district" of Indiana, for example, 
screening was largely predicated before 1914-16 on a union agreement 
containing the following: "Screens .... shall be uniform in size, 6 ft. 
wide by 12 ft: long, built of flat or Akron-shaped bar of not less than 
%-in. surface with 174 in. between bars, free from obstructions, and 
that such screen will rest upon a sufficient number of bearings to hold 
the bars in proper position." As late as 1914, H. C. Adams, Peerless 
Coal Co., Chicago, proposed that operators in the East, South and 
Middle West abandon the sizes then made and return to the old 
standard of 174-in. lump and screenings. · 
In contrast, any person connected with the coal industry can name 
dozens of plants able to load five to seven or more primary sizes 
simultaneously at the present time, while the number of separate sizes 
and mixtures shipped 'by certain preparation plants runs into the 
scores in the. course of a year. 
It may be pertinent to inquire into the reasons for t~is growth in 
sizing. The major reasons are three in number: (1) market competi.: 
tion among producers, (2) changes in consumer requirements growing 
out of research into the possible benefits of sizing and the develop-
ment of equipment for using the smaller and-at least to the present-
cheaper sizes of coal, and (3) changes in past years in methods of 
paying the miner. Under reason (1) as an example, sizing, and par-
ticularly rescreeniI~g of minus 2-in. coal, in which that state was a 
leader for many years, was one of the means used by Illinois to 
combat Eastern high-volatile coals in Mid-Western markets. Also, the 
sized product . resembled' anthracite, then a strong factor in these 
markets. 
Sizing of coals from the utilization standpoint began to assume 
importance late in the last century with increasing appreciation of the 
benefits of sized coal in promoting combustion and development of 
equipment for using the fine sizes in steam raising. A more imme-
diate example of the effect of equipment development on sizing prac-
tice is the rise of the small stoker, bringing in its train a wide 
adoption of sizing equipment for preparing stoker coal. 
Another early factor in stimulating the use of fine sizes and conse-
quently the adoption of additional screening facilities was the passage 
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of legislation in some states-Illinois, 1897, Arkansas, 1905, Ohio, 
1914, etc.-establishing the gros~-weight method of paying the miner, 
,\vhich moved operators to· find a market for coal which previously 
they had not been required to pay for. With some exceptions, the 
gross-weight-payment method, as contrasted with the screened..:lump 
or similar systems, is now standard in the bituminous industry. 
By 1927, the earliest year for which nationwide data are available, 
screening had increased to the point where 29.3 per cent of all ship-
ments was prepared sizes, 20.5 per cent was slack or screenings, and 
50.2 per cent 'vas mine-run, according to a U. S. Bureau of Mines 
study. In 1930, a Coal Age survey showed, the averages for 49 pro-
ducing regions were: prepared sizes, 35.3 per cent, screenings and other 
residues, 26.4 per cent, mine-run and resultants, 38.3 per cent. For the 
same fields, the 1927 Bureau of Mines averages were: prepared sizes, 
30.7 per cent, screenings and other residues, 21.0 per cent, mine-run, 
48.3 per cent: 
While no studies covering the country have been made since 1930, 
data regularly published in the state mine reports of Illinois and 
Alabama give some indication of the trend of sizing between that year 
and 1935. In the major Alabama commercial·classification (Big Seam, 
Black Creek; Carbon Hill, Corona, Cahaba and Montevallo), for 
example, prepared sizes constituted 26.5 per cent of the output in 1929, 
slack, 40.0 per cent, and mine-run, 33.5 per cent. The 1935 figures 
were as follows: prepared sizes, 19.7 per cent, slack, 52.3 per cent, and 
mine-run, 28.0 per cent. 
In Illinois, the relative percentages of the various sizes were as 
follows in 1930: prepared sizes, 47.5 per cent, carl?on and screenings, 
30.7 per cent, mine-run, 21.8 per cent. In contrast, the 1935 figures 
were: prepared sizes, 46.2 per cent, carbon and screenings, 38.8 per 
cent, and mine-run, 20.0 per cent. Waste "and loss are excluded in 
computing the Illinois percentages.· 
In Alabama, a large part of the output is used in the steel industry, 
which accounts for the relatively low proportion of prepared sizes, 
and in Illinois screening has long been the practice, and a diversified 
list of sizes was early established, with the result that changes as 
between groups of sizes might naturally be expected to be somewhat 
less than in certain other fields. It is worthy of note in both states, 
however, that the smaller prepared sizes have grown in importance, 
and slack and screenings have gained at the expense of both prepared 
sizes and mine-run, undoubtedly as a result of more crushing. 
Changing styles in sizing naturally have been .reflected in turn in 
changes in sizing equipment and methods at preparation plants, in-
,, 
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eluding such activities as crushing, mixing, dedusting, etc., which are, 
in the last analysis, methods of modifying the size characteristics of 
coal. While some bar screens or other stationary types still are in use, 
the shaker screen has taken over the main sizing burden at all plants 
because of its inherently higher capacity and screening efficiency. 
In late years, and particularly in the last five, main shakers in 
many plants have been supplemented by additional screening facilities, 
such as high-speed shakers and vibrators for making junior sizes or 
dedusting. In connection with dedus'ting, also, a number of plants have 
adopted· pneumatic dust-extraction equipment, which also might be 
classed.as sizing equipment, inasmuch as its task is to separate the fine 
material from the rest of the coal. In many cases, the auxiliary screen-
ing equipment has been installed in separate buildings or in separate 
sections of the main preparation plant. Such installations constitute 
the rescreeners appearing so frequently in the news today,· and in 
many cases include storage bins and equipment for loading straight 
run-of-size mixtures or mixtures containing specified percentages of 
the several sizes made in the rescreener. 
Incidentally, developments to date disclose a wide variation in the 
size of material removed in dedusting, which ranges all the way from 
60-mesh dust up to :X-in. fines. And in the majority of cases the ma-
t~rial removed, which may run up to one or two car loads per day at 
certain plants, represents a loss of just that much sales revenue to the 
operator, as outlets for this material still are limited, and shipping 
difficulties are yet to be solved. 
Crushers are almost compulsory at the average preparation plant 
today, and one indication of their popularity is the fact that the used-
machinery market has been swept bare of this type of equipment. The 
primary application of crushing equipment, which has shown its major 
growth largely in the past five years, is breaking down large coal 
when demand is slow into fine coal which is in demand and can be 
sold .. Provision is !Dade in most cases for loading the crushed coal 
directly or rescreening it either on the main screen or over auxiliary 
screens. Thus, many crushers are operated in connection with 
rescreening plants. 
As in the case of crushers, few preparation plants of today are con-
sidered complete without mixing facilities of some kind, usually a 
mixing conveyor, but in a growing number of cases special storage 
bins with proportioning feeders and conveyors to permit shipment of 
a coal or coals in which the percentage of each size fraction can be 
kept constant. . · . · 
Without storage facilities, mixtures of course vary in accordance 
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with the run-of-size output from the plant. The increased use of bins 
in the preparation of mixtures reflects the growth in .interest in the 
distribution of the various size fractions and the proportion of the fines 
as means of improving. combustion.. Possibly the largest users of 
mine-run coal·or coal with a wide variation between the'largest and 
smallest sizes are the railroads. Even in this consumer group many 
carriers are specifying that all material below % or Y:i in. be removed 
from coal intended for engine use as a means of decreasing firing 
difficulties, and some railroads have gone to the use of fuels in which 
the percentages of each size fraction are definitely specified. 
This trend is even more pronounced in the steam trade, where it 
has been definitely ·proved* in .many instances· that control of the 
percentage of fines with respect to the coarse has resulted in increased 
boiler efficiency, and that the uniform mixture of the various sizes has 
enabled. the operator to maintain his adjustments with a minimum of 
attention. In those cases where it has proved advisable to take out 
part of the coarse coal there·is an actual decrease in the net cost per 
ton to the consumer, with equal if not better results than with a 
higher-cost fuel. In some cases, where a high steaming rate is desired 
and where the coal is subject to fluctuations it has proved very desir-
able to reduce greatly the percentage of extreme fines, thereby per-
mitting the use of greater volumes of air to support the necessary 
combustion. 
With the increase in the amount and efficiency of sizing has co.me 
increased attention to breakage of coal and, when such breakage· oc-
curs, the removal' of the resultant fines. Loading booms are the most 
widely used means of reducing breakage in loading railroad cars and 
this equipment also is being applied at mines shipping by truck, sup-
plemented in some cases by special low~ring or other equipment for 
filling the storage bins. The use of loading booms has been extended 
in late years to nut and similar sizes, and at· some of the new plants 
being erected all sizes are loaded over booms. Degradation screens are 
almost universal. 
From the cleaning standpoint, hand pickirig to remove impurities 
supplemented by screening for the production of the various sizes still 
is the method by which the majority of the bituminous coal is pre-
pared. Where it is· the sole cleaning method employed it· usually em~ 
braces all sizes down to 1 or 2 in. However, it should• be noted that 
picking facilities for nut or corresponding sizes have begun to come 
into prominence only in late years with the increased stress on cleanli~ 
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ness as a means of increasing efficiency and cutting the cost of fuel use, 
as well as the growth in use of the smaller prepared sizes. 
Picking-table-installation practice in late years has been marked 
by fairly widespread adoption of so-called platform and smooth-top 
apron-type units. Probably the first platform table in the bituminous 
industry was that installed in 1928. The smooth-top table was. a 
bituminous development, as distinguished ·from the platform table 
which was.taken over from the anthracite industry. Both types make 
it possible to pull, rather than lift, large pieces of bone and rock off 
the table, considerably increasing the output of the picker. Adequate 
lighting of picking tables has made rapid strides in the past five to 
ten years. One of the latest developments is the mercury-type picking 
light which makes it possible as a rule to more easily distinguish 
between coal and impurities. 
In the anthracite region, the first picking table, available records 
indicate, was installed at the Hill & Harris colliery about 1870. Bitu-
minous installations probably came shortly afterward. In either case, 
the picking table has had from its inception to compete with the 
mechanical cleaner. Eventually, the battle was won by the mechanical 
cleaner in anthracite; although tables still are employed for prelimin-
ary impurity removal prior to crushing and mechanical cleaning. In 
the bituminous industry, however, the proportion of the total output 
mechanically cleaned at the mines was never in excess of 5 per cent 
until after 1928. Since that year the percentage of mcchanically-
cleaned coal has shown a relatively steady increase to 10.6 per cent 
in 1935, the last year for which data are available. This growth 
undoubte.dly will continue and possibly will be accelerated in the very 
near future. 
Even when mechanical-cleaning equipment is installed, hand pick-
ing still remains the usual method of cleaning coal above 3, 4 or 6 in. 
in size, as the size of the pieces makes possible an efficient job at a 
reasonable cost. Also, hand picking may under certain circumstances 
yield a better-appearing product-an important factor in the case of 
coal judged to a considerable extent by its appearance. It should be, 
noted, however, that the past five years has witnessed a wide expan-
sion in the top limit of coal .mechanically cleaned, and ·a number of 
plants now are washing coal up to 6 in. in size. · 
Market considerations naturally are the major factor in the growth 
in mechanical cleaning, which offers the advantages of greater uni-
formity, ·as compared with hand picking, and ability to remove 
impurities from the fine sizes which of course can~ot be economically 
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cleaned by hand. :With mechanical cle·aning, also, it is possible to do a 
better job of hand picking on the sizes not so treated, as suspicious 
material may be removed on the table for supplementary crushing, if 
required, and treatment in the cleaners; 
Changing mining conditions are another faCt~r in the advance in 
mechanical cleaning. Exhaustion of reserves of bett~r coal have made 
it necessary in a number of instances to resort to mechanized cleaning 
as a means of preserving the quality of the shipped product. Mechani-
zation of loading underground, particularly in the case of mobile 
loading machines, makes cleaning at the face economically impossible 
and consequently shifts the entire burden of refuse removal to the 
surface plant. · This has been the major factor in the erection of 
·mechanical cleaners at a number of mines, and is becoming increas-
ingly important with the rapid rise in the use of mobile loading 
machines. ' 
. InstallatiOn of mechanical cleaniii.g facilities in the past ten years 
has ranged from one cleaner for one certain size to full-scale plants 
handling all the coal from one or ·a number of mines. Individual units, 
it will be noted, most. generally are installed for cleaning imt, ·pea or 
similar sizes and slack or screenings, which are difficult or impossible 
· to clean by harid. Where a range of two or more sizes is cleaned 
mechanically, the upper limit usually is 3 or 4 in., ·although, as already 
pointed out, several plants have been installed in the past two or three 
years in which the upper limit has been raised to 6 in. 
And iri at least two late plants, no coal above 6 in. is made, the 
entire output above this limit being. crushed and mixed _with the 
remainder of the mine output prior to mechanical cleaning and sizing. 
This development is another evidence of the recession in the demand 
for large sizes. 
Excluding certain special processes with a limited use or applica-
tic:in, operators adopting mechanical cleaning have their choic-e be-
tween dry and \vet processes. The dry processes in late years have 
been largely confined· to slack or screenings or the smaller prepared 
. sizes. Where a range of several sizes,:usually taking in all coal below 
a certain size, is· cleaned, the present· tendency is to use wet methods 
for all the ·coal, or a combination of .wet cleaning for the coarser 
fraction aiid dry cleaning for the fines! 
Still· another modification employed where conditions permit· is to 
bypass the finest material around the washer. In addition to certain 
operating reasons, bypassing fines Of• the. adoption of . a combination 
of wet and dry equipment is. done primarily to avoid either complaints 
-, 
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due to ·freezing if the fines are shipped without supplementary treat-
ment after washing, or the cost of removing enough surface moisture to 
prevent freezing. Another factor which may or may not, depending 
·upon conditions, have more weight than the possibility of freezing is 
the fact that excess surface moisture is just as. much a disadvantage 
·in reducing B.t.u. content as excess ash, and in addition requires the 
expenditure of heat to evaporate it in the furnace. 
The power to retain moisture increases as the size of the coal is 
reduced, and below about 1h in. natural drainage usually cannot be 
relied upon to give a product with a surface moisture sufficiently low 
to prevent freezing or to be acceptable from the combustion efficiency 
standpoint. Consequently, many. operators using wet washing exclu-
sively have installed special dewatering equipment. Such dewatering 
equipment is divided into mechanical and heat types,. the former in-
cluding high-speed shaking screens, vibrating screens, or centrifugal 
dryers, and the latter, heat dryers of various types in which' heat is 
supplied by a furnace. In addition, the iist of mechani.cal drying 
equipment includes filters of various types for very fine material.' 
All of these types of equipment are being used today, and in ·many 
·cases wet-washing plants use two or more types in combination, such 
as both centrifugal and heat dryers. The goal of dewatering generally 
is reduction of the surface moisture sufficiently to prevent freezing, 
although even lower limits have been established for certain applica-
tions by certain producers. Eliminating all surface moisture generally 
is impracticable because of. the added cost of dewatering and also 
because it might again be built up by absorption from the air if 
exposed for any length of time. Another method of preventing freezing · 
adopted by a number of operators in late years is the application of 
chemicals to the coal as it is loaded into the car. 
Treatment of coal to prevent flydust in the home or at other points 
of use is another recent bituminous preparation development which 
has made major progress in the past five years. Initial development 
is credited to three operators in the low-volatile fields of West Virginia 
who began experiments with calcium chloride in 1926. Since that time, 
a wide range of material has been applied to coal to render it dustless, 
including various chemical solutions, miscible oils, para.ffin; oil-
chemical combinations, hot or cold oil and wax. 
Starting with an early installation at an Illinois mine, in 1934, the 
"hot-vapor" oil process has staged a rapid advance in many of the 
producing regions of the country. "Waxolized" coal is a development 
of the past year or so, along with high-pressure cold-oil spraying. One 
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feature of the developments in dustless treatment since its inception 
is the trend toward treatment at the mine in the past two:-0r three 
years, against a possible slight preference toward treating at the re-
tailer's yard in previous years, although considerable mine treating 
was done. 
Another element. in coal preparation which has received· increased 
attention in late years is removal of tramp iron. The tramp-iron prob-
lem has long been a sore spot with railroad consumers, who have been 
instrumental in securing some attention to its control. It was not until 
the household stoker began to bulk larger in the coal producer's think-
ing, however, that the tramp-iron removal. campaign really could be 
said to have gotten under way, with ·the result that in late years a 
large number of companies have fitted their tipples, or at least their 
stoker loading equipment, with tramp-iron magnets. Usually, these 
are of the chute type for installation on a shaker screen or in a transfer 
or loading chute. In connection with tramp iron, it should be remem-
bered that the mine is not the only source, as such foreign material 
often is thrown into the coal while it is in transit. 
Such are some of what appear to be the most important trends or 
developments affecting the character and quality of the coal delivered 





XVII. DUSTLESS TREATMENT OF, COAL 
H. H. MORRIS* 
The outstanding problem of every industry is to sell at a reason-
able profit the entire possible production that it is capable of profitably 
producing at its plants. No matter what position you now hold,, or 
will in the future hold, in any organization, you must of necessity be 
vitally interested in the sales of, and the quality of the product you 
offer to the public. 
Competition from outside sources and from various organizations 
within each and every industry make it imperative that those in 
authority give the most careful consideration to every idea that may 
lead to the improvement of their finished products. In the past few 
years and at the present moment, consumers are especially critical and 
unless wholly satisfied with what they are offered, are prone .to look 
for substitutes. , 
The dustproofing of coal on a commercial scale was first done 
about eleven years ago by an operator located in the Pocahontas field 
in West Virginia. Calcium chloride was the material used to create 
the desired results and the purpose of the treatment was to make a 
solid fuel more acceptable to the consumer; likewise, to overcome 
certain freezing troubfes that were then being encountered during the 
winter months. It is a matter of history that the treated coal met with 
a most encouraging reception. 
While the practice of treating was in its infancy, another Poca-
hontas operator began investigating the possibilities of dustproofing 
coal with certain fuel oils, lubricating oils and oil emulsions in the 
hope of finding one or more petroleum products that might be used 
advantageously and economically to d~stproof his coal. 
About seven years ago, the Sun Oil Company decided to actively 
study the dustproofing of solid fuel, as it was felt that progressive sales 
organizations in the solid fuel industry would be interested in any 
practical development that would enlarge their markets or permit 
them to retain markets which, were being encroached upon by com-
petitive fuels. Of course, it was realized· that any "dustproofing" 
product that might be offered besides being effi<)ient, must be non-
corrosive, practically odorless, and the cost of it must fall within , 
certain economic limits. 
Shortly after the year 1929, when this country found itself in a de-
pression, there was, naturally, a great surplus in all lines of produc-
*Sun Oil Company, Philadelphia, Pa. 
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tion. Sales department executives were put to heavy tests to move 
their products. Eve~yone connected with sales was in a willing mood 
to investigate practical ways and means of developing sound outlets. 
New possible markets were being studied, always with a hope that a 
more steady demand might be found. . 
· In the coal industry, the competition from gas and oil was being 
keenly felt, and one of the arguments that was being offered· the 
consumer was that by the use of some fuels other than coal "dust"· 
would be eliminated: Eager salesmen also told the· consumers that 
·if coal were kept out of cellars then that section of a dwelling could 
be cleaned, painted and used as a recreation room. Unquestionably, 
these sales arguments made.the consumer "dust~conscious." 
Solid fuel sales executives were alert to the growing threat and be-
gan investigations and moves that might meet the situation. After 
study, they quickly found out that if their. coal was "dustproofed" 
not only could many old customers be held, but new markets could 
be obtained. · · 
History shows that th.e conclusions reached by the sales executives 
during the worst years of the depression were justified and their 
hopes fulfilled. 
History also shows that not only was it advisable to treat the large 
"domestic" sizes, but that by treating the "stok.er" sizes new .markets 
became available. 
Note the ever increasing number of advertisements showing various 
stokers which are now available for residential purposes. These manu-
faeturers will sell their stokers. Obviously, coal must be burnt in 
them, and it is therefore essential that the producer offer a "dust-
proof ed" coal to this large "steady consuming" market. 
Through "dustproofing" coal the product that is to be merchan-
dised is different from what the same coal would be if sold as an 
"untreated" product. Oil treatment, without question, improves the 
product. However, consideration must be given to all angles of the 
sales picture and its economic value determined before a decision be 
made. The decision, therefore, as to whether or not coal should be 
dustproofed is a matter that should be determined by the sales 
department. The policy of dustproofing having been decided upon, 
then the problem of treating is gener~lly referred to the operating 
department. · 
. The operating department executives should then give considera-
tion to these factors: · 
(a) Types of oil best suited for treating. 
(b) Oil storage 
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(c) Type of spray equipment to be used 
(d) Best place for treatment 
(e) Quantities of oil required per ton and size of nozzles 
(f) Determination of grams of dust 
Now let us take these items up separately. 
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Everyone from early childhood has heard the old saying, "Slow as 
molasses in January." We also know that in summer time the same 
molasses in a higher temperature will pour or flow readily. The 
viscosity or "fluidity" of an oil is a measure of its rate of flow, de-
termined by means of an instrument known as a viscosimeter. For 
example-the time required for 60 cubic centimeters of oil heated to 
100 deg. F. to drop through a tiny orifice of fixed size is rated in sec-
onds. Several types are used, viz.: Saybolt, Engler, Redwood, Lepe-
nau, Doolittle and MacMichael. The Saybolt universal test, geiler-: 
ally ·used in the United States, is based on oils at temperatures of· 
100 deg. and 210 deg. F. Oils too heavy for an accurate "dropping" 
test at 100 deg. F. are tested at 210 deg. F. 
Below are shown the approximate viscosities for oils with vis-
cosities of 100 and 200 seconds, both .at 100 deg. F. 
100 vis. oil 200 vis. oil 
at 100 deg. F .. at 100 deg. F. 
Temperatures (vis. approx.) (vis. approx.) 
200 deg. F .. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 45 
150 deg: F............................. 52 68 
100 deg. F............................. 100. 200 
60 deg. F.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 310 900 
30 deg. F .............................. 1 200 4 200 
0 deg. F.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 500 35 000 
-10 deg. F ............................. 14 000 85 000 
In offering petroleum products for dustproofing soild fuel it 'vas 
realized that the products must, among other things, be non-corrosive, 
free from objeCtionable odors, possess proper "wetting" and "creeping" 
characteristics, have a high degree of permanency, and a low "pour-
point," preferably below zero. 
"Pour point" is generally given in degrees Fahrenheit, and is the 
temperature below which it is impossible for an oil to flow. There-
fore, in the selection of an oil for dustproofing coal in winter 
months, most careful consideration must be given to this particular 
characteristic. 
For example, if the "pour point" of an oil is, say, plus 10 deg. F., 
then should the atmospheric temperature be minus 15 deg. F., the oil, 
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after it is atomized on coal, will not creep, but simply remain· as a 
solid "pellet." Obviously, the surface of the coal will not be covered 
and dustproofing will not be properly accomplished. 
Conversely, having an oil with a low pour point permits the oil 
after atomization to creep over the surface of a particle of coal, thus 
sealing the free dust to the larger piece of coal and thereby properly 
dustproofing the coal. 
Starting in March, 1931, numerous tests were made by the Sun 
Oil Company with oils to determine the range of viscosity which would 
give the most efficient results. The results of the experiments defi-
nitely showed that oils having a viscosity (Saybolt Universal) of less 
than 100 sec. at 100 deg. F., on long exposure to the elements would 
volatilize and completely lose their efficiency as a dustproofing medium. 
On the other hand, it was found that with machinery then offered 
by manufacturers, oils having a viscosity (Saybolt Universal) of 
over 250 sec. at 100 deg. F., were difficult to handle due to their 
_"heavy body" characteristics. 
It has been known for some time that the 100 viscosity oils,have 
slightly more "creep" or spreading powers than the heav.ier oils. 
However, some 200 viscosity oils have sufficient creep for use as a 
dustproofing medium. Moreover, recent tests have definitely shown 
that an oil with a viscosity of 200 sec. at 100 deg. F. will not only 
give more "permanence of treatment" than an oil >yith a :v.iscosity. 
of 100 sec. at 100 deg. F., but that to accomplish the same degree 
of dustproofing Jess of the heavier oil need be applied than of a light 
oil. All of this can ·easily be determined and checked by, making 
some tests at the mines. 
As to types of oils that are now being used for the dustproofing of 
bituminous coal, we mention the following: 
"C" 
Coalkote 
Flash ....................... 310-320 deg. F. 
Fire. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350-360 deg. F. 
Viscosity (S. U.). . . . . . . . . . . . 100-115 
Pour test.................... -40 deg. F. 
*Sec. at 100 deg. F. 
"CEO" 
Coalkote 
300-320 deg. F, 
340-360 deg. F. 
*210-225 
-30 deg. F. 
The most usu.al practice is to apply oil, either preheated or cold, 
directly to coal. However, in certain instances at mines where a large 
percentage of their slack coal (- 2-in. x_O~in.) consists of very small 
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An emulsion may be made by adding sodium resinate as an emul-
sifying agent to Coalkote "C" or Coalkote "CBO." The resulting emul-
sion is unsta~le, but if kept in continuous agitation, it is commercially 
satisfactory. 
The advantage of an emulsion is the fact that the water acts as a 
"carrier,'' permitting the emulsion to penetrate more readily through 
the fine coal. Furthermore, by the addition of sodium resinate, the 
"surface tension" is decreased, permitting greater penetration through 
very fine particles of coal. 
The objection to all emulsions is the fact that unless adequately 
protected in freezing weather they will ·freeze and separate. Another 
disadvantage is that when applied to coal in freezing weather, care 
must be exercised so that too wet a mass will not be produced in the 
railroad cars and permit freezing of the coal in transit. However, with 
these precautions taken, one coal company which has used an emulsion 
such as described, reports satisfactory results in the treatment of the 
fine size coal. 
To procure the most economical freight rates and the best prices 
for oil, storage facilities should be such that shipments can be received 
in tank cars. 
Present day tank cars have capacities of, say, 6500 up to 10 000 
gallons. The probability is that as time goes on the smaller cars will be 
eliminated, therefore it is considered wise when planning a new spray 
plant to provide for 10 000 gallon cars. It is also suggested that stor-
age tanks be somewhat larger than the capacity of the railroad cars. 
This over-capacity of storage tank gives a factor of safety to meet 
~ny delays that might be encountered in delivery of cars by the 
railroads. 
Generally, storage tanks are placed near the tipples at a convenient 
location on the surface. However, in some instances they have been 
b~ried under ground. This latter scheme does keep the oil in stor-
age at a more constant temperature and is recommended by the manu-
facturers of pumps that apply the "cold oil system." 
To avoid conflicting with th~ continuous operation of dustproofing 
at the -tipple, it is deemed advisable to install a small unloading pump 
to handle the oil from the railroad car to the storage tank. Should the 
storage tank be placed .below the level of the ground, then the tank 
cars may be unloaded by gravity. 
In designing lines for unloading oil from railroad equipment, care 
should be exercised to select pipes of a size sufficient to keep the 
"friction head" very low. 
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There .arc roughly t•vo systems for applying oil to coal-one the 
cold oil application and the other known as the pre-heated or .hot oil 
a pplica ti on. 
The cold oil system is based on the use of pressure in the work-
ing range of 300 to 600 pounds per square inch and an impact type 
nozzle capable of atomizing the oil into a spray fog to provide .the 
most effective coverage of the material. The complete system includes 
the pumping unit with its driving motor and other accessories, an oil 
storage tank, spray nozzles, and the necessary piping. 
It is recommended that the storage tank be placed under ground, 
but if this is not possible because of existing conditions, provision 
should be made for heating in order to keep the oil sufficiently fluid in 
cold weather so that it will flow, by suction, into the pump. The pump 
.unit should be located above, or adjacent to, the storage tank and suit-
ably housed. A loop system of piping is recommended from the pump 
to the farthermost spray point as this. permits the pump to maintain 
continuous circulation throughout the system, thus keeping the oil at 
a relatively constant temperature. 
Single branch lines are recommended for each of the spray points. 
They should be as short as possible and provided with manifolds for 
the mounting of two or more nozzles. The nozzles should be so located 
that they can act on a moving or falling stre.am of the material being 
treated. To confine the spray-fog, the point at which the oil applica-
tion is made should be enclosed~ r 
The underlying principle of the hot oil system is that ,with a con-
stant low pressure, constant viscosity of oil, and a constant size of ori-
.fice, uniform quantities of oil will be delivered through the nozzle in a 
given interval of time. 
This system consists in the main of a motor-driven pressure pump, 
which generally is located near the storage tank, one or more steam 
or electric heaters, located as near as practical to the spray nozzles, a 
·small circulating pump, and necessary piping valves and spray nozzles. 
The pressure pump is so designed that a constant pressure at the 
nozzles will be somewhat between 1.00 lbs. and 150 lbs. per square 
inch. The heater raises the oil to a predetermined temperature; there-
fore the viscosity of the oil remains constant. 
If the nozzles are closed, provision is made for the pressure pump 
to continue in operation; but the oil is bypassed so that pressure is not 
built up in the line. 
In some installations, the distance from the heater to the nozzles 
is rather great. Therefore, if a plant shut down of any duration oc-
i 
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curred in winter, the oil in the supply line became chilled-changing 
its viscosity. This difficulty was overcome by one manufacturer in the 
following manner: Piping was installed so that a closed circuit was 
created from the heater to the nozzles and back to the "intake end" of 
the heater~ To keep the oil in motion in this closed circuit, a small 
pump which operated continuously, was installed between the last 
nozzle and the intake end of the heater. This method overcame the 
difficulties encountered from the chilling of the oil. This method gives· 
low oil viscosity with resultant good atomization when spraying is 
again resumed. 
No matter what oil is to be applied for dustproofing your fuel, it is 
essential that the utmost care be given to the selection of the place 
for treatment. Reports show that coal is now generally being treated 
at one or more of the following points: 
At the end of the loading boom, as coal falls into the railroad cars 
At the mouth of vertical chutes which load slack coal directly into 
railroad cars · 
At the end of shaking chutes as coal falls on loading booms or belts 
On the flat part of the loading boom after the coal has passed that 
portion used by the "pickers" and before it passes over the "knuckles" 
of the boom. 
At the "knuckle" of the boom 
Generally, it is considered best to treat the coal as it "tumbles." 
This permits all sides of the coal to come in contact with the oil spray. 
The end of the loading boom is the point selected by the majority of 
coal operators for treating. The most common objection to treating at 
this point is that on windy days some of the oil floats away and is 
lost. This difficulty is greatly minimized if steel or heavy canvas hoods 
are constructed over the ends of the booms. Where this is done satis-
factory results are being obtained and little waste occurs. 
Even if a point of application is chosen that is within the prepara-
tion plant, hoods should be constructed to keep the "oil fog" from float-
ing throughout the plant .. 
·There seems to be no general agreement of opinion as to what 
type of nozzle is the most effective for the treatment of coal. Many 
types such as "flat spray," "cone spray," "impact" and others, are 
now in use. 
The manufacturers of nozzles supply charts showing the capacity 
of their nozzles when used under various pressures. · 
~ Before selecting a nozzle, the ton rate of the loading of coal must 
be determined. Having accurately obtained this rate for each size of 
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coal shipped, and also having determined from laboratory tests the 
quantity of oil required per ton-then the selection of the size of nozzle 
may be made from the manufacturer's nozzle capacity charts: 
When dustproofing was first started the success or faflure was de-
termined from optical inspection. However, today it is common prac-
tice to use the method developed by A. R. Powell and C. C. Russell 
entitled "Method for Detennining the Dustiness of Coal and Coke." 
Their paper appeared in Industrial & Engineering Chemistry, Ana-
lytical Edition, Volume 5, pp. 340-341. 
The apparatus devised by these gentlemen consists of a t_ight metal 
box 18 inches square by 5 feet high. A sample of 50 pounds of coal is 
placed on a slide one foot from the top of the box. The slide is quickly 
pulled out which allows the coal to drop 4 feet into a removable box 
at the bottom. At 5 seconds after dropping the coal, two polished metal 
plates, on which the dust settles, are inserted two feet from the bottom 
of the box. The upper plate is withdrawn after two minutes and the 
.lower plate eight minutes later. The dust on the two plates is weighed 
separately and the dustiness index is calculated as 40 times the weight 
in grams. 
The value has been called the dustiness in grams per ton, but must 
not be considered as the absolute or total amount of dust in a ton of 
coal. It is preferably thought of as a dustiness index and is considered 
an excellent relative measm:e of the dust produced when handling coal. 
Messrs. Powell and Russell, in their article further state that in' 
order to determine the effectiveness of any dust-laying treatment for 
fuel, it is necessary to dry the sample under controlled storage condi-
tions approximating dry air conditions in the householder's basement: 
They suggest the following method: 
Approximately a 50-lb. coal sample is placed in a flat bottom con-
tainer or a large galvanized wash tub. Samples are exposed to the air 
for 10 days in a room whose temperature is maintained 15. deg. C. 
higher than the average outside temperature. The windows should. be 
open but covered with muslin to keep out the dust and permit the 
higher temperature to be maintained in the room. It is desirable to ob-
tain relative humidity of the.air in the room several times during the 
storage period and also at the time of the dust tests. 
Inasmuch as some bituminous coals contain more free dust than 
others, it is an obvious fact that it is impossible to state accurately in 
advance just what quantities of oil are needed for any specific coal: 
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Broadly speaking, domestic sizes will require quantities approxi-
mating 2 quarts per ton, and the smaller sizes will' require quantities 
ranging between 2'lfi and 4 quarts per ton. In unusually dusty stoker 
coals quantities in excess of 1 gallon per ton have been used. 
· So that accurate knowledge may be always available, it is recom-
·mended that an oil meter be installed on each branch line running to 
a set of nozzles. . . 
Knowing the tons of coal loaded in any railroad car, and the quan-
tity of oil ·used to treat that coal, it is merely a matter of calculation 
to determine the quantity of. oil that has been applied per ton of coal. 
By means of the meters, ·the operator knows after a short ex-
perience whether or not a sufficient quantity of oil per ton of coal has 
been applied to procure satisfactory dustproofing. 
When dustproofing coal was originally .considered, it was believed 
that the primary objective in eliminating dust was to make a prod-
uct that would be more acceptable to the users of domestic fuel, to 
permit coals to enter new markets, and in some districts to eliminate 
the encroachment of substitute fuels. In a large measure these aims 
have been accomplished, but during the years of development, addi-
tional benefits were discovered, among which are: 
(1) Oil treatment of coal helps minimize the segregation of fines in 
stoker coals, thereby giving a more even fuel bed 
· (2) Oil treatment permits coal to run more· freely from railroad 
cars and storage bins 
(3) Oil treatment gives somewhat better ignition to the coal 
( 4) Oil treatment helps to lubricate the feed of mechanical stokers 
( 5) The oil film checks "slacking" of coal that has been placed in 
storage 
· (6) ·Oil tends to decrease freezing of moist slack coal and .the 
smaller sizes of coal when shipped in railroad cars during winter 
(7) Oil materially overcomes the past troubles of coal "arching" in 
hoppers . .. 
(8) If certain sizes are oil treated after washing, the treatment per-
mits some reduction of the water content of the coal when compared to 
that of untreated coal. 
XVIII. SELLING STEAM COAL ON AN ENGINEERING BASIS 
A. c. SMITH* 
High pressure salesmanship, wherein the salesman ran a bull 
through the wringer, is dead. Merely selling steam coal is as obsolete 
as a 1914 Ford. 
The early Ford served a great purpose as a forerunner to the later 
models, but Mr. Ford did not rest on the laurels of a job well done. 
He had educated the public away from the horse and buggy, and he 
had the vision and foresight to build a product to meet the ever in- . 
creasing demands of that public. 
Steam coal must now be marketed. Marketing is a step higher than 
selling. It includes salesll!anship, to be sure, a product that backs 
up the story, coal that fits the plant, competent engineering service, 
and satisfactory performance. 
An old concern, long under the same management, had bought coal 
blindly year after year. Coal was coal to them. Coal was black and 
burned if enough air was blown through it. Then death took one of 
the older executives. He was replaced by an active executive who 
wanted to know the whys and wherefores. Every department was put 
under a microscope, so to speak, and within 18 months they were 
burning an entirely differe~t coal at big savings. Coal was then coal 
in relation to steam produced. They had the same volume of busi-
• ness, the same plant, the same engineer, and the same fireman, but 
they added a brain, a brain that correlated all factors, and obtained 
low costs. 
An engineer, a good one, had run a plant for years, but he was 
not running it properly. He had learned how to operate a plant and 
most of his knowledge of coals from his father. His mind was closed 
to new ideas. After all, he had built that plant and should know the 
kind of coal to burn. 
The world changed, but he didn't. During the lean years, a bank 
took charge of the concern. Being unable to get the cooperation of the 
chief engineer, the bank called in experts to advise about coal pur-
chases and plant operation. A policy was agreed upon. Notice was 
served on this chief to fall in line "or else." He fell in line, and is much 
happier today in business than he ever was before, for he finds watch-
ing steam costs a game that is interesting. 
In another case $15 000 per year was saved by buying coal on a 
*Fuel Engineer, The Consolidated Coal Company, Chicago, Ill. 
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perfonnance and steam cost basis. This plant burns approximately 
25 000 tons per year, which makes the saving appear somewhat out 
of line. However, the buyer of coal in tli!s particular plant was 
always so busy that he was little concerned with the coal. purchases. 
He had bought coal from the same source for years. 
A salesman approached him one day with the proposition that the 
coal should be bought on a steam cost basis. The salesman must have 
found the buyer in ·one of his rare moments of susceptibility to new 
ideas in coal buying, for an agreement was made to have the com-
bustion engineer for the coal company. run a test. As a result, a size of 
'coal that the operating crew claimed could not be burned was burned 
with the engineer on the job constantly. Higher evaporation, with the 
lower grade and smaller sized coal was made possible. It was not a 
flash in the pan, for these results are still obtained. No, our coal is not 
in that plant. I wish it were. Nevertheless, this success story can serve 
as an inspiration to all of us. 
From another plant, complaints were coming iri. fast and furious. 
Clinkers and cuss words were well mixed in the phone calls from the 
Swedish engineer. We rushed out and were told that it took two men 
two hours to remove the clinkers from their single retort underfeed 
stoker: We agreed to remove· the clinkers ourselves. The job took five 
minutes. The next afternoon we were present at clinker time. Again 
it required only five minutes. We thought our troubles were over and· 
then there was a phone call: Coal and cuss words were mixed this time. 
We rushed out to the plant and were met at the door with this out-
burst: "I bane burned one-third the coal, and I only have one-third 
left. -Now, where the devil is other third?" 
· If there is any lesson to be learned from that experience, I wish you 
would point it out. · 
A 500-horsepower boiler was only capable of 100 per cent rating. 
The coal was pediculous according to the plant engineer. It had been 
getting worse with every carload shipped. Upon inspection, it was 
found that the boiler was extremely dirty, the baffles were sieves, and 
the setting had holes in it large enough through which to throw a cat. 
The troubles were reported and remedied. Higher ratings were ob-
tained, and evaporation higher than ever before was obtained. The 
coal consumption was reduced about 1000 tons. Therefore, the coal 
supplier lost about 1000 tons sales, but in return procured a grateful 
customer. 
In another instance, price was the dominating factor in buying 
coal. Analyses, bu'rning characteristics, steam costs, made little dif-
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ference in the minds of the operating crew. They were making steam at 
125 lbs. pressure; they used 125-lb. pressure and had to have it. The 
lowest priced coal on the market gave them that pressure so why 
should they pay more for the coal? 
In setting up a cost system, they became interested in allocating 
the correct share of the power plant costs to each department. Steam 
meters were bought and installed to measure steam distribution, and 
a peculiar situation was discovered. The assumed big steam consum-
ing departments were found not so big. 
While they were thinking about this and were meter minded, a coal 
salesman, who had been calling for years, came into the scene. He had 
never had a low enough price on his coal. Because the purchasing 
agent had this problem uppermost in his mind he talked to the sales-
man about it, whereupon the salesman suggested that their engineer 
might. be able to help. The engineer then went to the plant. Seeing 
savings to be made, he suggested that a steam flow meter be installed 
on the boiler to check steam used against steam generated. This en-
gineer finally persuaded them to run some evaporation tests on differ-
ent coals. The coal that gave them the lowest steam cost had a price 
that was 40 per cent higher than the average cost paid for coal bought 
on a price basis. If you think that these people haven't learned a les-
son, just try to talk price to the purchasing age:rit. 
Thirty-two competitive tests were run in one plant. Naturally, the 
coal indicating the lowest steam cost was chosen. A two-year contract 
was made. About a year later, the engineer of the contracting com-
pany, suggested that, due to changed operating conditions, a coal froni 
another of their mines could be burned to better advantage. Here was 
something new to the plant officials. They believed they had covered 
the 'field in their tests. They had chosen the coal giving the lowest 
steam cost. The contract had another year's duration, and the com-
bustion engineer suggested that further savings could be made. They 
had nothing to lose, so they ·let him run the test. As a result, the teet 
proved the engineer to be· right. 
· There has not been a coal tested. in that plant for five years, for 
the plant officials believe that their present supplier will bring to their 
attention any savings to be made in the future. With this faith in the 
integrity of the supplier, let us hope that he will not fail. Confidence 
and satisfaction are not easily restored, once they are lost. 
All this being true, "so what?" Simply this: Conscious of the 
changes.that have taken place in-the industry,. we in the coal business 
must study. the problems of marketing and ·production in order to 
I ,, 
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meet the situation more intelligently; It seems logical, therefore, to 
assume that the greater the knowledge of the market, the better pro-
vision we can make to meet the various problems as they arise. The 
more intelligently these problems can be faced, the higher will be the 
range of.profit. Wc~must change with the market, or the market will 
short change us . 
. Producers arc becoming marketing minded. They realize that steam 
coal should be in' effective relationship to its market. They have found 
that shipments of uniform, well-prepared coal, plus engineering service 
to sec that the coal is properly burned in the proper plant, are impera-
tive if good performance is to be obtained in· any plant. · They now 
realize that adjusted complaints and lost customers have a red influ-
ence on the balance sheet. Dedusted coal, dustproofing, new sizes, and 
increased engineering service arc all evidences that the producers recog-
nize the change in the market and that they are meeting this change. 
Tremendous improvements in preparation, uniformity, and treat-
ment have been made. Ten years ago the steam customer was not opti-
mistic enough to assume that he would receive the same uniform coal 
in e\~ery carload. Today he demands it. Preparation is a cog in the 
wheel, and plays an important part in the marketing of steam coal. 
On the other hand, the sales department has found. that proven' 
values and not wind pressure, sell coal and keep it sold. They realize 
that an engineering department is necessary in order to best obtain 
these proven values, and is of great value in directing coals into the 
proper plants, where a cut price is not. the major factor. They have 
found that greater customer satisfaction through the use of the en-
gineering department builds a wall around their business that is not 
easily penetrated by a competitor. 
·Webster's dictionary says that the word engineer, verb transitive, 
means "to guide the course of, as to engineer a business deal." This 
business needs engineering and more engineering. The customer is de-
manding accurate information, and slipshod guesses will not be toler-
ated by him . 
.., 
A survey of a group of steam plants in Chicago, buying an aggre-
gate of 450 000 tons per year, showed that 22 per cent of these plants 
bought coal through friendship based on good performance, and 41 
per cent of these plants bought on a steam cost basis only. That makes 
a total of 63 ·per cent of that group that _are demanding facts, not 
guesses. 
This indicates one conclusion: Our ·customers have changed. They 
know more about coal, they kno>v more about the results that should 
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be obtained. They want more for their money and are going to de-
mand it. "Well, more "power" to them .. 
Coal men have been blowing off steam, so to speak, telling our cus-
tomers how much we know. We must follow through in good form 
and give them the action they are demanding. Therefore, let action 
be the keynote in marketing steam coal; action in terms of sound and 
reasonable sales arguments, backed up by coal prepared to fit the ar-
gument and engineered to fit the plant. 
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